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This book is intended to be of service to the reader who, if not unfamiliar with ancient Greek philosophy, does not know Plotinus at first hand and would like to read his work. Today many paths lead back to Plotinus. Our increasing interest in late antiquity, a period of history of great importance for Western culture, brings us to the philosophers who made a major creative contribution to the period, Plotinus and his successors (they are labelled today collectively as ‘Neoplatonists’). The historian of philosophy is more aware than ever before that the Neoplatonists shaped ancient philosophy as it was transmitted to (and established) philosophy in the Islamic and Byzantine worlds and in the West of the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and the Enlightenment. The history of theology, literature, and art in the same periods and places is also marked by Plotinus' ideas. Finally modern philosophers' interests have changed to the point where they no longer hesitate to look beyond the traditional sources of inspiration in antiquity that are Plato and Aristotle. Our improved understanding of Plotinus shows him to be a far more challenging philosopher than would have been suspected a few generations ago.

The most important event in the progress of modern work on Plotinus was the publication of the first scientific edition of his works by Paul Henry and Hans-Rudolph Schwyzer in 1951–73. Essential research was also done during this time (mostly in France and Germany) on Plotinus' philosophical background. In the English-speaking world serious work on Plotinus was pioneered by A. Hilary Armstrong, whose translation (1966–88), accompanied by the Henry—Schwyzer edition (slightly revised), has at last made available a complete, reliable, and clear English version of Plotinus. Excellent

1 For more details see below, Epilogue.
systematic accounts and analytical discussions of Plotinus are also available now in English. However the reader, despite this major progress, may still find Plotinus' writings difficult of access. In this book I try to make the first approach to the texts less daunting.

For reasons given below in the Introduction I have taken in the following chapters a number of philosophical questions (often traditional in Greek philosophy) and attempt to show how Plotinus, in selected treatises, discusses these questions in relation to the views of his predecessors and argues for his own position. My hope is that this approach will bring the reader nearer to the actual text of Plotinus' treatises while giving some idea of the thinking that led Plotinus to elaborate his philosophy. I have arranged the chapters in such a way that the later chapters presuppose ideas first introduced in the earlier chapters. Thus the sequence of chapters is conceived more as a way of preparing the approach of the reader to Plotinus than as representing some order in Plotinus' works or world. Wherever possible I quote passages from Plotinus, in my translation, inserting in square brackets information needed for a better understanding of these passages. By using terminology close to that adopted by Armstrong, I hope to facilitate the use of this book in conjunction with his translation.

My colleagues in the field may find that some matters are oversimplified here or even omitted; in my defence I can only remind them of the purpose of the book, which is not intended as a contribution to specialized research. However I have tried sometimes to convey an impression of the problems that arise when one looks at Plotinus more closely. If anything the uninitiated reader might sometimes feel that parts of the book are rather complicated and abstract. It is difficult to see how this can be entirely avoided without giving a misleading idea of the philosopher.

A sabbatical grant from the University of Fribourg made completion of this book possible. For very helpful, detailed, and often stimulating comments I am greatly indebted to A. H.

---

2 See ‘Guide to Further Reading’, preliminary section.
3 In general I have avoided the use of scholarly annotation. The reader will find in the ‘Guide to Further Reading’ (below) additional references to Plotinian texts and indications concerning modern discussion of the texts.
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Introduction Plotinus' Life and Works

We depend for practically all of what we know about Plotinus' life and works on the labours of one of his pupils, Porphyry. Porphyry's *Life of Plotinus* (or *Vita Plotini*), one of the most interesting of ancient biographies to survive, is the principal source of information about Plotinus' life. Porphyry placed it at the beginning of his edition of Plotinus' works and it is this edition (the *Enneads*) which prevailed in antiquity and which we have inherited. Porphyry published the *Life* and *Enneads* at the beginning of the fourth century AD, some thirty years after Plotinus' death. He was already 30 years of age and highly educated in literature and philosophy when he became a member of Plotinus' circle in Rome in 263. His devotion to Plotinus, then and after, did not exclude his having his own interests. These interests shape his biography and edition of Plotinus, defining how we should read the life and writings of his master. We would do well then to take account of the point of view of our guide as he gives us access to the exceptional person and philosopher whom he felt so privileged to know.

1. Plotinus' Life

One of Porphyry's aims in writing the *Life of Plotinus* is to show that he had been entrusted by the master with the task of editing his works (*Life*, chs. 7, 24). Other pupils had prepared editions of various sorts, Amelius (100 volumes of notes!) and Eustochius. But Porphyry wishes to impose his edition as the 'authorized' version. He also sees himself as the focus around which revolved the actual
writing of the works. The twenty-one treatises Plotinus composed between 254 and 263 (i.e. before Porphyry's arrival) are, Porphyry suggests, immature, whereas those written after Porphyry's departure from Rome in 269 show decline (Life, 6. 28–37). While this piece of self-gloration on Porphyry's part is absurd—Plotinus was not an immature youth but in his fifties in 254–63 and the works he composed after Porphyry's departure are far from showing decline—it does seem likely that Porphyry, being more of a literary man than Plotinus, encouraged his master to write more. And indeed the treatises written in and after 263 (e.g. Ennead VI. 4–5) show great freedom and depth as compared with the rather stiff and didactic pieces that Plotinus had written before.

Porphyry has another purpose in the Life to prepare the reader for approaching Plotinus' treatises. He does this, not only by providing useful background information about Plotinus and his works, but also by portraying Plotinus as the ideal philosopher. This portrait is intended to inspire and guide us as we begin our reading of the Enneads, as we take, that is, our first steps toward wisdom. The ideal is Porphyry's, not Plotinus'. This creates a revealing tension between the facts about Plotinus reported by Porphyry and the ideal that Porphyry wants these facts to exemplify. We might consider the following cases.

The Life begins as follows: 'Plotinus, the philosopher who was our contemporary, seemed to be ashamed that he was in the body. It is because of this attitude that he could not bear to speak about his race, his parents, and his native land.' To grasp what is at stake here we should notice that, according to ancient literary theory, Porphyry ought to have begun the description of his hero by dealing with the hero's race, parents, and native land. Porphyry knew this, but his ambitions as biographer were frustrated by Plotinus' silence. Already at the start the biographer's intentions are at odds with his subject's attitudes. How account for Plotinus' silence? Porphyry finds a philosophical explanation: it was because Plotinus seemed to be ashamed that he was in the body. However, shame is not an attitude to the body characteristic of Plotinus (see below Ch. 8 s. 4, Ch. 9).
The tension between the biographer and his subject can also be felt when Porphyry seeks to invest his ideal philosopher with divine powers, divine inspiration, and a quasi-religious, magical aura. He reports that a certain Olympius of Alexandria in Egypt, having attempted to use magic against Plotinus, asserted that the power of Plotinus' soul was so great that the attack was repelled. When an Egyptian priest evoked Plotinus' guardian spirit in the temple of Isis in Rome, it turned out to be no mere spirit but a god (ch. 10)! This image of Plotinus is given divine confirmation by the oracle of Apollo obtained after Plotinus' death by Amelius (ch. 22).

What are we to make of all this? Who are Porphyry's sources for the story about Olympius and for the episode in the temple of Isis? What could Plotinus do about an oracle conferred on him after he was dead? Both Amelius and Porphyry were very much taken with religious movements, ritual, and oracles of all sorts. Plotinus did not share these interests:

Amelius became keen on sacrificial rites and went out doing the rounds of the temples at the New Moon and the religious feasts. He once wanted to take Plotinus with him, but Plotinus said, 'they [the gods] should come to me, not I to them'. We were not able to understand what he might have meant with such grand words and we did not dare to ask him. (**Life**, 10. 33–8)

Although Amelius and Porphyry were among Plotinus' most dedicated and closest pupils, we should not assume that they always represented the views of their teacher. In the present instance it is clear that neither Amelius nor Porphyry understood Plotinus' attitude to religion and its rites. We must bear this in mind as we read what Porphyry tells us in the **Life**.

Let us turn to some of the biographical facts given by the **Life**. Porphyry tells us that Plotinus died at the age of 66 in 270, which gives an approximate birth date of 204. He reports that Plotinus took up the study of philosophy at the age of 28 in Alexandria in Egypt. He was inspired by one teacher in particular, Ammonius Sakkas (about whom we know very little), and stayed with him for eleven years (ch. 3). He then joined the military expedition under the Emperor Gordian III against the Persians (242). (**Porphyry** says that
he wanted to become acquainted with Persian and Indian wisdom, but this is a standard motif in ancient biographies of sages.) In the course of the expedition the emperor was murdered by his own soldiers (244). Plotinus escaped to Antioch and went on to Rome where he settled.

These facts can be fleshed out in various ways. It is not unlikely that Plotinus was an Egyptian of strong Hellenic culture. As a young man in Alexandria and later throughout his life in Rome Plotinus found himself in a world that went from one profound crisis to another. The great age of the Roman Empire, an age of political stability, military security, and economic and social development, had ended with the Severan dynasty (193–235). Plotinus witnessed a succession of emperors whose reigns, usually a matter of months, routinely ended in assassination: the murder of Gordian III is one in a long series. Continuing civil war accompanied unrelenting and frequently catastrophic invasions of the empire from Persia and Northern Europe. This brought serious damage to agriculture, food shortages, frequent epidemics, depopulation, interruption of trade, serious inflation, heavy taxation, increasing militarization of the administration. Such was the psychological stress that all of this brought that we can speak with E. R. Dodds of this period as an ‘age of anxiety’.

Plotinus' participation in the expedition against the Persians is very curious. What were his functions? He was hardly a soldier or a gentleman volunteer such as another philosopher, Descartes, would later be. Perhaps Plotinus acted as a court philosopher of the sort Roman emperors sometimes liked to have in their entourage. This suggests that the contacts Plotinus would later have in Rome with members of the ruling class go back to his earlier years in Egypt.

Returning to Porphyry's Life, we find Plotinus beginning to teach in Rome to a circle of friends and pupils. (He occupied no formal teaching post.) He lived in the house of Gemina, presumably a rich patroness. His circle included senators and other politicians, doctors, literary men, a number of women, all coming from different backgrounds, Egyptian, Syrian, Arabian, as well as Italian and Roman. An inner circle of pupils collaborated closely in the work of the group. It included Amelius and Porphyry. Plotinus' links with
Roman power developed into a friendship with the Emperor Gallienus (253–68) and his wife. Plotinus tried to use this occasion to found a city in Campania, to be called Platonopolis and to be governed, it seems, according to Plato's political ideas. However the project met opposition in Court and was not realized. Plotinus seems to have had good practical sense: he was sought after as a guardian for the children of deceased friends and was a successful arbitrator of disputes (ch. 9).

The main activity of Plotinus' circle was philosophical discussion. (What Plotinus himself hoped to achieve with this is described below in Chapter 10.) The sessions were open to all. Amelius gave Porphyry an account of the earlier years of teaching in Rome: ‘The sessions, Amelius told me, were confused and much nonsense was spoken since he [Plotinus] stimulated enquiry among the participants’ (Life, ch. 3). Porphyry tells us what he found when he joined the group in 263. The sessions of the group might begin with a pupil reading from a fairly recent work (it might be a commentary on Plato or on Aristotle) by a Platonist such as Numenius or Atticus or by an Aristotelian philosopher such as Alexander of Aphrodisias. Plotinus would then comment, not following the text word by word, but taking an individual and different line, using the approach of his teacher Ammonius (ch. 14). This seems to have involved the selective interpretation of a passage, particularly in Plato, and discussion of the philosophical problem it raised. Much time was spent in debates (hardly more disciplined than those earlier sessions of which Amelius complained) in which Plotinus made no attempt to impose his views: ‘His teaching seemed like a conversation and he did not reveal immediately to anyone the logical necessities contained in what he said’ (ch. 18). Porphyry then gives an example of an occasion when it took some time for him to grasp and accept Plotinus' position. Another debate is described in ch. 13:

For three days I, Porphyry, asked him how soul is with the body and he persisted in his explanation. A certain Thaumasius came in and said that he wanted to hear an overall treatment to be put in books and that he could not bear Porphyry's answers and questions. But Plotinus said, 'But if we do not
solve the difficulties raised by Porphyry's questions, we will not be able to say anything to be put in a book.’

In this chapter Porphyry brings us very near to seeing Plotinus the man: ‘When he spoke his intellect illuminated even his face. Of pleasing aspect, he was then even more beautiful to see. Sweating slightly, his gentleness showed as did his kindness while being questioned and his rigour.’

From Porphyry's invaluable descriptions of such sessions, it emerges that they concerned sometimes the correct interpretation of a passage in Plato, sometimes the resolution of a philosophical problem such as that of the relation between soul and body. In fact these two aspects are closely related. Plotinus saw in Plato the philosopher who had come nearest to the truth. Interpreting Plato correctly would involve finding the right solution to the problem at issue (the passage in Plato might for instance have to do with soul and body). As Plato's dialogues allow for many different interpretations, Plotinus would take account of these interpretations as representing possible philosophical answers, to be accepted or rejected. And as other philosophers such as Aristotle and the Presocratics had insight, they too would sometimes require interpretation. The modern historian would object to Plotinus' approach: the method for reaching a correct (historical) interpretation of a text in Plato is quite different from the analysis of a philosophical problem; what is a true reading of what Plato says, for example, about the universe is not necessarily true of the universe itself. However, Plotinus was a philosopher, not an historian or literary exegete.

In the Life (ch. 14) Porphyry gives us a list of the commentators on Plato and on Aristotle read in Plotinus' school: Severus, Cronius, Numenius, Gaius, Atticus (the Platonists), Aspasius, Alexander of Aphrodisias, Adrastus (the Aristotelians), and others. We know very little about some of these philosophers and for the rest we are obliged to find out what we can from the fragments or (at best) portions of their work that have survived. Dating from the first two centuries AD they were teachers who, like Plotinus, found in Plato or Aristotle an ancient repository of truth the interpretation of which would give philosophical answers. The Platonists (called ‘Middle Platonists’ by
modern historians, to distinguish them from the members of Plato's own school and from the 'Neoplatonists', Plotinus and his successors) attempted to elaborate systems of Platonic philosophy on the basis of interpretation of Plato's dialogues read sometimes in the light of Aristotelian or Stoic ideas. The results they reached differed enough to give Plotinus a wide range of options. In the following chapters I shall refer to the views of the Platonists best known to us, Numenius and Atticus, as well as to the work of a Platonist not named by Porphyry, the Didaskalikos of Alcinous, since it is one of the rare texts of Platonic philosophy to survive from the second century. The Aristotelians Aspasius and Alexander saw in Aristotle what the Platonists saw in Plato: they too worked towards elaborating a systematic philosophy on the basis of interpreting Aristotle. Fortunately large portions of Alexander's work survive. As his ideas had a considerable impact on Plotinus, I shall introduce them also in the following chapters.

Porphyry indicates that Plotinus' interpretation of Plato was hardly orthodox. It was not accepted by Porphyry's former teacher in Athens, Longinus, and was attacked by some unnamed critics in Greece who accused Plotinus of plagiarizing Numenius (ch. 17). Plotinus set his closest pupils to respond to these criticisms. A more serious threat was the influence exerted on some members of his circle by a religious movement known as 'Gnosticism' in modern scholarship. It will be necessary later in the book to say more about this movement, which might be sketched briefly as follows.

Of bewildering diversity and complexity, Gnosticism was a religious movement which usually took the form of a Christian heresy. Spreading throughout the Roman Empire in the first centuries AD, it promised salvation to the privileged few who were in possession of a special revelation or knowledge (gnosis). This knowledge declared the world in which we live to be the handiwork of evil and ignorant forces, a world in which fragments of a higher world, a world of good divinities, are imprisoned. As these divine elements plunged in the body we await liberation from our body and the powers of evil. Very many variations and complications of this

---

4 Modern scholars have until recently been in the habit of referring to this author (incorrectly) as Albinus.
general scheme can be found in Gnosticism, as is made clear by the hostile reports of Church writers and by the few authentic Gnostic documents that have come down to us. The latter include notably a collection of Gnostic books dating from the fourth century discovered in the 1940s near Nag Hammadi in Egypt. This collection contains versions of texts actually named by Porphyry in the *Life* (ch. 16) and thus allows us to read some of the kind of writing whose influence Plotinus felt to be so pernicious.

Whereas the Christian enemies of Gnosticism considered it to be a heresy generated in part by the corrupting power of Greek philosophy, Plotinus thought of it as an arrogant and perverse reading of Plato. Its influence was serious enough to require Plotinus’ direct attention in a number of his treatises. He also got his pupils to write critiques of Gnosticism (*Life*, ch. 16). It is possible (but not certain) that he criticized Christianity, with which he could hardly have had much sympathy. Certainly Porphyry published at some point in his life a very important attack on the Christian religion.

The Emperor Gallienus was murdered in 268 and the general anarchy (which had not abated in his reign) continued. In the last two years of his life Plotinus wrote more about moral issues: evil, providence, happiness. In 269, suffering from a serious depression, Porphyry left Rome on his master’s advice, going to Sicily. Plotinus fell ill and his circle appears to have started to disperse. Dying of a disease that we cannot now identify with accuracy (possibly tuberculosis or a form of leprosy) Plotinus retired to the country house of a deceased friend and pupil near Minturno in Campania. Attended by another pupil, the doctor Eustochius, he died in 270. Eustochius reported to the absent Porphyry that Plotinus’ last words were: ‘Try to lead the god in you up to the divine in the universe’ (*Life*, 2. 26–7).

2. Plotinus’ Works

Inspired by the portrait of Plotinus as the ideal sage, the reader of the *Life* is intended to move on to what follows, to begin reading
Plotinus' works as edited by Porphyry, the *Enneads*. Here also Porphyry guides us, by means of the way in which he organized the edition. Fortunately he explains his editorial procedures in the *Life*. He first cut up some of Plotinus' treatises so as to increase their number to fifty-four. The purpose of this was to have a number that is the product of the perfect number 6 (6 is both $1 + 2 + 3$ and $1 \times 2 \times 3$) and of the number 9, symbol of totality as the last of first numbers (from 1 to 10). This cutting-up of treatises is not on the whole too misleading, as the various parts of the divided treatises usually follow each other in the edition (VI. 1, VI. 2, and VI. 3, for example). However, one major treatise suffered badly from this treatment, as we will see shortly.

Porphyry's next operation was to arrange the fifty-four treatises into six sets of nine treatises, 'nines' (*enneades* in Greek), assigning the treatises to various sets depending on what he considered their main theme to be. The thematic grouping was intended to lay out a path for the ascent of the soul of the reader, going from the first steps to the ultimate goal of Plotinian philosophy. Thus the first set of nine treatises (Enn. I. 1–9) concerns moral questions, the second and third sets (Enn. II. 1–9 and III. 1–9) discuss the natural world, the fourth (Enn. IV. 1–9) deals with soul, the fifth (Enn. V. 1–9) with intellect, and the sixth (Enn. VI. 1–9) with the One.

This arrangement brings serious disadvantages with it. First, Plotinus writes more like Plato than like Aristotle in the sense that he does not confine himself in one work to covering a particular subject or field. His treatises often deal with many different matters and thus do not lend themselves easily to a thematic grouping. Second, one of the major treatises, that directed against Gnosticism, was divided by Porphyry into four pieces, the pieces being assigned to different sets. They are III. 8, V. 8, V. 5, II. 9. What makes it possible to see that these severed members, scattered throughout the compartments of Porphyry's edition, originally belonged together is the fact that Porphyry also tells us in what chronological order the treatises were composed. According to this chronological order (*Life*, chs. 4–6), the texts in question are numbers 30 to 33.

Porphyry's final editorial intervention was to insert titles (some of his own making, some current in the school) for the treatises, as
Plotinus showed no interest in this (or in any other) convention in publishing (*Life*, 4. 16–18, 8. 1–7). Apart from the possible addition of a few explanatory phrases, Porphyry did not seriously interfere, it appears, with the actual text of Plotinus' treatises and for this we must be grateful. Plotinus' style is so individual and free that modern scholars have had to learn to resist the temptation to standardize or ‘correct’ his writing.

The conclusion one may draw so far is that Porphyry's arrangement of Plotinus' works is wholly artificial and sometimes misleading. It has nothing to recommend it, apart from offering us a rather esoteric way of referring to Plotinus' treatises. If we do not follow Porphyry’s editorial guidance, how then should we approach Plotinus? Two questions need to be considered: how individual treatises might be approached, and in what order the treatises should be read.

Porphyry indicates twice (*Life*, chs. 4, 5) that treatises originated in discussions that took place in Plotinus' school. The incident with Thaumasius mentioned above shows that Plotinus would not write down his thoughts until problems had been thoroughly debated in the school. The various opinions of the philosophers (Plato, of course, but also Aristotle and the Stoics) and the positions of the more recent commentators on Plato and Aristotle would be considered. Plotinus would also take account of the various views of his pupils before formulating his position. In view of this it seems to be preferable to read the treatises as relating to debates involving the exegesis of a text in Plato or the solution of a problem, debates which evolved in the context provided by the opinions of Plotinus' immediate philosophical predecessors. I shall adopt this approach.

---

5 The standard way of referring to Plotinus' works is to give the number in Porphyry's edition (e.g. set number III, treatise number 8 = *Ennead* III. 8) followed by the number according to the chronological order given in square brackets (thus: III. 8 [30]) and the chapter and line numbers (thus: *Ennead* III. 8 [30]. 1. 1–2). The division into chapters was introduced by Marsilio Ficino in his Latin translation of Plotinus (Florence, 1492). Materials missing from Ficino's version of *Ennead* IV. 7, ch. 8, were subsequently numbered as chapters 81–85.

6 For Plotinus' statement of his method see *Ennead* III. 7 [45]. 1. 7–17. Plotinus did not write the treatises simply in order to record such debates. His usual purpose in writing (as in teaching) was to lead us through philosophy to the Good (see below, Ch. 10).
in the following chapters, taking as starting-points various philosophical problems (and the relevant texts in Plato), showing how, in certain treatises, Plotinus formulates his views in the light of a critique of the options found in the work of his predecessors. It is my purpose by this means to bring the reader closer to the actual workings of the treatises and to convey some idea of how Plotinus' philosophy evolved.

As regards the order in which to read the treatises, if one intends to read them all, it would be preferable to follow the chronological order of composition (see above). This allows one to read the divided treatises as wholes and to see how Plotinus takes up and develops points touched on in earlier treatises. Some modern scholars believe they have detected in the treatises, arranged in chronological order, an intellectual development. It is true that we can notice different emphases at different times in Plotinus' life: for example, the confrontation with Gnosticism seems to have come to a head in the 260s and the last treatises show greater concentration on moral themes. Evolution in some areas of his philosophy might well have occurred. We should remember however that Plotinus started writing in his fifties, when his ideas can be expected to have reached some maturity. If his first compositions seem somewhat stiff and terse as compared to the freedom and depth of thought of the later works, this may have to do, not so much with intellectual development, as with growing confidence and ease with writing.

Short of reading everything, we can of course read a selection of treatises. In the following chapters I propose one such selection of treatises, some of them taken from Plotinus' earlier writing, some from his more complex work.
1 Soul and Body

1. The Doctrine of Two Worlds

To those who approach Plato's philosophy for the first time, the most striking aspect of it perhaps is its distinctive way of seeing reality. Plato's dialogues, in particular the *Phaedo*, *Phaedrus*, *Republic*, and *Timaeus*, encourage us to visualize reality as if it were divided into two worlds, the material world that we perceive around us with our senses (the 'sensible' world) and an immaterial world to which we have access only by thought or intellect (the 'intelligible' world). The material world is subject to never-ending change. Everything in it is in continuous process: bodies are unceasingly formed and dissolved and are incapable of maintaining a stable identity. Material things are too evanescent and ambiguous for anything true to be said or known about them. The immaterial world, by contrast, is all stability, permanence, eternity. It is populated, not by bodies in flux, but by 'Forms' (or 'Ideas'). These are immaterial beings possessing clear-cut and unchanging identities: the Form of beauty, for example, is beauty itself, beauty eternal, as compared with the fugitive suggestions of beauty in material things. The relation between the two worlds is such, it appears, that the material world is a shadowing forth, an imaging of the world of Forms. The material world exists only to the extent that it shares in the eternal being of the Forms, just as a shadow exists only as the shadow of something. To comprehend the world that we see, the theatre of shadows in which we live, we must discover in thought the eternal models which it reflects, the world of Forms.

In presenting the Platonic doctrine of two worlds, it is difficult to avoid suggesting what the sense of the doctrine might be. A literal
reading of Plato's visual language might take it that Plato does in fact see above or beyond this physical universe another universe, a sort of philosopher's Eden of light, perfection, and immortality to which our souls long to escape. Another interpretation of the doctrine, warning us against taking Plato's visual descriptions too literally, might claim that the doctrine boils down to a distinction between conceptual categories (the Forms) and the data of sense-perception. But what did Plato himself really mean to say? What is the precise sense of the distinction he makes between Forms and physical objects, between immaterial and material reality? These questions remain open even today. Many different answers have been proposed. There seem to be many ways of making philosophical sense (or nonsense) of Plato's distinction.

The Middle Platonists do not on the whole show much originality in their approach to the subject. Alcinous presupposes a simple schoolroom distinction between two worlds, between sensible and intelligible reality, as a basic and unquestioned dogma of Platonism (see, for example, Didaskalikos, ch. 4; also Atticus, fragment 8, and Apuleius, De Platone et eius dogmate, ch. 6). Numenius discusses the subject more fully in his dialogue On the Good (fragments 3–8), but he merely embroiders on what can be found in some passages in Plato. Emphasizing the evanescence of corporeal things and the immutability of the immaterial, he insists that only the latter can be regarded as what exists in the fullest and truest sense, since it remains what it is and is not subject to dissipation as are bodies. Plotinus, however, breaks away from such platitudes in various ways. He tends to approach Plato's distinction in the context of a distinction between soul and body. The need to avoid confusing soul with body and the discovery of intellect as the origin of soul bring us to a new way of understanding the difference between immaterial and material reality. And the problem of the relation between these two kinds of reality arises in connection with the difficult problems posed by the link between soul and body. In this chapter Plotinus' interpretation of the doctrine of two worlds will be discussed in terms of the distinction between soul and body. The topic will be examined further in the following two chapters as regards the link
between soul and body (Ch. 2) and the relation between soul and intellect (Ch. 3).

For almost 2,000 years many philosophers took for granted the Platonic belief that the visible world is the shadow of a higher, more substantial, immaterial world. Even Aristotelians, inasmuch as they believed in the existence of a superior, immaterial divine substance, came near to this view, although they did not follow the Platonists in condemning the material world to a sort of semi-existence. A decisive change and a new beginning came only in the seventeenth century, with René Descartes. In his effort to break away from ancient and medieval philosophy and found a new, resolutely modern philosophy Descartes took as the fundamental metaphysical distinction that between mind and body. The question whether ‘mind’ (however defined) is ‘different’ (and in what sense) from body (whatever that may be) remains unresolved and crucial in modern philosophy. To what extent did Plotinus, in interpreting the two-world doctrine as a distinction between soul (or intellect) and body, anticipate Descartes’s new beginning? Some suggestions concerning this will be made in the conclusion to this chapter.

2. The Immortality of Soul (Ennead IV. 7[2])

One of Plotinus' first writings, Ennead IV. 7[2], is devoted to showing that the soul is immortal. Plato had argued for this in the Phaedo and in the Phaedrus (245ce). Plato's claim that soul is an incorporeal, non-composite reality not subject to destruction is rejected by Aristotle. For Aristotle, soul, as the structure (or ‘form’) responsible for the various functions of a living body, cannot escape death. Yet one living function, intellect, seems to be an exception: in Aristotle's view thinking is not the function of a particular bodily organ. Intellect thus seems to have a claim to immortality (De anima, 2. 2. 413b 24–7; 3. 4–5). However, Aristotle is at his most obscure here and in any case the question of immortality lies far from his primarily biological interests in the De anima. The Stoics on the whole admit only a limited and impersonal sort of immortality: after death the souls of the wise can become one with the divine spirit.
permeating the world. The Epicureans, true to their theory that all is nothing but a series of temporary groupings of atoms in the void, thought of soul as a grouping of (particularly fine) atoms, therefore of its very nature destined to disintegration. In IV. 7 Plotinus argues for Plato’s position by disproving the theories of Aristotle, of the Stoics, and of the Epicureans. And this argument in turn has an effect, as we will see, on the kind of position that Plotinus ends up defending.

Plotinus quickly shows (ch. 1) how the question of immortality involves another question, that of the nature of soul. For if we are composed of body and soul, it is clearly only in soul that any real chance can be found of surviving death. But this would mean that soul cannot be body and must be able to exist without body. Plotinus therefore argues in chapters 2–8 against the Stoic and Epicurean claim that soul is a body. If Aristotle does not identify soul with body, his approach nevertheless makes soul on the whole dependent on body for its existence, as does a version of Pythagoreanism which sees soul as a harmonious order of bodily parts. Plotinus must therefore argue against these positions also (chs. 8–8) before concluding (ch. 9) that soul is not a body and does not depend for its existence on body.

3. Soul Is not Body (Ennead IV. 7. 2–8)

Many of the arguments marshalled by Plotinus against the thesis of those, principally the Stoics, who identify soul as body are not new. They can be found already in Plato’s Phaedo, in Aristotle’s De anima, in the Aristotelian commentators, and in Middle Platonism. The overall strategy followed by Plotinus might be summarized in this way:

1. All parties involved in the debate agree that by ‘soul’ they mean the cause responsible for life in certain bodies (including plants and animals as well as humans).
2. The nature of body is not such as to make it capable of acting as such a cause.
By arguing for the second point, Plotinus has the basis for concluding that soul, as he and his opponents understand it, cannot be of bodily nature. The second point is shown both as regards life in general and as regards various specific living functions. A few examples of Plotinus’ argument might be considered briefly here.

If soul is the source of life in a living body, it must itself have life. If it is body, then it is such as being one (or more) of the four basic constituents (or elements) of bodies—fire, air, water, and earth—or as being a compound produced from these elements. But the elements themselves are lifeless. And things compounded from the elements depend on something else, a cause that puts them together. But this something else is what is meant by soul. Therefore soul cannot be body, either as an element or as a combination of elements (ch. 2).

As for the various specific living functions, Plotinus follows the list of functions given by Aristotle in the De anima, a list that helps make concrete what is meant by ‘life’: to live is to be capable of one or more of the functions of nutrition, growth, reproduction, locomotion, sense-perception, imagination, memory, thought. In Plotinus’ view it can be shown that soul, as the cause responsible for these particular functions, cannot be body. For example, ‘How do we remember and how do we recognize those close to us if our souls never stay the same?’ (5. 22–4). That is, how can I have an identity that persists through time if my soul is a body and all body is in perpetual flux? And when I perceive something, I perceive as one perceiver, and not as a multitude of different perceiving parts. The power to perceive acts both as a unity and as present throughout the different parts of the body. But a body cannot be in different places and not lose its unity. Therefore soul as the faculty of perception cannot be a body (chs. 6–7). And how could there be thinking of incorporeal entities if thought is the function of a body (ch. 8)?

Plotinus has many more arguments and of those mentioned above only the briefest of summaries has been given. The arguments would not have convinced the Stoics. They had after all attempted to explain how thinking takes place in a soul that is of bodily nature. Their conception of soul includes the idea of a unifying tensional force which binds together as a unity the different perceptual
components in the body. And they did not subscribe to the theory of bodily nature which Plotinus assumes, a fairly common theory in Greek philosophy which can be found in Aristotle as well as in Plato, according to which bodies are made up from four basic inanimate elements. The Stoics spoke rather of a corporeal force, a sort of cosmic life-giving spirit or breath (pneuma) which penetrates and organizes a purely passive matter, creating increasingly complex levels of material reality culminating in rationality. Plotinus, however, takes for granted his own conception of body. He thus assumes that body is incapable of self-movement, of self-organization. It does not have the power to create higher, in particular organic, functions. These functions must be produced by something different, which therefore cannot be a body.

Yet the argument with the Stoics was not fruitless. It encouraged Plotinus to think of soul as a cosmic force that unifies, organizes, sustains, and controls every aspect of the world. It is true that Plato had spoken in the Timaeus of a cosmic soul (34b–37c). The importance which this idea takes on in Plotinus suggests that new light had been thrown on it in the confrontation with Stoicism.

4. Soul Does not Depend on Body (Ennead IV. 7. 8–85)

Having disposed to his satisfaction of the claim that soul is body, Plotinus next turns to the thesis that soul, if incorporeal, nevertheless depends on its relation to body in order to exist. Speaking of the notion that soul is a certain harmonious order of bodily parts Plotinus asks what is responsible for so arranging the parts: soul? But then soul is not the order, but rather that which makes the order (ch. 8'). And if soul is the form or structure of a certain kind of body, as Aristotle claims, then what of thinking, a living function which Aristotle himself does not regard as the function of a particular bodily part. Plotinus suggests that even the lower biological functions are not tied to particular bodily organs as functions of them. The example he gives is that of a plant which can retain its various biological powers in its root even when the parts of its body corresponding to these powers are withered (ch. 8').
Plotinus' criticism of Aristotle is scarcely more convincing than his attack on Stoicism, although it is true, as he suggests, that there are very real difficulties in reconciling Aristotle's analysis of thinking with the rest of his psychology (on this see already Atticus, fragment 7). Plotinus' argument here is in any case very brief. After the long struggle with Stoic materialism he hastens to the desired end, the conclusion that soul, as the source of life in bodies, is not a body and does not depend on body for its existence. This in turn points to the immortality of soul. Plotinus is quick also to convert the distinction he has established between soul and body into a broad distinction between intelligible and sensible reality, or, in the words of Plato's *Timaeus* (28a), between what is truly and eternally and what is subject to perpetual change (ch. 8: 46–50; ch. 9).

This broadening of the distinction between soul and body requires far more careful attention than it is given at the end of IV. 7. Plotinus himself indicates that many questions remain to be answered. Does the argument for immortality concern soul taken in general or also each individual soul (ch. 12)? If soul is separate from body, how does it come about that it enters body (ch. 13)? Are the souls of plants and animals immortal (ch. 14)? What of the three parts of the soul of which Plato speaks in the *Republic*—do they all survive death (ch. 14)? Plotinus discusses these questions very briefly and answers some of them; he will come back to a fuller discussion of some of them in later treatises, as we will see.

5. The Concept of Soul in *Ennead* IV. 7

The arguments in IV. 7 for the distinction between soul and body and for the independence of soul vis-à-vis the body might strike us sometimes as sketchy and polemical. The treatise does however help to show how Plotinus' version of Platonism was affected by the challenge represented by competing philosophies, in particular those of Aristotle and of the Stoics. No doubt Plotinus regards himself as merely defending Plato by means of disarming the adversaries. But his Plato is reshaped by the debate. Soul in Plotinus behaves much
like the Stoic cosmic life-force which permeates passive matter, giving it structure, cohesion, order in every respect and
detail. Furthermore the specific functions exercised by this dynamic cause correspond to those listed by Aristotle. At
the same time Plotinus distances himself from Stoicism and Aristotelianism. Body in general, as the inanimate basic
elements or as compounded from them, is characterized by the passivity, the incapacity for self-organization that the
Stoics attributed to only one aspect of corporeal nature. This is why the dynamic force without which the world could
not exist must, for Plotinus, be incorporeal and independent of body. As for Aristotelianism, Plotinus does not restrict
the realm of soul to organic things, as does Aristotle: soul, for Plotinus, is responsible for the structure of the entire
universe. Nor does he understand the different functions exercised by soul as necessarily existing only as the functions
of the corresponding bodily organs. Soul can act in different ways in relation to different organs of the body. But it
does not depend on these organs in order to exist. This may suffice at present as a preliminary sketch of Plotinus'
concept of soul. The following chapters will examine other issues that will allow us to develop our sketch in various
ways.

6. Plotinus and Descartes

To what extent did Plotinus, in approaching the doctrine of two worlds in the light of the distinction between soul and
body, anticipate the new foundation that Descartes wished to give to modern science and philosophy, that is, the
distinction between mind and body? A link between the two philosophers cannot be excluded. One of Plotinus' most
intelligent and enthusiastic readers in antiquity was (for a while at least) St Augustine. Augustine's works illustrate
vividly the Plotinian approach to immaterial reality as the discovery of the nature of soul and of its origin. Augustine
was also the greatest of the Latin Church Fathers and his works formed part of the intellectual atmosphere of the
educated Christian in Descartes's age. Indeed some of Descartes's contemporaries were struck by the closeness of
some of his ideas to those of Augustine.
There are, however, important differences between Plotinus' version of the doctrine of two worlds and Descartes's distinction between mind and body. Descartes wished to construct a chain of scientific truths possessing absolute certitude. This meant discounting at first all impressions derived from sense-perception. The very first certitude, he found, was that of his own existence as mind, a certitude which did not necessarily entail certitude as to his existence as body. If Descartes later shows the existence of body, it is clear that the relation between mind and body is not such that mind is wholly responsible for all bodily functions: most living functions are the work of the body and arise from bodily mechanisms. Plotinus, on the other hand, is not primarily concerned with elaborating an invincible series of certitudes, but is more interested in the world and how it comes to be organized as it is, of course with the purpose of reaching the truth about this. And the soul which he finds, forming and sustaining the world as it does in every detail, is very different from Descartes's mind.

There are, however, other ways in which Plotinus anticipated to some extent, I believe, the new direction Descartes gave to philosophy. Descartes's attempt to elaborate scientific knowledge on the basis, not of the observation of the world, but of what can be determined with certitude from the analysis of the mind, led to an interest in what might be called the problem of human subjectivity, a problem characteristic of modern philosophy. Far from simply observing and describing the world, as might be done in a 'naïve' approach, the modern philosopher raises questions about the human subject who is pursuing such observations. What does this subject presuppose in his research? What does he inject in the methods used to analyse the world? To know the world we must find out more about the nature of the human mind that seeks to know. Plotinus is keenly aware that his enquiries involve not only the object being discussed, the world, but also the human subject who enquires and discusses. He indicates toward the end of IV. 7. (ch. 10) that the questions treated are by no means of remote concern. To discover that soul is independent of body, that body derives what structure and value it has from soul, is to discover something of essential importance to oneself. When we examine the world, we are
expressing and discovering our true self as soul. And the discovery of our true self leads both to further exploration of what is implicit in this self and to a better understanding of the world that we, as soul, produce.

Plotinus anticipates Descartes and modern philosophy in yet another way. Although he speaks of intelligible reality as ‘above’ or ‘beyond’ the material world, he is quite clear that this relation is not to be understood in spatial terms. Intelligible reality is discovered within ourselves, as soul, and further investigation of the roots of our nature discloses the primary form of intelligible being, intellect. In a sense Plotinus internalizes intelligible reality, as opposed to an externalizing conception that sees it as another world outside and beyond this world. For Plotinus intelligible reality is to be found in the depths of our own nature. This internalization of the intelligible is characteristic of modern philosophy, where it lacks, however, the cosmic significance it has in Plotinus: if intelligible principles are to be found within us, these principles do not, it is assumed, produce the world.
2 The Relation Between Sensible and Intelligible Reality

1. How Is Soul Present in Body (Ennead VI. 4–5 [22–3])?

The distinction Plotinus makes between soul and body in IV. 7 leaves some matters unresolved and leads to other questions. The identification of this distinction with that between intelligible and sensible reality requires further discussion: in Chapter 3 below it will be seen that intelligible reality includes not just soul but also other entities. Furthermore, given Plotinus' distinction between soul and body, one might wonder why soul, if it is so different from body, finds itself in body, and indeed how soul could ever be present in body. This last question provoked much debate in Plotinus' school, for Porphyry tells us: 'For three days I, Porphyry, asked him [Plotinus] how soul is with the body and he persisted in his explanation' (Life of Plotinus, 13. 11–12). What was it that made this so hard to understand? Why should the way in which soul is present in body be so puzzling?

Ennead VI. 4–5 [22–3], the first work Plotinus composed after Porphyry's arrival in the school, shows how Plotinus would have tried to answer Porphyry. The first chapter presents the problem, which might be formulated as follows. The distinction between soul and body means that the one possesses a nature very different from that of the other. Body is composite, made up ultimately of the four elements (fire, air, water, and earth), which themselves are constituted of form and matter. As composite, body tends by nature towards disintegration. It is characterized furthermore by the
possession of size, mass, and is tied to place such that it cannot be in different places without being dispersed, different parts occupying different places. Soul, on the other hand, is non-composite, not subject to disintegration, and, as incorporeal, has no size or mass. Nor is it localized, or tied to place, as body is. But if we say, with Plotinus, that soul is present in body, how could such presence be possible? If soul is present everywhere in the body in such a way that it is spread out over the different parts and places in body, must not this divide up soul? And if soul is to remain one, how could it preserve this unity and yet be present at the same time as a whole in different places in the body? Is Plotinus' distinction between soul and body so strong that it becomes difficult to see how they could ever be related to each other, notwithstanding his insistence that soul makes body into everything that it is?

In VI. 4. 2 Plotinus connects the problem of soul's presence in body with a larger issue, that of the presence of intelligible reality in the sensible world. He is aware that in doing this he is confronting one of the most difficult problems facing any Platonist. Among the difficulties presented by Plato in his Parmenides concerning the theory of Forms is that of the presence of a single Form in a multitude of particular sensible objects (131ac): how could one Form (for example, the Form of beauty) be present in many (beautiful) things without being divided up among them? The presence of the Form in a multitude seems to mean destruction of the Form as a whole, as a unity. This cannot be right. But to save the Form's unity, one must abandon its presence in many things. This too is unacceptable. Plato himself gives no clear indication as to how one is to resolve this dilemma. Aristotle considered it as yet another decisive reason for rejecting Plato's theory of Forms (Metaphysics, 1. 6). The problem remained unresolved, lying deep, as a possibly fatal flaw, in the heart of Platonic philosophy. The Middle Platonists were aware of it, but they contented themselves with references to the 'mysterious' relation between intelligible and sensible reality. Plotinus' Ennead VI. 4–5 is the first Platonist text we have which faces the issue squarely.
2. A Category Mistake

In reading VI. 4–5, one might pick out various aspects of Plotinus' approach to the problem of presence. One aspect consists in the analysis of the problem as arising from what could be described as a 'category mistake': we are puzzled about how an immaterial nature can be present as a whole in many separate bodies or bodily parts because we make the mistake of thinking of this immaterial nature as if it must behave just as do bodies, that is, that it cannot be spread over different places without being divided up. And indeed the notion, a Stoic one, that a body can be dispersed throughout other bodies and yet retain its unity is for Plotinus an impossible one. The problem of presence can then be diagnosed as arising from a mental confusion which consists (1) in thinking of immaterial being as subject to the same restrictions, in particular local restrictions, as bodies, and consequently (2) not seeing how an immaterial being can be present as a whole throughout body.

But an account attempting to examine what is being said and which is not a unity, but something divided, bringing into the enquiry the nature of bodies whence it derives its principles, this account fragmented being, thinking it is like this, and doubted its unity since it [the account] did not initiate the enquiry from the appropriate principles. (VI. 5. 2. 1–6)

The diagnosis points to an appropriate therapy: accustoming oneself to thinking of immaterial being in another way, not as if it were body, but in the light of its proper, non-quantitative, non-local characteristics. Much of VI. 4–5 is devoted to this therapy. Again and again Plotinus comes back to the same ideas, examining them from different angles, helping the reader develop habits of thought that will make him less inclined to confusion. We might say then that the problem of the presence of soul in body, of the intelligible in the sensible, derives from a flaw, not in Plato's philosophy, but in our understanding of it. Learning to think correctly will eliminate the problem.

But not entirely. There is reason to believe that, even if one reads VI. 4–5 many times over and exercises oneself so as to avoid category mistakes, the problem will not be completely removed. For if a given
intelligible nature is not present in various bodies in the way that a body is present in other bodies, then in what sense is it present? Does not ‘presence’ mean being localized in a particular body? What could ‘immaterial presence’ possibly be?

3. The Self-Presence of the Intelligible

Plotinus develops some ideas in VI. 4–5 which might help here. In particular he attempts to formulate what ‘presence’ might mean when spoken of in regard to immaterial being. As he suggests in VI. 5. 2, we must try to think of immaterial being, not in terms of the categories that apply to bodies, but in terms of those relevant to its particular nature:

But we, for the account of what is one and total being, must adopt principles appropriate to conviction, that is intelligible principles pertaining to the intelligibles and to true being. For since the one kind [i.e. bodies] is subject to motion and all sorts of changes and is divided up over all places, what would appropriately be called ‘becoming’ and not ‘being’, whereas the other kind [i.e. intelligible being] is eternally unchanging being, neither generated nor destroyed, having no location or place or base, not coming from somewhere or going somewhere, but staying in itself, when one speaks of the former [kind], one should reason from this nature and from what is judged concerning it, probabilities based on probabilities, making arguments that are also probable in character. But when one discusses the intelligibles, one would do well to take as principles of one's account the nature of being with which one is concerned, not deviating, as if having forgotten, to another nature. (VI. 5. 2. 6–22).

Following these injunctions we can develop a description of immaterial being that singles out its unchangingness, its independence from any particular place or body ‘in’ which it would exist, a perfection of existence that excludes its ‘going away’ from itself to be in another, a self-dispersal such as marks corporeal nature:

If then real [intelligible] being is this, unchanging, not departing from itself, subject to no process of becoming, not being said to be in place, it must always be as it is and with itself, not departing from itself, nor a part of it
being here and another part there, nothing issuing from it—for then it would already be in another and in another, and in general in something, and not by itself and free from being affected, for it would be affected if it were in another, but to be unaffected it must not be in another. (VI. 5. 3. 1–8)

We might say then that there is the presence of bodies, which is their dispersal throughout different places, and the presence of immaterial being, which is its self-integrity: as the presence to others of a body can be seen in the light of its dependent unstable nature tending perpetually to dispersion, so the totally unified and stable nature of the intelligible constitutes a kind of complete presence to itself. This is the complete presence of a multiplicity to itself, for there are many intelligibles, as we will see below in Chapter 3. But the many intelligibles are not separated from each other by differences in place (VI. 4. 4). The perfection of their existence constitutes a kind of total presence of each to each other.

In this way Plotinus gives some content to the concept of immaterial presence, a concept which otherwise would seem to have little sense. We may still however be dissatisfied. For Plotinus has distinguished the presence of bodies to each other from the presence to itself of immaterial being. But our problem concerns the presence of an immaterial being such as soul to bodies.

4. Presence as Dependence

In VI. 4–5 Plotinus explores other ideas that bring us nearer to a solution. The most important, I think, is the interpretation he proposes of the word ‘in’, in so far as it concerns the relation between immaterial and material reality. In Greek ‘in’ can mean to be ‘in’ someone’s or something’s power, to be dependent on this power. In this sense immaterial being is ‘in’ nothing as not depending on any body for its existence. On the other hand body, as dependent on soul, can be said to be ‘in’ soul, just as material reality depends on, or is ‘in’, immaterial being (VI. 4. 2). This explains, for Plotinus, why Plato, in the Timaeus (36de), places the body of the world ‘in’ soul.
In VI. 4. 7 Plotinus gives an illustration, the example of a hand holding some object: the hand is present as a whole throughout the object as the power on which the object depends, in which it lies. Another illustration is given in a slightly later work, *Ennead* IV. 3 [27]:

For the universe lies in soul which sustains it, and nothing is without having some share in soul, as if a net were to live plunged in water but not able to possess that in which it is. But wherever the net is, as much as it can, it spreads with the sea which is already extended, for each of its parts cannot be in any other place than where it lies, whereas soul is in its nature so great that it is not of a certain size, so that it can hold all body with the same part and wherever body is spread, soul is there. (IV. 3. 9. 36–44)

In other words, Plotinus asks us to reverse our normal way of thinking. We should not think of soul as being somehow ‘in’ body. In this sense the question as to how soul is in body is badly put. Such is the relation between soul and body that we should try rather to conceive of body as being ‘in’ soul, in the sense that it depends entirely for its organization and life on soul. A similar reversal is brought about when Plotinus, in VI. 4–5, speaks, not of soul ‘going’ to, or ‘descending into’, body, but of body as going to, or approaching, soul. This overturning of the old ways of speaking of the relation of soul and body is intended to free us of spatial conceptions of the relation: body ‘going to’ soul means its depending on soul for its existence as body.

Many particular bodies can be ‘in’ the one immaterial nature in the sense that they can all depend on that one nature. This dependence can be varied in relation to the variety of bodies and of their particular capacities (VI. 4. 15). But the immaterial force on which they depend remains ‘in’ itself as a whole, an integral totality, not divided up by the dependence of various bodies on it.

5. A Dilemma Resolved?

It might be useful to reflect on Plotinus' solution, such as it emerges in VI. 4–5, to the problem of the presence of the immaterial in the
material. In facing this problem directly, was he successful in disarming one of the major objections to Plato's view of reality? Have the dilemmas of the Parmenides and Aristotle's criticisms really been overcome?

The problem, Plotinus suggests, concerns not only Platonic philosophers and their critics: ‘That the one and the same in number is everywhere and at the same time whole is a common notion, one might say, when all men are moved of themselves to say that the god in each of us is one and the same’ (VI. 5. 1. 1–4). If men assume the presence of one god among them, then they must assume a presence of the type Plotinus wishes to elucidate. Can they defend and explain their assumption? St Augustine was quick to take up this suggestion and applies Plotinus' ideas on immaterial presence to the explanation of the presence of the Christian god in the world and among men:

We have, therefore, in the truth [i.e. God] a possession which we can all enjoy equally and in common; there is nothing wanting or defective in it... It is a food which is never divided; you drink nothing from it which I cannot drink. When you share in it, you make nothing your private possession; what you take from it still remains whole for me too... it is wholly common to all at the same time. Therefore what we touch, or taste, or smell, are less like the truth than what we hear and see. Every word is heard wholly by all who hear it, and wholly by each at the same time, and every sight presented to the eyes is seen as much by one man as by another at the same time. But the likeness [i.e. between the presence of audible or visual objects and the presence of God] is a very distant one.7

Augustine's examples, the one sound heard and the one sight seen by all, come from Plotinus (VI. 4, 12; III. 8. 9). Whatever its broader implications, Plotinus' solution to the problem of presence is persuasive, I think, to the extent that the reader already subscribes to the claim that there exists another type of reality, immaterial being, from which this world around us derives its characteristics. If one holds to this view, then the problem of presence can be treated along the lines Plotinus suggests. That is, the problem of presence need no longer represent for the Platonist a

---

mystery, a philosophical embarrassment, a skeleton in his metaphysical cupboard. On the other hand, if one denies the existence of immaterial being, one can hardly be satisfied with Plotinus' discussion, since it takes its principles from the assumption of such an existence.

The critic of Platonism might wonder furthermore how much really has been gained by reading the relation of presence (of the immaterial in the material) as a relation of dependence (of the material on the immaterial). How helpful is it to say that soul is present in body in the sense that body depends on soul? The relation of dependence is one of cause and effect. Such a causal relation seems to sidestep the local relationship expressed by the concept of presence. But does it really? Are not causal relations relations between bodies that are in spatial contact with each other? So might argue an ancient critic of Platonic immaterialism, a Stoic for example (we might prefer today to speak of causal relations, not as bodies in contact with and acting on bodies, but as events coming under certain laws). What might Plotinus' response have been?

6. How Does Soul Act on Body?

The Stoics affirmed that only body could act as a cause on body (it was a reason for them for identifying soul as body). This principle had already been formulated by Aristotle. According to him, one object, to act on another, must in general be in physical contact with it, that is, both must be in local proximity to each other and both of course must be bodies. In this sense soul, as an incorporeal entity, cannot act on body. It is not surprising then that Aristotle (De anima, 1. 3) finds that Plato, in making soul into a reality separate from body, is unable to explain how soul acts on body, although such an action is clearly assumed. This inability to explain soul's action on body undermines the Platonist's concept of soul since it obliges him, it seems, to abandon either his separation of soul from body or his belief that soul acts on body. His position as a whole becomes untenable.
Much the same criticism has been made of Descartes's distinction between mind and body. He too has been found to be unable to explain how mind acts on body although he clearly presupposes such action. In a notorious passage Descartes shows he is aware of the problem, although it hardly seems to worry him:

And I may say... that the question that your Majesty proposes seems to me the one that one can put with most justification, in view of the writings I have published. For there are two points [concerning soul].... one is that it thinks, the other that being united to the body the soul can act and suffer with it. I have said little or nothing about the second point and have tried only to make clear the first. (Letter to Princess Elizabeth, 21 May 1643)

Whatever Descartes's solution might have been, it is clear that Plotinus could hardly ignore the problem since it had been raised in Aristotle's criticism of Plato.

Plotinus does not discuss the question of how soul acts on body at any great length in any treatise. But we can find passages that contain the elements of an answer. He would not agree then that no answer can be given to the critic of Platonism. And what he suggests by way of an answer goes a good deal further than the few unhelpful indications to be found on the subject in Plato, in particular in the *Laws* (10. 897a, 898c–899a).

A first point that Plotinus makes is that soul's action whereby body is changed must be distinguished from the change produced in body by this action. For example soul as the cause of growth in a body does not, in causing this change in body, itself grow:

For the part of soul responsible for growth, in causing growth, does not grow; nor in bringing increase does it increase, nor in general in causing movement does it move with the movement [or change, *kinesis*] it causes, but it does not move at all, or if it does, with another type of movement or activity [energeia]. So this nature of the form must be activity and must make by its presence. (III. 6 [26]. 4. 38–42)

To express the difference between soul's action and the bodily changes it produces Plotinus adopts in this passage the distinction that Aristotle makes between activity and movement or change. For Aristotle, something changes when it has not yet realized its
potential for functioning in a certain way, but is in the process of reaching this realization which, once achieved, is its activity. For example, we change when we learn to become musicians; we are in activity as musicians when we possess and use this art. Change is thus linked to incompleteness, imperfection, partial approximation to full functioning which is activity. For Plotinus, however, the distinction between change and activity expresses the difference between an imperfect approximation in bodily conditions to a perfect functioning characteristic of soul as an incorporeal nature. In Aristotle activity is the normal culmination of change; in Plotinus it is the independent functioning of immaterial reality from which bodily changes result as imperfect imitations.

Plotinus gives as an example the relation between a tune and the tune as it is played on strings: ‘For there [when strings are played] it is not the tune that is affected, but the string. But the string would not have been moved, even if the musician wished it, unless the tune directed it’ (III. 6. 4. 49–52). Plotinus’ chief concern here is to keep separate the immaterial, non-spatial, non-temporal, non-quantitative activities proper to the nature of soul from the various bodily changes produced by these activities. But how are these changes produced? The musical example is not a good one. For the tune is produced in the strings by a third factor, the player acting as agent, but soul is not only the tune but also the agent of bodily changes. How then does it produce them?

Aristotle’s analysis of change in the world provides Plotinus with concepts that are useful here. According to Aristotle, if something changes, that is, moves towards the realization of an activity for which it has the potential, it can only do this if the goal of the process, the activity, is already present in some way at the start of the change in order to give it direction. Thus we learn to become musicians from a teacher who already possesses the art and directs us to it. In this way the activity that is the goal of a change must precede the change. In the physical universe this means that every change presupposes a prior activity that is independent of it, the whole system of changes and activities depending ultimately on a pure (i.e. changeless) activity, divine immaterial substance, that guarantees the eternity of the system. Aristotle, it seems, thinks of the heavenly
bodies as contemplating this divine substance, and, inspired by its perfection (pure activity), imitating it in their eternal circular motions. These motions bring about in turn the unceasing processes on earth.

Plotinus adopted this model of causal relations to the extent that soul, for him, is also an immaterial activity that produces corporeal changes, not as one body pushing or pulling another, but as a prior independent perfection that inspires imitations which are corporeal changes. Or, rather, the different living functions in a body are changes, taking place in appropriate organs, relating to corresponding prior activities characteristic of soul.

Another problem, that concerning the making of the world (below, Chapter 7), will provide an opportunity for returning to the complex question of soul's action on body. Perhaps comments similar to those proposed above in section 5 could be made concerning Plotinus' discussion of the question of soul's action on body. In Plotinus' favour one might note that he keeps rigorously to his distinction between soul and body. He does not compromise this distinction by having soul behave as if it were a body, that is, as if it could act on body by physical or mechanical means. If only the resort to such means can satisfy a critic, for example a Stoic, who puts the question of soul's action on body, then the critic is asking that Plotinus abandon the distinction between soul and body. Plotinus furthermore makes astute use of concepts that occur in the physics of Plato's greatest pupil and most formidable critic, Aristotle, since these concepts allow for causal relations between the immaterial and the material. As the many changes in Aristotle's universe depend on an independent immaterial substance, so in Plotinus do they depend on soul.
3 Soul, Intellect, and the Forms

1. Soul and Intellect (*Ennead* V. 9 [5]. 1–4)

In Chapter 1 above the distinction between intelligible and sensible reality has been approached from the point of view of the distinction between soul and body. The discussion of problems that any Platonist must face, of criticisms made by Aristotelians and Stoics, led Plotinus to a new way of looking at the distinction and relation between soul and body. While quickly concluding that his results concerned the relation between intelligible and sensible reality in general, he believed that soul constituted only a part of intelligible being. In this chapter the differences within intelligible reality will be explored in connection with the analysis of two problems: the relation between soul and intellect (*nous*); and the relation between intellect and the Forms. I shall refer in what follows to ‘divine intellect’ so as to indicate that Plotinus is thinking primarily, not of human intellect, but of an intellect which is independent of the world and is presupposed by the soul which produces the world.

The notion that we must postulate a divine intellect in order to explain the world as a rational structure is common enough in Greek philosophy. The Stoics think of their immanent organizing god as rational, as *logos*, of which we, as minds, are fragments. This *logos* guarantees that the world it structures is open to understanding, rational. A divine intellect of cosmic significance also appears in Aristotelian philosophy. The divine immaterial substance imitated by the heavens is described by Aristotle as an intellect which thinks (*Metaphysics*, 12. 7, 9), presumably because Aristotle knows of no other activity that is independent of body. This divine intellect
assumes even greater importance in Aristotle's commentator Alexander of Aphrodisias. In trying to explain a desperately obscure chapter in Aristotle's *De anima* (3. 5), which speaks of our potential to think as being brought to activity by an agent, an active intellect, Alexander identifies this agent with the divine intellect of *Metaphysics*, 12. Thus god both brings us to thought and inspires imitation of his perfection in the universe. Finally the Middle Platonists often speak of a divine intellect. However, their views are by no means clearly worked out. They found a divine intellect in Plato's *Timaeus*, the divine artisan (or ‘demiurge’) who fashions the world after the model provided by the Forms (28a–29b). But what is the relation between this divine intellect and the Forms? And what might the relation be between this intellect and the supreme cause mentioned in Plato’s *Republic* (509b), the ‘Form of the Good’? Alcinous suggests one approach: the Forms are nothing else than the thoughts of a divine intellect that transcends the world, an intellect which looks very much like Aristotle’s god. An inferior intellect, that of a world-soul, contemplates the higher intellect and is inspired by this model in ordering the world (*Didaskalikos*, chs. 10, 12, 14). There are difficulties in this interpretation of Plato, as we will see, and it was not the only one put forward by Platonists.

At any rate we can say that although most philosophers in antiquity postulated the existence of a divine intellect of cosmic importance, there was much disagreement among them as to how this intellect should be described. ‘Now perhaps it is ridiculous to ask if there is intellect, although some might even argue about that. Rather it is our task to speak about whether intellect is of the kind we say it is, if there is a separate intellect and if this is the true beings and if the nature of true Forms is there’ (V. 9 [5]. 3. 4–8). Plotinus sets out therefore in the earlier chapters of *Ennead* V. 9 [5] to argue for the existence of a divine intellect of a certain kind, one that (1) is separate from the universe (against the Stoics) and (2) constitutes a unity with the Forms, or ‘true beings’ (against the Aristotelians and some Platonists). Several lines of thought lead to this conclusion; we might briefly consider one of them (V. 9. 3–4).

Returning to the claim that soul organizes the world (see above, Chapter 1), we can add that this activity presupposes an ‘art’, that is
a body of knowledge, a wisdom, which guides it. The wisdom shown by soul, Plotinus argues, in its ordering of things is not one belonging by nature to soul. Soul is ‘informed’ with this wisdom: soul can acquire and can lose it. Or, to speak in terms which bring us close to Alexander of Aphrodisias' reading of Aristotle's De anima, soul is brought to the activity that is wisdom by a prior agent, an intellect which must be independent of it and of the world as that which inspires soul in making the world. This independent intellect does not receive wisdom, or become wise, for else we would have to postulate yet another independent intellect which would inform it and which would itself be wisdom at its source.

The argument thus leads to the conclusion (1) that the divine intellect presupposed by the rational organization of the world by soul must be independent of the world, contrary to the opinion of the Stoics, so as to be the source of the wisdom which informs soul's action; and (2) that this intellect has as its inherent activity wisdom, that is, knowledge of the Forms which are the models followed by soul. This last claim stands in opposition both to Aristotelians, who denied the existence of the Forms, and to certain Platonists, who interpreted the relation between divine intellect and the Forms in other ways. The latter point requires further attention.

2. Intellect and the Forms (Ennead V. 9. 5–8)

We know that there was considerable disagreement among Platonists in Plotinus' time about the relation between the divine intellect and the Forms. The occasion that provoked the debate was provided by a difficult text in Plato's Timaeus (39e), to which Plotinus refers in the following passage:

‘Intellect’, [Plato] says, ‘sees the Forms that are in the [ideal] animal’. Then the maker [the demiurge], he says, ‘reasoned that that which the intellect sees in the [ideal] animal, this universe should also have’. Is he saying that the Forms existed prior to intellect, and that intellect thinks them as they already exist? (III. 9[13]. 1, 1–5)

At issue here is the independence of the Forms. The interpretation Plotinus mentions makes the Forms prior to the divine intellect, that
is, they exist independently of the intellect that thinks them. They are before, or ‘outside’, the intellect. This option was defended in Plotinus’ school by Porphyry until he was persuaded to abandon it (Life of Plotinus, 18. 10–19). Porphyry’s former teacher in Athens, Longinus, held to another view, that the Forms are posterior to the divine intellect. A third opinion, that defended by Plotinus, is found already in Alcinous, who identifies the divine intellect with the Forms in such a way that the Forms are the thoughts, the thinking activity, of the divine intellect (Didaskalikos, chs. 9–10). Plotinus supports this position in V. 9.5. His argument runs roughly along the following lines.

Given the existence of an intellect independent of the world (a position common to all Aristotelians and Platonists), this intellect must have itself as the object of its thinking. The point had already been made by Aristotle (Metaphysics, 12. 9): if the divine intellect were to think something other than (‘outside’) itself, this would mean that the intellect at some point would only potentially know what is other than it. But no potentiality may be allowed to creep into what of necessity must be pure activity. Plotinus separates himself however from Aristotle when he claims that this self-thought in divine intellect is a thinking of the Forms. He claims this essentially because intellect functions for him as the origin of the wisdom, or prototypes, guiding soul in making the world. Such wisdom cannot be derived from the world, since it is the world's model, nor is it to be found originally in soul, which acquires it, nor can it be acquired by intellect as something other than (or outside) it, for this would admit potentiality into the divine intellect.

Several objections could be raised here. For example, in interpreting the Forms as the thoughts of a divine intellect, is there not a danger of making the Forms depend for their existence on their being thought by intellect? Does this not mean that intellect in effect ‘thinks up’ the Forms? Does this not contradict Plato’s insistence on the independent reality of the Forms? Plotinus discusses this objection in V. 9. 7–8. He does not regard it as serious. The independence of the Forms can be preserved if divine thought is understood as the activity of the Forms. The Forms are not ‘dead’
objects: they have a life which is their activity and this activity is thought. As the Forms are ‘true being’, that is, possess an existence free of the evanescence characteristic of sensible things, this being is that of the thinking activity that is the Forms. And as there are many Forms whose activity is thought, we may speak of many intellects composing the unity of divine intellect and its object of thought.

This suggests yet another problem. Is it not self-contradictory to say both that divine intellect is one, as thinking itself, and that it is many, as the multiplicity of Forms which is its object of thought? How can the divine intellect be both one and many? In V. 9. 6 Plotinus suggests ways of lifting this contradiction without abandoning his position. The multiplicity proper to divine intellect is not spatially articulated: the several intelligible objects (or intellects) are not separated from each other by space in the way bodies are. They are ‘all together’, constituting the total co-presence and multiple unity explored in VI. 4–5 (above, Ch. 2 s. 3). Such a multiple unity is not altogether implausible, since other multiple unities are known to us on more familiar levels of experience: the seed is one and yet includes the variety of powers which manifest themselves as the seed develops; scientific knowledge is a systematic whole, a unity which is also a number of discrete theorems.

*Ennead* V. 9 concludes with the mention of other related questions which Plotinus discusses briefly (V. 9. 9–14): How many Forms are there? Of what sensible things are there Forms? Of the ugly? Of the non-natural? Of individuals? Before commenting in general on Plotinus’ thesis of the pre-existence of a divine intellect in relation to soul and his thesis of the identity of this intellect with the Forms, we might consider other contexts in which the latter idea in particular is explored further.

### 3. The Problem of Truth (*Ennead V. 5 [32]. 1–2*)

*Ennead* V. 9 [5], one of Plotinus’ first works, seems fairly simple and somewhat scholastic if compared to the two treatises, *Enneads* V. 5 [32] and V. 3 [49], which will be considered in part in what follows.
Only a brief indication can be given here of the philosophical subtlety and depth that await the reader of these two treatises.

At the beginning of *Ennead* V. 5 Plotinus discusses the problem of truth, that is, the question whether or not we can claim to attain true knowledge. This text is part of a much larger work that Plotinus wrote in response to the challenge represented by Gnosticism (see above, Introduction, s. 1). Gnosticism exerted increasing influence on the minds of some of the members of Plotinus' school. To combat this influence Plotinus had his closest pupils prepare anti-Gnostic tracts (Porphyry, *Life of Plotinus*, ch. 16) and criticized Gnosticism himself, in particular in the large work composed of *Enneads* III. 8, V. 8, V. 5, and II. 9 (see above, Introduction, s. 2). In the last part of this work Plotinus formulates his views on Gnosticism: he sees it as a perverse reading of Plato which makes unjustified innovations, thus falsifying ancient wisdom. The Gnostic attitude is one of proud self-assertion, of refusal to understand, of self-imposed ignorance. Plotinus therefore seeks, not so much to argue with the Gnostics (a waste of time, he feels), as to counteract their influence by deepening his pupils' philosophical understanding.

In V. 5. 1–2 a fuller understanding is sought of the nature of truth. Rather than discussing the subject as it occurs in Gnosticism—an important Gnostic claim was that the maker (or demiurge) of the world acted in ignorance and error, thus producing a world not based on true knowledge—Plotinus recalls the arguments of Sceptic philosophy against the possibility of truth (V. 5. 1). The Sceptics had attacked philosophers, in particular the Stoics and Epicureans, who thought that sense-perception yielded true knowledge. How, the Sceptics asked, if sense-perception is a process whereby we acquire images representing objects, can we be sure of the truth of these images? The images could reflect aspects of our perceptual organs (if our eyes are bleary, for example) rather than faithfully representing objects. And we cannot verify the truth of perceptual images, since this verification would depend itself on perceptual images. If thinking is supposed to help us discern between true and false perceptual images, as it does in Stoicism, then difficulties arise here too. Thinking can be analysed as a process of reasoning (deduction) starting from premisses which are known in another.
way. But how? On the basis of perceptual images? Non-deductive premisses seem to be a kind of image or impression. But we cannot get around these images or impressions to verify their truth. The Sceptics conclude that man can make no claim to possess true knowledge.

Plotinus seems in V. 5. 1 to accept the arguments of the Sceptics as valid. But he does not feel obliged to reach the same conclusion, since the arguments rest on an assumption which he rejects. It is assumed by the Sceptic (and his opponents) that, in all cases of claims to true knowledge, the object known is exterior to (or other than) the subject who knows. To defend the possibility of truth, in Plotinus' view, we must reject this assumption. The possibility of true knowledge can be realized if the object known is the same as the subject that knows: 'So that the real truth agrees, not with another, but with itself, and does not say something else besides itself, but what it says, it is, and what it is, it says' (V. 5. 2. 18–20). In other words, the possibility of truth depends on the thesis that there exists a divine intellect whose object of thought is itself. This thesis, however difficult it may be to comprehend, is a necessary postulate if the claim to know anything is to be defended against the criticisms of the Sceptic philosopher.

We may feel that Plotinus is too quick to accept the Sceptics' arguments. He abandons in effect the kind of knowledge whose truth is in question, our knowledge of things exterior to us, so as to defend the possibility of true knowledge in another form, the unmediated co-presence of the knower and the known in divine intellect. His move looks more like a retreat in the face of the Sceptic's assault than a counter-attack, since the kind of knowledge whose truth interests us is knowledge of the exterior world. His tactic would be more convincing if he could show that the truth guaranteed by the unity of the knower and the known in divine intellect can serve in some way in our attempts to know things other than ourselves, a possibility to be considered below. From Plotinus' point of view, however, his argument ought to help us see the error of a notion such as that of the Gnostics that the mind guiding the making of the world lives in falsehood and ignorance.
4. The Problem of Self-Knowledge (*Ennead* V. 3 [49]. 1–6)

Yet another problem that leads back to the thesis of the unity of intellect and its object, the Forms, is that concerning self-knowledge. Self-knowledge is a fundamental theme in Greek philosophy, from Socrates, who saw self-knowledge as the starting-point of philosophy, to Aristotle, whose god is self-knowledge in absolute form, and the Stoics, who linked happiness to the ability to know oneself and one's place in nature. In attacking philosophers' claims to know something for certain, the Sceptics also attacked the possibility of self-knowledge. Plotinus comes back to the Sceptics' arguments in one of his last treatises, *Ennead* V. 3 [49], and tries to show how the possibility of self-knowledge can be defended in the light of the thesis of the unity of knower and the known in divine intellect.

The Sceptics' argument against the possibility of self-knowledge might be summarized as follows. If something knows itself, then it knows either as a whole or as a part. If it knows as a whole, then nothing is left in it to be the object known. And if it knows as a part, then one part of it knows another part of it. But this is not self-knowledge. Therefore self-knowledge is impossible. However this argument, Plotinus finds (V. 3. 1), leaves open an option. It does not apply to the case of self-knowledge in something that is not composite, that is not a whole made up of parts. But how could there be self-knowledge in such a thing?

In V. 3. 2–4 Plotinus discusses the ways in which our soul knows. It knows (or, rather, seeks to know) things other than itself, this by means of sense-perception and thinking in which perceptual images are compared and judged in relation to various criteria or standards, for example the concept of goodness in relation to which we say something is or is not good. We, as soul, do not know ourselves; we know what is other than us, perceptual images of exterior objects and conceptual standards which we recognize as coming to us from elsewhere (we do not invent them), that is, from an intellect in complete activity which is the source of these standards and which thinks them as the Forms. Thus, in discovering the origin of our
knowledge we reach a sort of secondary, derivative awareness of ourselves.

True self-knowledge is found, however, only in the intellect that thinks itself (V. 3. 5–9), in the self-presence of knower and known that it is, in which no spatial distance, no mediating image or representation, no separation between knower and the known intervene so as to turn self-knowledge into an unreliable, unverifiable knowledge of something else:

All will be at the same time one: intellect, intellection, the object of intellection. If therefore its [i.e. intellect's] intellection is the object of intellection, and this object is [intellect], intellect will then think itself. For it will think with intellection, which it is, and think its object, which it is. So in both respects it will think itself, in so far as the intellection is itself and in so far as the object of intellection is itself, which it thinks with intellection, which is itself.

(V. 3. 5. 43–8)

Plotinus wishes in general to describe a form of knowledge which is very different from that with which we are familiar. He speaks of it essentially by negating what characterizes the way we know and that makes this knowing so uncertain: typically we know what is other than ourselves as knowers; we depend on mediating images and representations; we must go through long logical processes, deliberations, calculations, arguments, deductions. But these efforts convey an awareness that our attempts to know presuppose the existence of an intellect from which we derive our concepts, which itself possesses these concepts, not as derived (i.e. received or deduced), not as other than itself, but as one with it.

These reflections suggest the following conclusions. What we know (very imperfectly) of what is exterior to us is an externalized, deficient form of self-knowledge. In seeking to know things around us, we indirectly seek to know ourselves. What we know of exterior things is true to the extent that it derives and leads back to the absolute truth of self-knowledge. Self-knowledge is found only in the divine intellect which is one with its object of thought. To know ourselves fully, then, we must become one with the divine intellect.

These conclusions require a good deal more explanation and we will return to them in the following chapters. One problem to be
discussed in the next chapter is the following: if true knowledge (which is also self-knowledge) is found only in the unity of the knower and the known in the divine intellect, does this not amount to eliminating knowledge altogether? Does not the concept of knowledge necessarily include a distinction between the knower and the known? If the knower and the known are the same, can we still speak in this case of 'knowledge'? In Chapter 4 the sense in which the knower and the known are the same and yet are different will be examined further.

Looking back at what has been covered in this chapter, one might be tempted to compare Plotinus' approach to Aristotle's. Aristotle was brought by his analysis of the physical world to postulate the existence of an independent immaterial intellect, even though this goes against his strong emphasis on material reality and his insistence on sense-perception as the indispensable vehicle of knowledge. Furthermore he came to the conclusion that his divine intellect can think only of itself; it is a 'thinking of thinking'. Strange as this conclusion may be, it is one entailed by the logic of his theory. Plotinus too finds himself required to postulate, over and beyond the soul that organizes the world, an independent intellect, but an intellect which must be one with the wisdom, the models or Forms which inspire soul in its making of the world.

The claim that the divine intellect is one with its object of thought, the Forms, may strike us as extremely difficult. It is none the less a conclusion to which we must come, not only in trying to explain the order of the world, but also in dealing with the Sceptic attack on the possibility of knowing anything. If we have difficulty with this claim, it is presumably because it postulates a kind of knowledge quite different from the ways of thinking to which we are accustomed, a knowledge which we can only indicate by negating the imperfections of which we are aware in our ways of (more or less) knowing things. Here again Plotinus requires us to leave aside old habits of thought, not only those which interpret everything in corporeal terms, but also those which represent thinking as exclusively 'discursive', that is, as a long-drawn-out process of calculation concerning data relating to exterior objects. However difficult it may be for us to grasp what the perfect knowledge of
divine intellect might be like, there is in Plotinus' view no unbridgeable gap between it and our habitual discursive form of thought: since divine intellect constitutes soul it is always present to soul and thus to our souls (see below, Ch. 6); we always remain in contact with it and we can reach it through the deepening of our insight (see below, Ch. 10).

One might be tempted to compare the higher ‘non-discursive’ way of knowing that Plotinus has in mind with modern concepts of intuitive, artistic, or poetic understanding, as opposed to scientific or logical thought. This comparison could be misleading. Plotinus is not speaking of a form of knowing that is an alternative, possibly a corrective, to science and logic. Rather it represents the goal of science and logic. In his view, discursive thinking is, for us, the means to an end, complete knowledge, and not the end itself, which is a possession of truth such that it is free of the troublesome, fallible methods which we must use to reach it. And this truth is found in the unity constituted by divine intellect and its objects of thought, the Forms.
4 Intellect and the One

1. The Priority of the Simple

Throughout the history of philosophy and science can be found the idea that everything made up of parts, every composite thing, depends and derives in some way from what is not composite, what is simple. This idea might be called the ‘Principle of Prior Simplicity’. The Principle of Prior Simplicity has not lost its appeal: it still inspires scientists in their efforts to reconstruct the generation of the elements from an earlier, simpler state of the universe, and similar explanatory patterns, deriving the complex from what is less complex, can be observed, for example, in biology.

The Principle of Prior Simplicity has an important place in Plotinus' philosophy. Indeed he applies it with a rigour such that his overall view of reality is profoundly marked by it and this view as a consequence differs in significant ways from the views of his predecessors. The search for the factors responsible for the constitution of the world had led him to speak, like the Stoics, of a psychic force organizing everything. This force is guided by models: it is inspired by a wisdom which it receives from a divine intellect whose sole activity, its thinking, is this wisdom. Here Plotinus remains close to the positions of some of his Platonist predecessors, notably Alcinous. If Aristotelian philosophers rejected the introduction of the Forms into the divine intellect, they, like Alcinous, regarded divine intellect as the ultimate cause presupposed by the world. For Plotinus, however, divine intellect could not be absolutely simple; in certain respects, despite its high degree of unity, it is composite. Applying the Principle of Prior Simplicity,
Plotinus thus came to the conclusion that we must postulate, over and beyond divine intellect, an ultimate cause which would be absolutely simple, the ‘One’. In drawing this conclusion Plotinus not only separated himself from his Platonist and Aristotelian predecessors; he also believed himself to be in a position to throw light on some crucial but obscure passages in Plato’s dialogues.

The Principle of Prior Simplicity can mean different things to different philosophers. Our first task then will be to see in what way Plotinus understands the principle and the reasons he has for regarding it as valid. A second matter, to be discussed below in section 2, is Plotinus’ claim that divine intellect is not absolutely simple and therefore, by application of the Principle of Prior Simplicity, presupposes a prior cause. This claim is surprising in view of Plotinus’ frequent insistence, examined above in Chapter 3, that divine intellect is one with its object of thought, a unity which represented for Alcinous and Aristotelian philosophers an absolute simplicity.

Plotinus formulates the Principle of Prior Simplicity for example in V. 4 [7]. 1. 5–15:

For there must be something prior to all things which is simple, and this must be different from all that comes after it, being by itself, not mixed with those that come from it, and yet being able to be present in the others in a different way, being truly one, and not something else which is then one. . . . For what is not first is in need of what is prior to it, and what is not simple is in need of those which are simple in it so that it may be from them.

It seems obvious enough that something made up of a number of constituent parts, components, or elements comes from them. However, this text shows that the Principle of Prior Simplicity in Plotinus involves more. It includes (1) the thesis that the elements constitutive of compounds exist also independently of these compounds and are different from them, and (2) the thesis that the analysis of compounds into their elements leads back eventually to one ultimate element which is absolutely simple and independent of all that derives from it.

The first thesis can be clarified further if we turn to Ennead. V. 6 [24]. 3–4. Plotinus is speaking of the One, the ultimate simple:
But it must be single, if it is to be seen in others. Unless one were to say that it has its existence by being with the others. But then it will not be simple, nor will what is made up of many parts exist. For what is not capable of being simple will not exist, and if there is no simple, what is made up of many parts will not exist. (V. 6. 3. 10–15)

Plotinus points to a distinction between elements which exist only as components of a whole (they depend on their status as parts of a whole in order to exist) and elements which make up a whole, existing both as parts of the whole and as independent of the whole. It is the latter type of element that is relevant to the Principle of Prior Simplicity. This element leads a double life, both in a whole, as part of it, and outside the whole, as in itself; it is both immanent in a compound and transcends it. This dual status is common in Plotinus’ universe: soul is both part of (in) the world and separate from it; intellect is both part of (in) soul and above it; and the nature of intellect is such that it derives from something which both composes it and is prior to it, the One. This is no universe where immanence excludes transcendence. Plotinus would not accept a view that would force us to choose between a god that is part of the world and a god that is separate from it: god is both.

Let us take up the second thesis included in Plotinus’ version of the Principle of Prior Simplicity. According to this thesis, the analysis of compounds into their component parts leads back eventually to one single ultimate element which is absolutely simple and is presupposed, directly or indirectly, by all composite things. Plotinus on the whole takes this thesis for granted, even though one could easily suppose that the analysis of compounds into their component parts leads to an increasing (rather than a decreasing) number of elements (compound $A$ is made up of $x$ number of parts, each part being made up of $y$ number of elements, etc.). In order to understand better Plotinus’ assumptions here, it will be useful to consider briefly the Principle of Prior Simplicity as it appears in Plotinus’ predecessors.

In a sense the principle is implied already in the efforts of Presocratic philosophers to find a material out of which to derive the manifold world. Nearer to Plotinus is Aristotle’s god whose absolute
simplicity (it contains no duality of form and matter, potentiality and activity) constitutes the perfection of activity on which depend all changes in the world. Closer yet to Plotinus is Plato, the Plato on whom Aristotle reports in *Metaphysics*, 1. 6, for example, a Plato who held that the Forms (identified as numbers) derive from two prior elements, the ‘one’ (some formal principle of limitation, it appears) and the ‘indefinite dyad’ (some material principle, as Aristotle sees it, which is limited by the one). Commenting on Aristotle's text, Alexander of Aphrodisias tells us:

Plato and the Pythagoreans thought that the numbers were the cause of being, for they took the first and non-composite as cause, surfaces being first in relation to bodies, being more simple and independent in their being of body, lines being first in relation to surfaces, and points are first in relation to lines, being totally non-composite and having nothing prior to them.8

According to this text, Plato saw the production of reality as a kind of mathematical progression, in which the point is an element of, and produces, the line, just as the line is an element of, and produces, the surface, which in turn produces a solid (see figure). In this way all of reality derives from two ultimate elements, the ‘one’ and the ‘dyad’.

Much is (and will remain) obscure in these and other Aristotelian reports on Plato: What precisely is meant by the ‘one’ and the ‘dyad’? How exactly do they produce the Forms? Some modern scholars regard such Aristotelian texts as little more than gross misunderstandings of certain passages in Plato’s dialogues. Others think the reports go back to an esoteric ‘oral teaching’ given by Plato in the Academy. Plotinus, at any rate, accepts such reports as true and does not hesitate to cite them, for example at V. 4 [7]. 2. 8–9.

---

Nor is he the first to be influenced by the Aristotelian reports on Plato. Alcinous already described his first cause as follows: ‘The supreme god is without parts, for nothing is prior to him; for the part and what constitutes a compound is prior to the compound of which it is a part. For the surface is prior to the body and the line is prior to the surface’ (Didaskalikos, ch. 10). Texts such as this show how Plotinus would have been led to accept the Principle of Prior Simplicity, in the version represented, as authentically Platonic. And this version, in particular in its use of a mathematical series, entails the reduction of the manifold world to an ever-decreasing number of elements.

It could be objected at this point that if it is the case that complex mathematical entities such as surfaces can be derived from one single element, the point, just as larger numbers can be derived from a first unit, the number 1, this might not be the case outside mathematics, in relation to other sorts of things:

For prior to the many the one is needed, from which come the many. For in the realm of number the one is first. But they speak like this of number, for the numbers that follow [the one] are composed. Yet why must this be true of beings, so that among them there is a one from which the many come? [If this were not the case] then the many would be scattered and apart from each other, each coming by chance to the composite from different places. (V. 3 [49]. 12. 9–14)

Plotinus argues that the various compounds that are found in reality (plants, animals, the world, soul, intellect) are not arbitrary aggregates of prior elements: they are organized, unified structures. The elements that constitute them must give them unity (e.g. soul constitutes and unifies the world). And the series of unifying elements must end with an ultimate single element which is the source of unity in all else. This argument is developed at greater length at the beginning of VI. 9 [9], where Plotinus takes up the (Stoic) idea that compound things in the world (houses, plants, animals, etc.) represent different degrees of intensity of unification. The fact that each compound is a kind of unity is understood as pointing to a source of unity which itself, if it is a unified compound, presupposes a further source of unity. The series can only end with a
source of unity which is both absolutely non-composite and the single source of the unity of everything.

The Principle of Prior Simplicity, in the form it takes in Plotinus, includes finally a third thesis, a thesis which shows the distance between Plotinus' version of the principle and modern versions: for him the element which is prior to a compound is also superior to the compound in power and being. It is superior in power because it produces the compound. And it is superior in being because it exists at a higher level of perfection: it possesses unity, self-integrity, independence to a greater degree. Thus soul is superior to body and intellect to soul. And thus the One, as the absolute simple presupposed by intellect, must be superior to intellect.

2. Divine Intellect as Composite

The need to go beyond divine intellect in the search for the ultimate cause of reality derives from the Principle of Prior Simplicity as applied to the claim that divine intellect is composite. This claim is crucial. With it Plotinus separates himself from Platonists and Aristotelians who held that the unity of divine intellect and its object of thought is such that it is absolutely simple and therefore ultimate. Plotinus' position is not made easier by his insistence in other contexts on the unity composed by intellect and its object.

Arguments showing that divine intellect is composite can be found, for example, in Ennead V. 4 and V. 6. V. 4. 2 suggests that divine intellect is composite in two ways: (1) it is a compound of the act and of the object of thinking; the act of thinking (noesis) and the object that defines this act (noeton) make up intellect (nous); (2) the object itself is multiple.

1. To appreciate the first point, we must recall very briefly Aristotle's analysis of the process of thinking in De anima, 3. 4–6, since this analysis is Plotinus' starting-point. According to Aristotle, a certain kind of potential, the potential to think, is brought to activity by being defined by, or by receiving, certain forms (we could call them concepts) that are the realization of this potential. The
potential is immaterial, as are the forms it receives, and together they become one. This helps us see how Aristotle's divine intellect, in thinking itself, is one with its object of thought, that is, absolutely simple.

However Plotinus, in V. 6. 1–2, claims that the (Aristotelian) analysis of thinking implies on the contrary that all thinking, including self-thought, involves necessarily a duality of thinking and of object of thought. This is so because the constitution of intellect depends on the prior existence of the object of thought so as to make possible the actualization of the potential to think. Thus the object of thought exists both in intellect, as a constitutive component, and before it, as that in relation to which thought is realized. If then intellect thinks itself, it is both single, as thinking itself; and dual, as thinking something. All thought, including self-thought, is constituted through a duality of act and of the object of thinking, and the object, as constitutive of thought, must exist prior to thought as well as in thought. In Plotinus' mind Aristotle's analysis of thinking leads to the conclusion that the Aristotelian god, as self-thought, cannot be what it claims to be, absolutely simple and ultimate.

Broader, less technical considerations are proposed a little later in V. 6. Plotinus places thinking in a wider context: ‘And this is thinking, a movement to what is good, desiring it. For the desire generated thinking and produced it with itself. For seeing is the desire of sight’ (V. 6. 5. 8–10). Thinking is essentially an act directed to something else, something it lacks. Thinking implies deficiency: it reaches toward, and therefore cannot be, absolute self-sufficiency: ‘And again knowledge is a certain yearning and as if a finding by him who sought’ (V. 3 [49]. 10. 49–50).

2. Another way in which divine intellect shows itself to be composite is in the multiplicity characterizing its object of thought. Plotinus believes of course that divine intellect thinks the Forms and that the Forms are manifold. The differences between the Forms might be reason enough for Platonists to agree that divine intellect, in thinking the Forms, cannot be absolutely simple. However such an argument would not convince Aristotelians, and they are, in part at least, the opponents Plotinus has in mind in his effort to show that the divine intellect is not simple.
Aristotelians might be more convinced by a line of reflection developed in *Ennead* V. 3 [49]. 10. Here Plotinus makes the point that all thinking implies variety, differences, in what is thought. This is illustrated on the level of language:

For if [intellect] were to direct its attention to an object which is one and without parts, it could say nothing. For what would it have to say about it, or what could it understand? For if what is altogether without parts needed to say itself, it must first say the things that it is not, so that in this way it would be many, so as to be one. Then whenever it would say ‘I am this’, if the ‘this’ it says is different from itself, then it will be telling falsehood. If it says something accidental to itself, it will say many things or will say this, ‘am am’ and ‘I I’. What then if it were merely two and said ‘I and this’? But then it must already be many, and indeed as different things, and where there are different things there is already number and much else. What thinks must therefore take different things, and what is thought, as being thought, must be varied, or there will not be thought of it, but a touching and so to speak an ineffable and unintelligible contact. (V. 3. 10. 31–43)

Just as there is no speech without differences and multiplicity in what is said, so thought is possible only if its object is differentiated, varied, multiple.

In conclusion, divine intellect must be, as intellect, both a duality (of thinking and object thought) and a multiplicity (as object of thought). In both cases intellect is composite. The search for the ultimate cause, as this cause is required by the Principle of Prior Simplicity, must go beyond intellect, postulating a reality which is absolutely simple, which both constitutes intellect and is different from and independent of intellect.

This result is established with such clarity and strength that it poses a serious challenge for Aristotelian metaphysics. Plotinus also undermines the position of those among his Platonist predecessors such as Numenius and Alcinous who identified the ultimate cause as divine intellect. And their position is put in question in yet another respect. Like their Aristotelian contemporaries, these Platonists did not think of divine intellect as the only ultimate or first cause: reality was constituted through the combination of a number of first causes, divine intellect, world-soul, matter. Strict adherence to the Principle
of Prior Simplicity requires however, in Plotinus' view, the conclusion that there can be but one ultimate cause, one single source of all reality.

The far-reaching consequences of this conclusion will be examined below in Chapters 6 and 7. We should note here that Plotinus' radical monism—his claim that all reality derives from a single cause—appears to have been anticipated by some Platonist and Pythagorean philosophers of the first centuries BC and AD. Using concepts such as those attributed to Plato by Aristotle and the Aristotelian commentators, these philosophers appear to have spoken of the 'dyad' as coming from the 'one', whereas the Aristotelian reports on Plato give the impression that for Plato the 'one' and the 'dyad' acted as two first causes. What little we know about these philosophers shows however no trace of the rigorous thinking whereby Plotinus reached his conclusions.

Plotinus found that his position matches Plato's rare and enigmatic indications about the ultimate cause of reality. In the Republic Plato writes (509b) about a 'Form of the Good' that is 'beyond being in power and dignity', being the source of the existence of the Forms and of knowledge. Plotinus is now in a position, he feels, to explain this text. The 'Form of the Good' is in fact the ultimate simple, the One. It is 'beyond being' in that it is different from, as prior to, the unity of intellect and the Forms that are 'true being'. (Plotinus' interpretation underplays the fact that Plato refers to 'the Good' as a Form.) And the Good is the source of the Forms and of knowledge in the sense that it is the ultimate constitutive element of divine intellect and its object, the Forms. Furthermore this ultimate cause corresponds to the 'one' of which Aristotle speaks in his reports on Plato. Finally the ultimate cause as identified by Plotinus matches the 'one' which Plato discusses in the second part of the Parmenides (137c–142a). In reading this part of the Parmenides as if it propounded metaphysical doctrine (as opposed to the obscure logical exercises that are usually found in this text today), Plotinus was anticipated by some of the monistic predecessors mentioned above. In his case, however, this interpretation fits into a well-developed and argued theory of ultimate causation.
Plotinus’ reasoning brings new difficulties. In the next chapter one of these will be explored: if the One is ‘beyond being’ and beyond intellect, how is it possible for us to think and speak of it? A further difficulty is presented by the fact that Plato, in Aristotle’s reports, speaks of another ultimate cause besides the ‘one’, the ‘indefinite dyad’: how can this be reconciled with Plotinus’ conviction that there is only one ultimate source of reality? This question will be examined in Chapter 6, in the context of a larger problem, that concerning the manner in which manifold reality derives from something absolutely simple.
5 Speaking of the One

1. The Ineffability of the One (*Ennead* VI. 9 [9]. 3)

The argument Plotinus follows in postulating an ultimate cause of all things, an absolutely simple reality, different from and superior to divine intellect, leads also to the conclusion that this cause must lie beyond the realm of knowledge and discourse: the One is unknowable and ineffable. In this chapter the ineffability of the One will be examined, in particular as regards the paradox that the One, if ineffable, is nevertheless spoken about. In the next chapter the unknowability of the One will be discussed in connection with the emergence of divine intellect as a knowing of the unknowable.

It was common enough in Plotinus' time to say that the highest cause, or god, was unknowable and ineffable. Platonists could refer in this regard to a number of passages in Plato's works. In the *Timaeus* (28c) Plato says that the divine artisan or demiurge of the world is difficult to discover and impossible to communicate to all men. In the *Republic* (509b) the Form of the Good is said to be 'beyond being'; but being is what is knowable. The *Parmenides* (142c) states that there is no name for the 'one'. And the *Seventh Letter* (whose authenticity was not questioned at the time) claims that the object of Plato's research cannot be spoken (341c). These texts prompted Platonists such as Alcinous (*Didaskalikos*, ch. 10) to deny that anything could be said of the ultimate cause: it is ineffable. At the same time, however, they did not hesitate to ascribe various characteristics to the first cause, saying for example that it is an intellect.

* However, in referring to the Good as a Form, Plato seems to think of the Good as an object of knowledge.
This suggests some confusion about what is meant by the claim that the first cause is ineffable. Is it ineffable merely in the sense that it is just difficult to know and describe, not being immediately accessible? Or is it the case that the first cause is such that it cannot be known or spoken? Plotinus’ predecessors do not seem to have worked out a clear position on this. This is hardly surprising, since they are already unclear about how to answer questions dealing with the metaphysical status of the first cause: Is it a divine intellect? If so, how can it be ‘beyond being’, as Plato’s Republic suggests? What does ‘beyond being’ mean?

Plotinus is quite clear that the One is unknowable and ineffable in the sense that it cannot function as an object of knowledge and discourse. This is so because of what is entailed by the One’s status as the absolutely simple element presupposed by divine intellect. As such the One must be prior to (or ‘above’) all determinate being:

For intellect is something, one of the beings, it [the One] is not some thing, but is prior to each, nor is it a being. For being has, as it were, the shape of being, but it is without shape and intelligible form. For as generating all things, the nature of the One is none of them. Nor is it something, or a quality or quantity or intellect or soul. Nor does it move or rest. Nor is it in place or time, but is ‘itself by itself uniform’ [Symposium, 211b] or rather without form and prior to all form, prior to movement and rest. For these have to do with being, making it many. (VI. 9. 3. 36–45)

The One is thus not a ‘thing’, not something with a form, with a determinate or finite character. In this sense it is infinite. However knowledge can only have for its object something which is determinate and manifold (see above, Ch. 4 s. 2). Yet the One, as prior to intellect and being, is neither. It cannot therefore be known. And as speech, Plotinus believes (see I. 2. 3. 27–31), is an expression of thought, so the absolutely unknowable cannot be spoken.

In a later text, VI. 8 [39]. 8, Plotinus provides a further reason for claiming that the One is ineffable. Discussing whether ‘liberty’ or ‘necessity’ might be attributed to the One, Plotinus points out that the expression ‘liberty’ refers to a complex situation, the relation of one thing to another. It concerns the manifold reality familiar to us and not that which is prior to this reality. We could generalize this
point by saying that our language relates to the varied world in which we live; it cannot apply to what is presupposed by and other than this world.

2. Speaking About the One (*Enneads* VI. 9. 3–4, V. 3 [49]. 14)

Plotinus thus arrives at a position concerning the ineffability of the first cause which is clearer than what we find in his predecessors. He is also keenly aware of the dilemma in which he finds himself. For the ineffability of the One is asserted in a context in which much is said about the One. Is such discourse self-contradictory? How could anything be said about the unsayable? Plotinus formulates the dilemma in this way:

How do we then speak about it? We say something about it, but we do not say it, nor do we have knowledge or thought of it. How then do we speak about it, if we do not have it? Or, if we do not possess it by means of knowledge, do we not have it at all? But we have it in such a way as to speak about it, but not to say it itself. (V. 3. 14. 1–6)

According to Plotinus, then, we cannot speak the One, since it is ineffable, but we can in some sense speak ‘about’ it. But how is this possible?

An answer can be found already in VI. 9, in chapter 3, where the ineffability of the One is so clearly formulated:

Since to say it [the One] is the cause is to predicate an attribute not of it, but of us, in that we have something from it, [it] which exists in itself. But he who speaks accurately should not say ‘it’ or ‘exists’, but we circle around it on the outside, as it were, wishing to communicate our impressions, sometimes coming near, sometimes falling back on account of the dilemmas that surround it. (VI. 9. 3. 49–55)

When we speak ‘about’ the One, saying it is the cause, we are in fact speaking of ourselves, saying that we are causally dependent and expressing what we experience in this condition of dependence. We are speaking of ourselves when we speak about the One. In this way the One remains ineffable in itself, even though we speak about it.
Examples can be found in VI. 9, chapters 5 and 6, of how what is said of the One may be interpreted as referring in fact to what depends on it. To speak of the first cause as ‘the One’ is inappropriate, if by this we mean to describe it (5. 30–46). The term ‘one’ refers primarily to such things as the geometrical point or the arithmetical unit. We adapt these concepts in seeking to bring our souls and thoughts to greater unity, in elaborating a notion of what overcomes our dispersion into multiplicity. Similarly, the One cannot be described as being in itself ‘good’. The word ‘good’ is relative: it refers to a deficiency in something in some respect (what is good for it). It follows that the absolute first cause, being totally self-sufficient and needing nothing, is not of itself good. When we speak of ‘the Good’, we are indicating our own needs, our own lack of self-sufficiency in relation to what might ultimately satisfy us (6. 34–42).

In V. 3. 14 Plotinus finds a striking image of what he means when he says that, in speaking about the One, we are speaking, not of it, but of our own nature and experiences:

But we have it in such a way as to speak about it, but not to say it itself. And we say what it is not; what it is, we do not say. So that it is from what is posterior [to it] that we speak about it. We are not hindered from having it, although we do not say it. But like those who are inspired and become [divinely] possessed, if they manage to know that they have something greater in themselves, even if they do not know what, from that through which they are moved and speak, from this they acquire a sense of the mover, being different from it, thus do we appear to relate to it [the One]. (V. 3. 14. 5–14)

The dependence that we experience in us and in the things around us is the presence of the One in us and in the world, and it is of this that we speak when we speak about the One.

**3. A Dilemma Resolved?**

The ideas examined above suggest that Plotinus succeeded in avoiding the self-contradiction of claiming that the One is ineffable
while affirming various things of the One. He is clear that, when we speak about the One, we should do so in a manner that preserves its ineffability. He explains how this is possible by suggesting that talk of the One is talk ‘about’ it, that is, talk of ourselves and of other aspects of the world (which can be spoken) as manifesting a dependence, deficiency, or need in relation to something prior to them or higher than them.

If indeed this approach is successful in maintaining the ineffability of the One, does it achieve this, one might wonder, by paying too high a price? If, in speaking of the One, we are in fact speaking of what comes after it, then in what sense are we still really speaking about the One? If by speaking of the One as the Good, I am in fact saying that I am lacking in some respect, am I not simply speaking about myself? How can I distinguish between speaking about myself and speaking about myself as a way of speaking about the One? Does not fidelity to the principle of ineffability drive us to abandoning all speech, of whatever sort, about the One?

It seems reasonable to expect Plotinus to be able to distinguish between speaking of things and speaking of things as a way of speaking about the One. Otherwise he is faced with confusion, in particular the loss of the distinction between the One and what it produces. It is true that the importance of the One, as the founding principle of reality, is such that it is everywhere present in things as constituting them. And it is true that Plotinus’ discourse is largely directed to bringing us to the discovery of the One and to union with it (see below, Ch. 10). Yet some distinction still seems necessary between speaking of things and speaking of the One.

An approach to dealing with this difficulty might involve the following steps. We might argue that speaking of things as a way of speaking about the One is specifically about the One to the extent that it singles out in particular the dependence, deficiency, or need in things. In speaking in this way we are saying that neither we nor the things around us are ultimate and self-sufficient. Using Plotinus’ image of people possessed by a god, we can say that our dependence on something beyond us is the presence of this in us and it is of this presence that we speak when we speak about the One. This is
sufficient to allow us to distinguish between speaking of things and speaking of things as a way of speaking about the One.

One might add that this speaking takes place in a particular context, for instance in the words of Plotinus' treatises, words directed to the reader who wishes to understand the world and attain the good. Plotinus' words about the One are not gratuitous mind-games; their purpose is to lead the reader to insight into the world, human nature, and their origin. In this situation the reader is far from the end of his philosophical journey, a direct grasp of the One. Rather the reader is at the beginning, moving towards a first notion of the non-ultimacy of the things that are most familiar. At higher stages in the journey, when greater knowledge is attained, words, as the expression and communication of knowledge, are no longer necessary; they give way to the silence that is the grasp of truth in the divine intellect, a silence which is a preparation for union with the One. Thus all speech, including speech about the One, takes place for the use of souls which have not yet reached the knowledge that will lead them to union with the One. It is therefore appropriate that speech about the One refers to the things that are at first most familiar to us, in so far as they point beyond themselves.
6 The Derivation of All Things from the One (I)

1. The Question of Derivation

The analysis of the world that begins with the discovery of soul as the force responsible for organizing things leads to the conclusion that soul presupposes a divine intellect as the source of the wisdom guiding it. This divine intellect, thought by Aristotelians and by some Platonists to be ultimate, is shown by Plotinus to presuppose a further principle which constitutes it, the One. If we follow this reasoning leading us ‘up’ from the world to its first cause, we can also follow a line of enquiry going in the opposite direction, leading us ‘down’ from the One to the world that derives from it. In following this second path, in this and in the following chapter, we will be able to examine matters from a new point of view, adding to what has already been said about the relations between the One and intellect, between intellect and soul, between the various kinds of soul, and between them and the world.

In this chapter the constitution of things by the One will be referred to as a process of ‘derivation’. The word ‘derivation’, understood literally, has associations with the flowing of water. These associations are stronger in the case of another term frequently used in connection with Plotinus, ‘emanation’. Plotinus himself uses images of water or light ‘emanating’ (flowing) from a source in order to describe things coming from the One. However, he is well aware that emanation is a material process which cannot properly be attributed to immaterial entities: emanation may
function as an image of processes that occur at higher levels of being; it is not itself these processes (see III. 4[15]. 3. 25–7). To avoid the misleading connotations of the word emanation I shall use the somewhat less specific term ‘derivation’. One could also speak of the ‘creation’ or ‘making’ of things by the One. However, ‘creation’ might bring with it Christian ideas not relevant to Plotinus, and ‘making’ (a term which suggests a comparison with artisanal fabrication) involves, as we will see (below, Ch. 7), other problems. What matters is the process to be designated by these terms: what precisely does the constitution of things by the One involve?

In a number of passages Plotinus describes derivation as one of the major traditional problems of philosophy:

But [soul] desires [a solution] to the problem which is so often discussed, even by the ancient sages, as to how from the One, being such as we say the One is, anything can be constituted, either a multiplicity, a dyad, or a number; [why] it did not stay by itself, but so great a multiplicity flowed out as is seen in what is. (V. 1 [10]. 6. 3–8)

Plotinus is thinking here of the first Greek philosophers who, according to Aristotle, sought to elaborate the world in all its complexity from an original material. He is thinking also of Plato who, again according to Aristotle, derived the Forms and the world from two ultimate principles, the ‘one’ and the ‘indefinite dyad’ (see above, Ch. 4 s. 1). However, Plotinus reads Aristotle's report as if it said that for Plato all things (including the ‘dyad’) derive from the ‘one’. We need then to ask why Plotinus feels that all things must come from one single source (and not from two or more causes), as well as considering the question which he formulates above concerning how they come from this source. And both questions presuppose some account of what Plotinus means when he affirms that things ‘come from’ the One.

In the passage quoted above Plotinus speaks of things as being ‘constituted’, or (if we translate more literally) as ‘having existence’ from the One. To explain what this means we might return to the Principle of Prior Simplicity (above, Ch. 4). This principle postulates elements which constitute compounds while continuing to exist as themselves. Compounds thus depend for their existence on these elements. A compound, if it has an existence proper to it, has it
only to the extent that its constitutive elements exist and come together to produce it. In this sense the compound derives from, or has its existence from, its elements. In the version of the Principle of Prior Simplicity applied by Plotinus, the chain of elements and their derivative compounds terminates in one ultimate constitutive element, the One (see above, Ch. 4 s. 1). Thus there must in the final analysis be a single constitutive element from which all else, directly or indirectly, takes its existence.

The Principle of Prior Simplicity enables us in this way to give some content to Plotinus' affirmation that everything comes from the One and we can do this without having recourse to the potentially misleading images of emanation or (artisanal) making. We are also in a position to say why, for him, all must come from a single source.

2. The Derivation of Intellect (Ennead V. 4[7], V. 1[10]. 6–7)

By insisting that all things come from one ultimate constitutive principle Plotinus has made things a good deal harder for himself than had he allowed for two or more factors whose interreaction might explain the emergence of the world. How could reality, in all its variety, derive from one non-composite element? Plotinus must show how this is possible if he is to keep to his version of the Principle of Prior Simplicity and all that it entails. A further problem Plotinus faces is that everything must derive from the One without implicating the One in any form of change, for such change would mean ending the perfect simplicity that is required of the One as first cause. Aristotle before had found himself in a comparable situation, since his divine intellect was required to move others without itself moving or changing.

Since the One is postulated as the ultimate principle presupposed by divine intellect, it is the derivation of divine intellect from the One which represents the first stage of the coming into existence of things from the One. How does this first stage occur?

We should notice that our question concerns the One and its relation to intellect. Thus we are asking for an answer involving what
is in itself unknowable and ineffable. What kind of answer is it appropriate to expect? Using ideas explored above (Ch. 5), we might suppose that the answer will refer to examples of the process of derivation that are more familiar to us and that could be of help in diminishing the difficulties we have in seeing how intellect could come from the One.

One example Plotinus gives in V. 4. 1 is the productivity of living things. Living things, when they reach maturity, the perfection of their nature, normally procreate (1. 25–30). A major theme in Aristotle's biology, this principle extends for Plotinus both down to inorganic things (see the next paragraph) and up to the divine, for the divine, as Plato says (Timaeus, 29e), is not envious: it is generous and gives of itself. It seems generally true then that when things reach maturity or perfection they procreate or give of themselves in some way. Since the One represents the highest perfection, how can we say that the productivity of perfection does not occur in its case, insisting that it remain in selfish isolation, giving nothing of itself? Plotinus thus suggests that more familiar cases of productivity make it plausible to think that the One gives existence to things. But he does not show how this occurs.

He goes somewhat further by observing a general pattern in things that are productive. The cases of fire giving off heat (V. 4. 2. 27–33), the sun giving off light, and snow giving off cold (V. 1. 6. 28–35) are claimed to be examples of a wider pattern: each substance (e.g. fire) has a primary (or internal) activity proper to itself and gives rise to a secondary activity (e.g. heat) external to, or different from, the primary activity. Even if the One is strictly speaking not a thing or a substance (see above, Ch. 5 s. 1), it is plausible that the structure of primary and secondary activities found in lower things applies also in its case and that the absolutely simple activity which it is gives rise to a secondary activity which is different from it.

What is this secondary activity of the One? Plotinus identifies it with the indefinite dyad mentioned in the Aristotelian reports on Plato, but he interprets it as the undefined potentiality which, in Aristotle's theory of thinking, becomes determined or actualized by objects of thought. The object of thought that defines the indeterminate potentiality, making it intellect, is the One. However,
the One is not such as to be thinkable, since it is neither determinate nor manifold (above, Ch. 5 s. 1). The dyad which is the One's secondary activity must then ‘turn toward’ the One and think of it as thinkable, as rendered determinate and manifold. The result is the self-thought that is divine intellect. Divine intellect is a knowing of the unknowable: it knows the One as knowing itself, a determinate manifold expression of the One in the indeterminate potentiality to think that is the One's secondary activity.

Plotinus' account of the derivation of intellect from the One is clearly very difficult and involves many problems of which the following might be mentioned:

1. How does the One's secondary activity emerge from the One? The examples of fire and heat, sun and light, imply processes of emanation, but emanation as a physical process is not relevant to the One. More generally Plotinus does not sufficiently show that the structure of double activity (primary/secondary, internal/external) applies to realities outside the limited realm of such things as fire, nor does he show in what way it applies to such realities.

2. How does the One's secondary activity 'turn toward' the One? What is this 'turning'? The concept of a lower entity turning toward and contemplating a higher being so as to be inspired by it is anticipated in Aristotle's solution to the problem of how divine intellect moves others without moving: it does so as an object of thought and love which inspires imitation in the heavenly bodies (Metaphysics, 12. 7). Alcinous adopts this solution (Didaskalikos, chs. 10, 14): his first god, a divine intellect, acts by inspiring a lower god to turn toward, contemplate, and imitate it. Plotinus clearly sees the advantage of this approach: it allows the One to be responsible for processes without requiring any change in it. But what precisely is meant by saying that the One's secondary activity 'turns toward' the One?

3. How, in turning toward the One, does the One's secondary activity render the One thinkable, that is, determinate and manifold? The supreme gods of Aristotle and Alcinous are thinkable (as intellects), but Plotinus' One is not. Plotinus seems to have in mind the Pythagorean idea, to be found in Plato (Philebus, 16c–17a,
23cd) and Aristotle (*Metaphysics*, 1.5), of a principle of limit that delimits or articulates what is indeterminate. But how does the One, which is without form or determination, act as a principle of determination?

In examining these problems, some of which are explored by Plotinus himself (for example in VI. 7 [38]. 15–17), we should, I think, keep in mind the restrictions attaching to any attempt to explain the derivation of divine intellect from the One. At most, broad patterns in the productivity of the things that we observe, structures of derivation that we can generalize, may be brought forward in order to show the improbability (in any case invalidated by the fact of the existence of the world) that the One must remain sterile. Its perfection implies on the contrary its productivity. In a curious way, then, the most simple of realities must also be the most powerful since it gives existence to everything. Because as first cause it is not limited by any prior cause its power can even be described as infinite. As for the question of how exactly everything comes from the One, again we must refer to patterns of derivation in lower things, referring in particular as regards the first stage of derivation to the most relevant instance, that of the constitution of thought.

It should be noted finally that the derivation of divine intellect from the One must take place outside time, since time is produced by soul which derives from intellect (below, Ch. 7 s. 3). There can be no beginning or end to the derivation of intellect. It does not happen at a particular moment. To speak of the One as giving rise to divine intellect would be misleading if we were to imagine this as taking place in the framework of time and space, occurring at a moment such as those moments marking lower processes of derivation or production. Divine intellect exists as an eternal, that is extra-temporal, expression of the One.

### 3. The Derivation of Soul (*Ennead* V. 1. 7, V. 2. 1)

As the One, the element presupposed by divine intellect, is that from which intellect takes its existence or derives, so intellect, as that
which is presupposed by soul (above, Ch. 3), constitutes or gives existence to soul. Indeed the process whereby soul derives from intellect repeats that whereby intellect derives from the One, as Plotinus suggests in V. 2. 1. 14–18:

Now [intellect], being like [the One], produces similar effects, pouring out great power—this is a form of it—just as what is prior to it poured forth. And this activity coming from being is of soul, which becomes this while [intellect] stays [the same]. For intellect is also generated without the One changing.

We can thus explain how intellect constitutes soul in much the same way as we have explained how the One constitutes intellect: intellect as perfection is productive; it has a primary (internal) activity accompanied by a secondary activity which by ‘turning toward’ intellect is defined by it (cf. V. 1. 7. 36–46). Soul is then an expression of intellect, a projection, so to speak, at a further degree of dispersion, of the perfectly unified determinate expression of the One that is divine intellect.

There are some difficulties, however, in seeing the nature of soul simply in terms of its emergence as a product derived from intellect. In particular this emergence does not appear to explain adequately certain characteristics proper to soul. Plotinus says, for example:

It is the work of the more rational soul to think, but not just to think. For what would distinguish it from intellect? But adding something else to [its function of] being rational, it did not stay intellect. It has a [specific] work, as does every part of intelligible being. Looking to what is prior to it, it thinks it, and [looking] to itself, it arranges what comes after it and organizes and rules it, since it was not possible for everything to remain in the intelligible. (IV. 8 [6]. 3. 21–8)

It is characteristic of soul, as already seen above in Chapter 1, to organize what is inferior to it, the material world. Plotinus also finds in soul the ability to be present indivisibly throughout body (IV. 2 [4]. 1, 43–6; IV. 1 [21]. 8–9; above, Ch. 2). These two characteristics of soul—to organize bodies and be present in bodies—define the nature of soul in terms of its relation to the material world. Yet if we follow strictly the order of the derivation of all things, stage by stage, from the One, soul emerges from intellect at a stage prior (not in
time, but in the order in which things are constituted) to the derivation of the material world from soul. How can body serve to define what is constituted prior to it?

It can be argued in Plotinus' defence that it is possible to use body in defining what exists prior to it, soul, to the extent that body is itself an expression of soul's power and potential (see IV. 8. 3. 24–8). However, it is important to avoid confusing this approach, which sees soul as a stage in the derivation of things from the One, with the more traditional Platonist view according to which soul is defined by being assigned a place within the framework of a pre-established system of two worlds (the material and the immaterial). These two approaches are incompatible in the sense that the pre-established system of two worlds, if it presupposes that the two worlds exist independently of each other and are prior to soul, is not compatible with the theory of the derivation of everything from the One.

A comparable situation arises if we look briefly at the question of the distinction between souls or types of soul. Plotinus thinks of soul, as a product of intellect, as both one soul and a multiplicity of souls. But what makes the difference between these souls? He distinguishes between soul as an intelligible reality, the soul governing the world (world-soul), and the souls present in individual bodies. It seems evident that what differentiates these souls is their different relationships to body and to different bodies (the body of the world, individual bodies). The differences between soul, world-soul, and individual souls make best sense in relation to differences in their relationships to body: body is what produces the distinctions between souls. However, Plotinus rejects this (see IV. 3 [27]. 2): he claims that souls are different from each other independently of, and prior to, their presence in bodies, as part of their constitution as an expression of divine intellect; as intellect is one and many, a unity of thought and its object which is also a multiplicity of Forms (themselves intellects), so intellect's immediate expression, soul, is a corresponding unity and multiplicity of souls.

A meticulous and open-minded examination of this subject has not found that such questions concerning Plotinus' theory of soul are

---

easily resolved. At least one source of difficulty, I believe, is the presence in Plotinus' thinking of two different worldviews: the view, inherited from his Platonist predecessors, that reality is made up of two independently existing levels of reality (the world of Forms and a realm of disorganized matter) which are linked by soul (which organizes matter according to the Forms); and his new theory of derivation according to which soul does not bring together independently existing things, but is the product of one (intellect) and produces the other (the material world). The presence of these two views will be noticed again at the beginning of Chapter 7.

4. Does the One Produce of Necessity? (Ennead VI. 8 [39])

Before examining in the next chapter the following stage of derivation, the generation of the material world by soul, it may be useful to consider briefly the question whether the One produces reality of necessity or freely. This question derives principally from religious criticisms of Plotinus in which it is claimed that the necessity whereby Plotinus' One generates things compares (unfavourably) with the free act of love whereby God creates.

The belief that this comparison is valid rests primarily, it would seem, on literal interpretations of Plotinus' images of emanation. According to these readings the One in Plotinus generates with the same automatic necessity that a fountain produces water. However, a more exact appreciation of Plotinus' use of images of emanation ought to cast doubt on this. In any case Plotinus devoted one of his finest treatises, Ennead VI. 8 [39], to the subject of freedom and necessity in the One, a treatise which the interested reader ought not to have any difficulty in finding in view of the title which it is given by Porphyry, On Free Will and the Will of the One. This work does not lend itself to the simplifications of theological polemic and has much to offer to those who are concerned with the philosophical issues at stake.

Rather than attempting to survey the contents of VI. 8, it might be appropriate to mention here some of the important points made by Plotinus which could be explored further (along with much else) in a
careful reading of the treatise. One should note first that in this context the contrasting concepts of necessity and freedom refer primarily to the human situation in the world. If one wishes to avoid crude anthropomorphism, one ought to ask how these concepts can be used (if at all) of realities that transcend the human condition. In a sense the contrast of freedom and necessity cannot be appropriately applied to what transcends our experience. While emphasizing the absolute transcendence of the One and its ineffability, Plotinus also shows how the analysis of human freedom, when extended upwards in the direction of the One, involves a decrease of restrictions on freedom such that absolute freedom is reached when the level of the One is reached. Plotinus relates freedom to that which is in our control, as opposed to external constraints imposed on us. These constraints include corporeal passions, whereas control derives from independence of judgement. As this judgement must operate with knowledge, not ignorance, it is found in its most unrestricted form in divine intellect. Yet intellect is not absolutely free in the sense that it relates to another, the Good beyond it, the One, which is beyond all constraint, external limitation, or directedness to another. The One may thus be said to will both itself and what it produces with absolute freedom (see chs. 13, 18). As the source of intellect and all else it may also be said to be the source and basis of the qualified forms of freedom in others. In elaborating and discussing these Plotinian ideas we should keep in mind the One's ineffability and the fact that we are attempting to conceive of what lies beyond the limitations and constraints on freedom in which we live (see ch. 8).
7 The Derivation of All Things from the One (II)

1. The Making of the World in Plato's Timaeus

What is the origin of this world in which we live? This has been the principal question pursued in the preceding chapters. The identification of certain causes (soul, intellect, the One) presupposed by the world can hardly satisfy completely as an answer to the question. We also need to see how the world is constituted (or derives) from these causes. For Platonists the key text concerning this subject is Plato’s Timaeus, a wonderful but in many respects puzzling account of the genesis of the world. Some of the problems posed by the interpretation of the Timaeus need to be considered before approaching Plotinus’ discussion of the constitution of the world.

Timaeus, the main figure in Plato’s dialogue, tells a ‘probable tale’ (Timaeus, 29d) about the generation of the world, a tale which makes use of various images, in particular that of artisanal making. As the human artisan (or craftsman) produces an object by taking an appropriate material, wood for example, and shaping this material according to the design or model that he has in mind, so there is a divine craftsman (the ‘demiurge’) who uses a model (the eternal Forms) which he imitates, producing in some kind of medium (described as the ‘receptacle’) an imitation which is the world (Timaeus, 28a–29d).

Taking this account literally, Aristotle attacked it. Is it not absurd to think of nature as labouring like a craftsman who must plot, calculate, and worry, toiling with what material lies to hand? Nature
produces effortlessly, Aristotle feels, without calculations and with a perfection in execution that far surpasses human artisanal making. It is in any case Aristotle's view that the world could not have been 'made', since it can have no beginning, but is eternal. Plotinus and his school would have been reminded of these views by the commentaries of Alexander of Aphrodisias, where it is stressed that nature does not need to calculate in its productions and that human craft is a poor imitation of nature.

Other philosophical schools also rejected Plato's cosmic demiurge. For the Stoics the divine productive force works from within matter and not upon matter. The Epicureans ridiculed the idea of a toiling god working (with what tools?) to produce the world. They felt in any case—but this was a minority view—that the world is not well made and that it is impious to impute a botched job to the gods. The world results rather from the irrational, arbitrary movements of atoms in the void.

Given such criticisms, what was a Platonist to make of the demiurge of the Timaeus? Many Platonists reacted by claiming that Plato's story was not to be taken literally. They shared Aristotle's view that the world was eternal and therefore that strictly speaking it was not 'made'. Others disagreed, for example Atticus (fragment 4), insisting that the Timaeus ascribed a beginning to the world. Those who claimed that the world was eternal and not 'made' at a particular moment had to interpret Plato's divine demiurge accordingly. One such interpretation can be found in Alcinous, Didaskalikos, chapter 14: when Plato says

that the world is generated, we must take this to mean not that there was a time when the world did not exist, but that the world is always becoming and reveals a more fundamental cause of its existence. And the soul of the world, existing always, is not made by God, but ordered by him. And God is said to make in this sense, that he awakens and turns the mind of the world-soul to him . . . so that it [soul] will contemplate his thoughts [i.e. the Forms] and receive the Forms.

The world, according to Alcinous, results from the combination of independent causes, a transcendent god, a world-soul, and matter. God does not produce soul and matter, but merely inspires soul to
organize matter after the model provided by his thoughts, the Forms. The purpose of all this is both to show how the world is eternally made and to allow god to function as a cause without involving him in any demeaning artisanal action: he lives, as undisturbed as Aristotle's divine intellect, in the perfection of his thought. His cosmic tasks are performed by a subordinate, world-soul.

How satisfactory is this? As a reading of Plato's text it seems no more far-fetched than some other interpretations. But as a theory it hardly solves the problems posed by Plato's assimilation of natural to artisanal production. It merely delegates god's artisanal tasks to a subordinate. How then does soul 'make' the world? Does it work like a craftsman? If not, how does it operate? To these questions we might add a difficulty that is relevant in particular to Plotinus. Alcinous' account and in general the image of artisanal production assume that the world is constituted from the cooperation of a variety of pre-existing independent causes. However, for Plotinus there cannot be this combination of independent causes: the world must derive from one ultimate source, the One, through the intermediary stages of intellect and soul. Thus for him soul, and only soul, is the proximate cause of the world.

2. Production as Contemplation (*Ennead* III. 8 [30]. 1–7)

In the first works he wrote Plotinus shows awareness of the difficulties involved in comparing the genesis of the world with the artisanal production of an object. He accepts the Aristotelian claim that natural processes are far superior to human craft: nature does not need to calculate and deliberate; it does not toil over its work (see IV. 8 [6]. 8. 14–16). How then is the world produced? How is Plato's *Timaeus* to be read?

One approach to an answer can be found in IV. 8 [6]. 2. 19–30:

This is why our soul, he [Plato] says, were it to be with the perfect soul, would, having been perfected, 'travel above and direct the whole universe' [*Phaedrus*, 246c]; when it ceases from being in bodies or belonging to a
body, then, like world-soul, it will join in governing without difficulty the universe... For the care of the universe is double, a general ordering by the uninvolved command of royal rulership, and a care of the particular through applied action by means of contact of the maker with what is made.

This text seems to push even further the solution found in Alcinous, which consists in saving higher causes from involvement in the actual work of making by assigning this work to subordinates, rather as a ruler—the image is now political—might delegate menial tasks to his minions. (The delegation of tasks to subordinates appears already in the *Timaeus* (41ac), where the demiurge hands over lesser work to lower gods.) In Alcinous the work is transferred from god to world-soul; in Plotinus it is transferred from this soul to particular souls. As in the case of Alcinous, this approach will not do: merely transferring artisanal tasks does not eliminate and replace them, which is what is required if one accepts, as Plotinus does, the criticisms of artisanal making as a way of understanding the genesis of things.

We can find in Plotinus' later writings the elements of an account of the constitution of the world that does not invoke the process of artisanal production with all its attendant defects (calculation, worry, uncertainty, toil). The fullest text is III. 8 [30]. 1–7, which is the opening of the large anti-Gnostic treatise (III. 8, V. 8, V. 5, II. 9). Although one can easily read the text simply as Plotinus' response to difficulties traditionally associated with Plato's *Timaeus*, it becomes clear later in the treatise that these difficulties were made more acute by the influence in Plotinus' school of the Gnostic notion that the world was produced by a cosmic demiurge who had, in ignorance, fabricated something evil, this world. Plotinus regarded such notions as a perverse reading of Plato's *Timaeus*: 'And they lie completely about him [Plato] as regards the way in which the world is made and much else, debasing his views as if they had understanding of intelligible nature' (II. 9. 6. 24–7). Plotinus had referred, earlier in the treatise, to the ignorance of the Gnostics as to how the world is produced:

Therefore they are wrong to destroy and generate [the world] in this way, while the intelligible remains, as if the maker at one point wished to make.
They do not wish to understand how the world is made, nor do they know that in so far as the intelligible illuminates, the rest never lacks. (V. 8. 12. 20–4)

It is at the beginning of the anti-Gnostic treatise, in III. 8, that a correct understanding of the production of the world is developed.

Plotinus starts out by proposing a thesis which he thinks will be considered strange:

What if at first in play before undertaking to be serious we were to say that everything desires contemplation and looks to this goal, not only rational but also irrational animals and the nature in plants and the earth that generates them, and that all reach it as far as their nature permits . . . could anyone tolerate such a strange claim? (1. 1–8)

That humans seek after contemplation (theoria) as the full possession of the highest knowledge may be plausible, at least as a thesis. (Aristotle points to this thesis in the famous opening words of the Metaphysics.) But that this knowledge could also be the goal of irrational things seems hardly credible.

In developing his thesis further, Plotinus suggests that the other forms of human activity (distinguished by Aristotle) besides contemplation, that is, acting and making, are subordinate to contemplation: we act and make things for the sake of contemplation, as a kind of by-product resulting from contemplation (as when the geometer produces diagrams as a consequence of his thinking, 4. 9–11), or as a lesser form or substitute for contemplation:

And indeed men, whenever they become too feeble to contemplate, undertake action as a shadow of contemplation and reason. For since the weakness of their souls does not make contemplating fit for them, not being able sufficiently to grasp the object of contemplation, and through this not being fulfilled, yet desiring to see it, they are brought to action, so as to see what they cannot grasp with intellect. Thus whenever they make, they themselves want to see it and they want others to contemplate and perceive whenever their intention as far as possible becomes action. We will find then in all cases that making and action are a weakness or a side-effect of contemplation, a weakness if one has nothing after the action, a side-effect if one has something else that is superior to the action to contemplate. (4. 31–43; see also ch. 6)
Allowing the claim that, when we do or make something, this occurs as a consequence of, or as a substitute for, knowing, we need to see how this claim can be applied beyond the human realm, to all levels of the natural world.

Nature, as the power of soul that organizes matter, does not work on matter, as it were, ‘with its hands’ or with instruments (ch. 2). Rather it is a form which produces without moving, since in all production, including artisanal making, there is something which does not move or change, the form guiding the process, and since it is in matter that changes occur and that visible shapes are generated in accord with this form. (On this see also above, Ch. 2 s. 6). As the unmoving rational principle responsible for form in matter it must be contemplation:

For action happens in accord with a rational principle \([\text{logos}]\) from which it is different. But the rational principle, even that which accompanies action and directs, is not action. If therefore it is not action, but rational principle, it is contemplation. And in all rational principle the lowest [level] derives from contemplation. (3. 3–7)

In describing nature, the formative principle of things, as contemplation, Plotinus does not wish to suggest that it thinks in the sense that it calculates, enquires, deliberates (3. 14–17). Such thinking would imply deficiency, a lack of some knowledge that must be sought:

But it [nature] has, and it is through having that it makes. Thus it is in being what it is that it makes, and as much as it is, it makes. But it is contemplation and object of contemplation, because it is a rational principle. Thus it is in being contemplation and object of contemplation and rational principle that it makes in as much as it is these. So making emerges for us as contemplation. For it is the product of a contemplation that remains and does nothing else, but makes in being contemplation. (3. 16–23)

Thus nature does not try to figure out how it should design the world. Rather, the world reflects a certain knowledge in nature, a contemplation inspired by higher principles. Thus, as Plotinus says later in the anti-Gnostic treatise,

you can say for what reason the earth is in the middle, why it is round, and why the ecliptic is as it is. But there [in the intelligible] it is not the case that
all was planned thus because it had to be in this way, but rather it is because [the intelligible] is as it is that [the
world] is very well arranged. (V. 8. 7. 36–40)

Why things are made in the way they are resolves into the fact that things are made in accord with the nature of their
maker: nature as contemplating soul which contemplates intellect.

Summing up we can say then (1) that natural production does not involve toiling: nature as the form guiding changes
in matter does not itself change; and (2) that it does not involve calculations: nature as a form of knowledge complete
in itself is simply reflected as such in the ‘design’ of the world. In both respects nature's productivity is not artisanal.

Plotinus is aware of course that speaking of nature as a form of contemplation or knowledge means stretching these
terms beyond their normal (human) application. Nature as contemplation is neither perception nor understanding.
Rather, it is a very low form of consciousness comparable to the consciousness of one who is asleep (III. 8. 4. 22–4). It
is the lowest form of consciousness in a series of levels of contemplation going up through soul to intellect (4. 8–13).
As intellect exists as a contemplation of the One, and as soul exists as a contemplation of intellect, so is nature a
contemplation of soul whose consequence, a kind of by-product, is the world (cf. chs. 5–8). Thus, in III. 8, Plotinus
definitively replaces the artisanal mode of world-making with a process of contemplative derivation: the world derives
from soul in the same way that soul derives from intellect and intellect from the One.


The account of the generation of the world in III. 8 requires development in a number of respects. (1) We might wish
to know more, for example, about this contemplative ‘nature’ of which Plotinus speaks in III. 8 and its relationship to
soul. (2) What of the question of the eternity of the world and how does time emerge? (3) And what of the ultimate
matter in which bodies are constituted? Is it also produced by nature?
1. Nature, as a productive force, is perhaps best regarded as that aspect of the power of soul whose activity corresponds to the basic organization of the world. Soul includes a range of powers or activities which manifest themselves in the various living functions characterizing soul's presence in body (see above, Ch. 1 s. 3); nature is part of this range of powers. In this sense nature is not a reality separate from soul in the same way that soul is a reality separate from intellect. In some texts Plotinus speaks of nature as an image produced by soul (see V. 2 [11]. 1. 18–21) and this is the impression given in III. 8. 1–5. Yet Plotinus also distinguishes between soul and its lower powers, on the one hand, and intellect and soul, on the other, by speaking of soul as moving in producing these lower functions and of intellect as immobile in its production of soul. This dynamism peculiar to soul expresses the continuity of nature linking soul and its lower functions (see V. 2. 1. 22–9, III. 4 [15]. 1. 1–6, III. 8. 5). If nature is, as a productive force, an integral part of soul, the effect soul has on matter, the life it lends to matter and which constitutes with matter a living body, can be described as an image or ‘trace’ or ‘shadow’ of soul (see VI. 4 [22]. 15. 15–18, IV. 4 [28]. 18. 1–9).

2. If Plotinus does not interpret the Timaeus literally as regards the image of the divine craftsman, he also does not understand the text as assigning a beginning moment to the world. Like other Platonists such as Alcinous, he accepts the Aristotelian doctrine that the world has no beginning and interprets the Timaeus as illustrating the eternal constitution of the world by transcendent causes. The world derives eternally from soul just as soul and intellect derive eternally from the One. In producing the world, soul acts in such a way that time emerges as characteristic of the world. Time, Plotinus concludes in a fine and well-argued analysis of the subject in III. 7 [45], is produced by soul which, not content to remain in contemplation of intellect, expresses this contemplation in a movement that is a fragmentation and spreading out into a succession of the unified life of intellect (ch. 11). This breaking up of unified life into successive moments is time: ‘time is the life of soul in the movement of passage from one mode of life to another’ (11. 43–5). In being made by, and in, the movement of soul that is time,
the world is time-bound. It lives in successive fragments the unity of life in intellect which is eternity.

3. It has been felt by some modern readers of Plotinus that the matter in which soul generates the world is independent of soul, pre-existing soul's making of the world in much the same way that it does in Alcinous. If this were indeed the case, Plotinus would not be consistent in applying the Principle of Prior Simplicity according to which everything must derive, directly or indirectly, from the One. If the world is produced according to the system of derivation that Plotinus worked out for the higher levels of reality (the derivation of intellect and of soul), then one would expect matter to emerge as a sort of secondary activity of nature which is undefined and which, through ‘turning’ in some way toward nature as the lowest level of soul, is formed by the model that nature represents. Plotinus did indeed think along these lines, as we can see in III. 4 [15]:

Just as everything generated prior to this was generated shapeless and was formed by turning towards the generator and was nourished, as it were, thus indeed was this, when generated, no longer a form of soul, being lifeless, but complete indetermination. For if indetermination is found at higher levels, it is indeterminate in form, not being something completely indeterminate, but [indeterminate] in relation to its perfection. But this is now total indetermination. When completed it becomes body, taking a shape suitable to its capacity. (III. 4 [15]. 1. 8–15)

Matter is not then an independent cause; it ultimately derives, as does everything else, from the One. As absolute indeterminateness it is the end of the process of derivation. In it appear lifeless images of soul which as such can carry no further the expression of the power and perfection of the One.
1. The Problem of Evil

The Principle of Prior Simplicity (above, Ch. 4) requires that everything derive, directly or indirectly, from the One. Thus the material world derives indirectly, through soul, from the One: soul produces matter in which, in relation to soul, the world is constituted. But the material world is by no means perfect. Plotinus does not attempt to minimize the presence in it of various sorts of evil. If he saying, therefore, that soul, by nature an expression of the good, produces evil? Since he describes matter as absolute evil (below, s. 2), is he not claiming that ultimately the absolute good (the One) produces absolute evil (matter)? Is this not self-contradictory? It is Plotinus' belief (above, Ch. 6 s. 2) that what is good expresses its perfection, giving of its goodness. How then could it produce evil?

Such questions inevitably arise in connection with philosophies which propose one ultimate source of reality and identify this source as good. Such philosophies seem obliged to choose between denying the reality of evil; trying to live with the apparent contradiction in saying that the good produces evil; or giving up the claim that there is only one ultimate source of things (a position to which we can refer as 'monism'), admitting two opposing sources, a principle of good and a principle of evil (a position we will call 'dualism'). Such problems occur also of course in religious thought when god is taken to be both good and the unique creator of things. They had become part of the Greek philosophical tradition long before Plotinus faced them.
Plotinus quotes texts from Plato's *Theaetetus* (176a) which say that evil is a permanent feature of this world: “‘Evils will not be destroyed’, but are “necessary”, and are not to be found “among the gods”, but “wander about mortal nature and this place forever’” (I. 8 [51]. 1–4). Plotinus recalls also (I. 8. 7. 1–7) that Plato, in the *Timaeus* (47e–48a), describes the world as resulting from two opposing principles, intellect, which is good but which does not completely prevail over the opposing principle, ‘necessity’. To what is defective and evil in the universe we ought to add moral evil or vice among humans. Several passages concerning this in Plato’s *Phaedo* and *Phaedrus* are discussed by Plotinus in IV. 8 [6]. Why do souls sin? Why do they fall? Why are they imprisoned in the body and punished? And what is the relation between this moral evil and the evil that is a permanent feature of the universe?

Evil is more prominent in Plato’s universe than in Aristotle’s, where reigns a rational order in which each thing usually realizes its appropriate perfection. The order is fairly loose: things sometimes (but not normally) go wrong; some malfunction, obstacle, or chance event might produce failures in natural processes and in the human moral sphere. Such looseness was not tolerated in the Stoic universe, since it was permeated and controlled by an immanent rational god. This meant that everything had to be, in one way or another, good. Such a radical thesis makes evil, of course, a particularly acute problem, a problem which could threaten the very coherence of Stoicism. In replying to their critics, the Stoics tried to argue that evil is a feature of a whole which is good: what we consider as evils (catastrophes, injustices, etc.) have in fact a role to play in a larger plan which is good. If only we could see the ‘whole picture’ we could understand, for example, how suffering serves a good purpose. And since the world is a complex system it must be varied and include features which we, judging things in isolation, consider bad but which form a necessary part of the goodness of the whole.

As background to Plotinus’ discussion of the problem of evil, we should also take into account the ways in which Middle Platonists interpreted Plato. In general their approach was dualistic: the world is constituted from two opposite principles, good (the demiurge and the Forms) and evil (matter and/or a soul as the cause of disorderly
motion in matter). If more convenient for explaining evil, this dualism was not an option open to the monist Plotinus. He was finally confronted with the Gnostic notion of evil as the apostasy of a demiurge who made this world, an evil work, as a result of an act of self-assertion and revolt from the good.

2. Matter as Absolute Evil (*Ennead* I. 8 [51])

In the first chapters of I. 8 Plotinus tries to say what the nature of evil actually is. To do this he takes its opposite, the nature of the good. The good has to do with self-sufficiency, measure, form, perfection, either as their source (the One) or as they characterize intellect and soul. It is thus what is ‘beyond being’ or is ‘being’ in the sense that it is the complete and perfect kind of being possessed by intelligible reality (ch. 2). Evil, as the opposite of the good, can then be described by opposition as non-being, not in the sense that it does not exist, but in the sense that it is the opposite of the perfect type of existence found in soul, intellect, and the One. It is thus the opposite of self-sufficiency, measure, form, perfection:

For one might already reach a notion of this [evil] as a lack of measure in relation to measure, and lack of limit in relation to limit, and formlessness in relation to what is formative, and permanent deficiency in relation to what is self-sufficient, always indeterminate, in no way stable, affected in every way, unfulfilled, total poverty. (3. 12–16)

There is in Plotinus’ world a reality which corresponds to this description, a reality which of its very nature is absolute absence of form and measure: matter. The descriptions of evil and matter are identical. Matter is evil (3. 35–40).

We can refer to matter as ‘absolute’ or primary evil, or evil *per se*, as a way of distinguishing between it and things which come to share in evil through some kind of association with matter, although they are not evil in themselves. Such ‘secondary’ evils include bodies, which are constituted in matter (4. 1–5), and souls, which become evil by association with lack of measure (4. 6–13). Disease, for example, is a lack of measure in a body and ugliness a lack of form (5. 22–4):
Let then primary evil be that which is without measure, whereas that which finds itself in the unmeasured by assimilation or participation is by virtue of an accidental property secondary evil. And the darkness is primary and what is darkened secondary in this way. Now vice, being ignorance and lack of measure in the soul, is secondary evil and not evil itself. Nor is virtue the primary good, but it is what is assimilated to or participates in it. (8. 37–45)

Before going further it might be useful to emphasize two points. (1) Body is not in itself evil; it is evil only to the extent that the matter in it does not lend itself to form. (2) The notion of evil as defined by Plotinus as the ‘privation’ or absence of good is found in Christian thinkers influenced by Plotinus such as Gregory of Nyssa or Augustine. But by ‘privation of the good’ the Christian theologians mean, not an existing reality, but a wilful turning away of the soul from god. However, evil exists for Plotinus, it is matter, even though he also finds, as we shall see, a turning away of soul from the good. As an existing reality which is part of the universe and is the principle of other evils (including moral evil), we might call matter ‘metaphysical evil’.

If evil exists as a reality, how can Plotinus deal with the difficulties sketched at the beginning of this chapter? How can absolute good produce absolute evil? One possible answer (see III. 2 [47]. 5. 27–32) might consist in pointing out that the theory of derivation implies that each successive stage in derivation represents a lesser degree of perfection or (expressing this negatively) a greater degree of imperfection. The series of stages must continue until it reaches its limit, absolute imperfection or evil. It would seem then that it is in the very logic of derivation and of the productivity of the good that evil ultimately be generated.

This answer needs modification. It suggests that derivation means degrees of intensification of imperfection leading to absolute imperfection, which means degrees of intensification of evil leading to absolute evil. But Plotinus does not admit the presence of any form of evil on the two levels of reality below the One:

And [intellect] is the first activity of it [the One] and the first being, while [the One] stays in itself. But it is an activity around it [the One] as if living around it. And soul, dancing outside around it [intellect], looks to it and
contemplating what is within sees the god through it. And this is the carefree and blessed ‘life of the gods’ [Phaedrus, 248a]. And there is no evil there, and had all stayed there, there would be no evil, but a first and then second and third goods. (I. 8. 2. 21–8)

We must distinguish then between the existence of degrees of perfection (relative to the One) and the existence of various forms of evil. Things on a lower level than the One, for example soul, can be perfect at their level (cf. 5. 6–8). The derivation of lower levels from the Good does not seem to necessitate the existence of evil (see also II. 9 [33]. 13. 28–34). And yet it does seem that evil is required by derivation in the sense that derivation must come to an end, beyond which the good does not continue to produce:

It is also possible to grasp the necessity of evil in this way. For since there is not only the Good, there must be, in the going out beyond it, or, if one wishes to say it in this way, in the descent and departure, the end beyond which nothing more emerges, and this is evil. There must be something after the first and so also the last, but this is matter, having nothing of the first. (I. 8. 7. 16–23)

It remains the case, however, that matter, as absolute evil, is not just the end of derivation. It is also the result of derivation: matter is produced by soul. We are left with the unresolved paradox that the good, which in Plotinus' view ought to give of itself, of its goodness, in fact produces evil.

3. Moral Evil (Enneads III. 9 [13]. 3, IV. 8 [6])

In some texts, written earlier in his literary career, Plotinus appears to be suggesting that evil originates in the soul as a consequence of an act of self-assertion which cuts it off from intelligible reality:

but when [soul] is brought to what is lower than it, this is non-being. Soul makes this whenever it turns to itself. Wishing to be in relation to itself, it makes what comes after, an image of itself, non-being, stepping in the void, as it were, and becoming more indeterminate. And the image of this, the indeterminate, is completely dark, for it is irrational and unintelligible as a
whole and at a far distance from being. Being in the middle, [soul] is in its place, but looking again as if with a second glance, it shaped the image and in delight goes to it. (III. 9 [13]. 3. 8–16)

And in V. 1 [10]. 1. 1–6 Plotinus says that the ‘cause of evil’ for souls is an act of self-affirmation which cuts them off from the above.

Such passages give the impression that Plotinus is thinking along lines that recall Gnosticism: evil originates in an apostasy of soul from the Good, an apostasy in which soul makes and forms matter. Thus metaphysical evil, we might conclude, is not a product of the Good, the result of derivation. It is created by moral evil, a moral failure in soul.

This conclusion is not compatible with Plotinus' position, later in Ennead I. 8, that moral evil is secondary and dependent on metaphysical evil, which is primary. Nor does it fit with what is said in another early writing, IV. 8 [6]. In this treatise Plotinus discusses the reasons for soul's descent to the body. He points out that Plato does not speak clearly about this (1. 23–8). In some dialogues (Phaedo, Phaedrus) Plato regards the association of soul with body as bad, saying that soul is imprisoned in the body, whereas elsewhere (Timaeus) soul's presence in the body is seen in a positive way: soul came to body in order to perfect it. In what follows Plotinus emphasizes the point of view of the Timaeus as primary: soul is in body as an expression of goodness, as perfecting body.

Thus, although [soul] is divine and from a higher realm, it enters into body and being the lowest divinity comes down in this way through a self-willed inclination and because of its power and direction of what comes after it. If it escapes quickly, it suffers no harm in acquiring knowledge of evil and knowing the nature of vice, showing forth its powers, its works, and creations which, had they remained in the incorporeal, would have been in vain in not proceeding into activity. And soul itself would not notice what it had, since this did not emerge and progress outwards. (5. 24–33)

Soul in making things does not act out of moral evil and such evil does not necessarily appear in its activity. It is prolonged association with the body, a preoccupation and fascination with it, that leads soul to forget itself and become evil (4. 13–30). Metaphysical evil is not produced by a moral failure in soul. Soul's productivity is
essentially good. Moral evil arises through the ignorance brought about by infatuation with body. Thus body (and therefore matter) must exist already for moral evil to occur. Moral evil is a consequence, and not a cause, of metaphysical evil. Plotinus' views on this had not changed when he wrote, much later, *Ennead* I. 8 (see the passage quoted immediately below).

But how could metaphysical evil produce moral evil? This would mean that matter prevails over soul, the inferior over the superior, which seems impossible. Is there some flaw in soul that allows it to be influenced by matter? Plotinus insists that this is not the case:

The fall of soul is this, going to matter in this way and weakening because all [its] powers are not present in order to act since matter prevents this presence by holding the place which soul has and making it contract, so to speak, making evil what it takes as if by theft, until soul is able to ascend. So matter is the cause of weakness in the soul and of vice. [Matter] is thus prior evil and primary evil. (I. 8. 14. 44–51)

Yet it is hard to see how matter could be entirely responsible for soul's vice. This would mean robbing soul of moral responsibility for its actions. In a treatise written not long before, III. 2 [47], Plotinus argues for a measure of moral responsibility in soul in the framework of a world organized by intelligible principles: we do not do evil because this is so determined by the order of things.

Living beings which have a self-willed movement incline sometimes to the better things, sometimes to the worse. It is perhaps not worth enquiring about the turning of oneself to the worse. For at first what is a slight turn, in progressing, always makes the error far greater. And body accompanies and necessarily desire. And if attention is not paid to the first step and what happens suddenly and if it is not rectified at once, a commitment is generated to that to which one fell. (III. 2. 4. 36–44; see III. 3. 4. 47–8)

It seems that it takes a minimal wayward movement in soul, a minor impulse, for it to slip gradually into subjection to the body. This fall means a turning away from intellect, therefore ignorance and the emergence of moral evil.
4. The Goodness of the Universe (Ennead III. 2–3 [47–8])

Why do we do evil? Is it through the force of the circumstances in which we live? Is it because of some flaw in our nature? Or because of some perverse choice? Why this choice? Plotinus goes very far in insisting on the natural goodness of soul and on the importance of metaphysical evil (matter and secondarily bodies as formed in matter) as the occasion of moral evil. But he cannot make metaphysical evil the only factor producing moral evil, for this would destroy our control over our lives and our moral responsibility. Some movement on our part as souls must initiate our growth into vice. But Plotinus seeks to minimize this movement and it remains something of a mystery.11

If metaphysical evil does not by itself produce moral evil, neither does moral evil produce metaphysical evil: soul does not (as in certain kinds of Gnosticism) produce matter and bodies on account of some moral failure. But this brings us back again to the paradox that the Good makes evil. The productivity of the Good entails derivation and therefore lower degrees of perfection, but this does not seem to necessitate at first the presence of evil. Evil appears later, at the end or limit of derivation. But why must this end to derivation occur at the stage just after soul? Why does soul, which is good, make matter, which is evil?

The dilemmas involved in Plotinus' theory of evil are not easily resolved. If we wish to analyse them further we should examine also the discussion of evil in III. 2–3 [47–8]. Plotinus attempts to defend here the notion of ‘providence’ (which he interprets as the order given to this world by intellect) against the Epicureans who deny its existence, pointing to the defects of the world, and against Gnostics who saw the world as the work of an evil demiurge (III. 2. 1. 5–10). Plotinus surveys the inventory of evils that beset us—perhaps the difficult political and economic conditions prevailing at the time (see above, Introduction s. 1) made them all too vivid. On the whole he adopts the optimism of the Stoics, making use of their arguments, with suitable Platonic adjustments: many of the reverses we suffer

---

11 Plotinus also tries to minimize soul's implication in evil by confining it to the lower aspects of soul (I. 8. 4. 25–33).
Evil are not really evils; many evils serve a good purpose; the wicked will ultimately be punished; although the wicked are responsible for their acts, these acts are integrated into a larger cosmic scheme which is good; the goodness and beauty of this scheme require diversity, differences in perfection, just as a good play must include villains as well as heroes. Not all of these arguments—many are traditional—are convincing. We need to believe in the transmigration of the soul if we are to accept that

It is not by coincidence that one is a slave; one does not happen to be a prisoner of war; one is not randomly violated in one's body. But there was a time when one did what one now suffers. And he who kills his mother will be [reborn] a woman to be killed by her child. And the rapist will be [reborn] a woman to be raped. (III. 2. 13. 11–15)

Be that as it may (it was probably far more convincing to Plotinus' contemporaries than it would be to us), it is clear from the argument of III. 2–3 that for Plotinus this world is, despite the presence of various evils, a place illuminated everywhere by beauty, goodness, and intelligence. The same very positive attitude to the world is found a little later in the last words of the treatise where Plotinus explores the idea of matter as absolute evil:

But evil is not just evil, due to the power and nature of good. Since if it has appeared of necessity, it is enclosed in beautiful bonds, like certain prisoners bound with gold, and is concealed by these, so as not to be seen by the gods and so that men need not always see evil, but when they look they are accompanied by images of beauty as reminders. (I. 8. 15. 23–9)
1. The Experience of Beauty (Ennead I. 6 [1])

An aspect of life of great interest to Plato is the experience of beauty. He includes in this experience not only perceptual beauty (the beauty of nature and art that we see and hear), but also non-perceptual or immaterial beauty such as that of the virtues of soul and of intellect (Hippias major, 297e–298b; Symposium, 210ac). This range in the kinds of beauty, as Plato sees it, is sketched by Plotinus as follows: ‘The beautiful occurs mostly in sight, but it is found also in hearing, in groups of words, and it is in all [kinds of] music. . . . But there are also, for those who progress upwards from sense-perception, beautiful pursuits and actions and states of character and sciences and the beauty of the virtues’ (I. 6 [1]. 1. 1–6). Postponing for the moment discussion of the notion of immaterial beauty, we might first ask how the experience of perceptual beauty is to be explained. Is there some quality or property possessed by some things which makes them (and not others) beautiful? But some of us find something beautiful which others do not. Is it a question of individual taste, of cultural preferences? Beauty then would not actually exist in things as a particular property: it would be ‘in the eye of the beholder’. This cliché can do little justice to the experience of beauty as it is described by Plato, an experience whose power, the power of love, seizes us, throws us into confusion, and transforms our lives.

Plato treats of beauty both as a property existing in things which makes them beautiful and as a complex psychological reaction reflecting aspects of the soul of those who experience beauty. It is a
property of things in the sense that they are beautiful because they participate in a Form, the Form of beauty, just as things are large by participating in the Form of largeness (Phaedo, 100bd). Beauty is therefore a Form, distinct from other Forms, in which some things participate and therefore become beautiful. Plato also analyses the reaction of the soul to the presence of beauty, in particular the reaction of the lover to the beauty of his love (Phaedrus, 249d–252a; see Symposium, 210a–211c). He sees this reaction as a recollection of the Form of beauty seen by the soul of the lover in a previous existence. Through their participation in the Form of beauty, beautiful objects remind us of our former blissful vision of the higher world of Forms. In some famous pages of the Phaedrus (251a–256e) Plato shows how the recognition, remembrance, and desire of a higher existence underlie the aesthetic experience whose intensity is increased by the confusion and pain of the soul seeking to possess a beloved who is a mere image of the beauty that is sought.

Few can reach the artistic, emotional, and spiritual depth of Plato in interpreting the experience of beauty. A more prosaic approach, which dominated in antiquity, was popularized by the Stoics. Plotinus summarizes it thus: ‘Everyone, one might say, asserts that it is good proportion of the parts in relation to each other and to the whole, with the addition of the factor of good colour, which makes visual beauty, and to be beautiful for these [visual objects] and for all others is to be proportioned and measured’ (I. 6. 1. 20–5). Why add good colour to good proportion in the definition of beauty? Perhaps because good colour was felt in antiquity to be intrinsically beautiful. Plotinus himself believed that good proportion did not necessarily suffice to make a face, for example, beautiful (1. 6. 1. 37–41). But he did not think that adding good colour would be enough (see VI. 7. 22. 27–9).

In his very first composition, I. 6[1], which would also become in antiquity and in the Renaissance his best-known and most influential work, Plotinus criticizes the Stoic theory of beauty and develops an approach to the subject which owes much to Plato and which also breaks new ground. Plotinus first formulates the question of beauty as follows:
What then is it that is responsible for making bodies appear beautiful and for making sounds attractive, as beautiful, to our hearing? All that which in turn pertains to the soul, how is it beautiful? And are they all [beautiful] by one and the same beauty, or is beauty in body other than beauty in other things? And what might they, or it, be? (1. 7–13)

In the remainder of the first chapter (1) Plotinus presents criticisms of the Stoic theory of beauty. He then develops (2) his own account of perceptual beauty in chapters 2–3. (3) In chapters 4–6 beauty of the soul is examined, which produces the conclusion that that which was identified (in chs. 2–3) as making bodies beautiful is the same as that which makes soul beautiful. This leads (4) to a discussion in the final chapters of the One as the ultimate goal of the lover of beauty.

1. Plotinus argues against the Stoics that if a whole is beautiful because well proportioned, then the elements making up the whole are not beautiful by themselves, but merely contribute to the beauty of the whole. But surely the parts must also be beautiful? How could they be ugly? (1. 26–31) This argument is not convincing. Plotinus himself makes use elsewhere of the Stoic idea that a good painter does not use exclusively beautiful colours, that a good play includes inferior types as well as heroes (III. 2. 11). The Stoics could then easily concede that some parts of a beautiful whole might not themselves be beautiful. A reply to Plotinus might consist in saying that since it is the proportion of the parts that determines the beauty of the whole, the parts themselves are, in relation to this beauty, neither beautiful nor ugly. Plotinus also claims that Stoic theory does not allow for beauty in simple (non-composite) objects such as individual colours, light, gold, lightening, individual sounds (1. 32–8; see Plato, Philebus, 51cd). One might reply to this by arguing that such simple objects are in fact composite, but it is also true that we see (or hear) them as simple; their beauty for us is not that expressed by a proportion. Plotinus goes on (1. 41–53) to attack the plausibility of construing beauty in the soul (virtue, knowledge) as a matter of proportion: what sort of proportion could it be? Inner harmony or consistency? But one can be consistent in vice and in error!

2. Plotinus' criticism of Stoic theory does not go very far. In fact he is willing, as we shall see, to find some truth in this theory. He
prefers however to take another starting-point, our actual experience of beauty: ‘Something becomes perceptible even at first sight and soul speaks as if understanding and receives it with recognition and adjusts to it as it were. But looking at the ugly it recoils and refuses it and turns away from it’ (2. 2–7). These reactions recall the activity of soul in judging things in relation to the innate concepts possessed by soul as image of intellect (see V. 3. 2. 11–16; 4. 13–19; above, Ch. 3 s. 4). Hence the aesthetic judgement is described as follows: ‘The power [of the soul] ordered to it knows it, a power which is most competent for judging what pertains to it . . . or perhaps [the rest of the soul] speaks, adjusting to the Form in it [the soul], and using it [the Form] in its judgement, as a ruler [is used for judging] straightness’ (3. 1–5). Plotinus seems then to adhere fairly closely to the Platonic idea that soul recognizes the Form of beauty in bodies which participate in it.

Plotinus sees soul, however, as recalling, not just one Form, but the whole world of Forms: ‘[Soul] being in its nature what it is, related to the higher kind of being in reality, whatever it sees that is related to it, or a trace of this relation, delights it; it is startled and relates it back to itself and recalls itself and what belongs to it’ (2. 7–11). This recollection of intelligible being in general (rather than of just the Form of beauty) seems to be present also in Plato’s Phaedrus, but Plotinus draws conclusions from this that are new. If the soul recalls intelligible reality in the experience of beauty, and if this recollection is triggered by a relation between beautiful bodies and intelligible being, then bodies are beautiful to the extent that they participate in intelligible reality, that is in any Form, not just in a particular Form such as the Form of beauty. ‘We say that it is by participation in Form that these [are beautiful]. For all that is shapeless but capable of receiving shape and form, not sharing in reason and form, is ugly and outside divine reason. And this is altogether ugly’ (2. 13–16). Form is what makes bodies beautiful and makes us react to them in the way that we do when we recognize Form in them.

It might be objected at this point that the range of things participating in Form is far wider than the range of beautiful things:
Plotinus fails to account for the specific character of beautiful things as distinguished from other formed bodies. A response to this might be to point to degrees in the participation in Form according to which things are more or less beautiful as participating more or less in Form (see V. 8. 9. 43–7). Plotinus would also reject the implication that beauty is not everywhere. He often stresses the great beauty of the world, in opposition, for example, to Gnostic hate for the world (see V. 8. 8). For us today, for whom nature is being transformed into the expression and victim of our desires, the ubiquity of beauty is perhaps less evident.

Plotinus' approach enables him to account for simple beauties (light, colours): they are matter mastered by Form (I. 6. 3. 17–28). He can also incorporate the truth in the Stoic view that good proportion plays a part in beauty: Form is responsible for good proportion: ‘As it approaches, then, Form organizes what is to be one whole out of many parts, bringing it to a single completion and making it one through agreement [of the parts]’ (2. 18–20).

3. What of the immaterial beauties of soul? What makes them beautiful? Is it that which makes bodies beautiful? Can non-perceptual things such as virtue, we might ask, be properly said to be beautiful? The range in meaning of the Greek word *kalos* (‘beautiful’), which can express moral as well as aesthetic values, certainly suggests a continuity between perceptual beauty and moral and intellectual excellence. Plotinus says that just as we cannot talk of visual beauty if we are blind, so we cannot discuss inner spiritual beauty if we have never received it (4. 4–13). He therefore simply assumes our experience of non-perceptual beauty in I. 6 (in V. 8 he provides, as we shall see below, some arguments in support of the idea of immaterial beauty) and tries to identify what is responsible for this beauty.

The approach is through the opposite, ‘ugliness’ of the soul (5. 22–5). The ugly soul is full of vice, ‘intemperate and unjust, filled with many desires, full of turmoil, [living in] fears through cowardice, in envy through pettiness . . . in love with impure pleasures, living the life of whatever it is affected by through the body and taking ugliness as pleasant’ (5. 26–31). What accounts for this ugliness? ‘Mixing and blending and inclining towards the body
and matter’ (5. 48–9). If soul is made ugly by its infatuation with body and matter, then it is made beautiful by purification from them and a return to its original self:

Thus when soul is purified it becomes Form and rational principle and altogether incorporeal and intellective and completely part of the divine, whence is the source of beauty and all things of that kind. So when soul is brought up to intellect, it is more beautiful. But intellect and what goes with it is soul's beauty, its very own and not another's, for then is soul truly and solely itself. (6. 13–18)

Virtue makes soul beautiful as a purification (see Plato, *Phaedo*, 69c) bringing soul back to itself and its origin in intellect and the Forms.

Thus intellect or Form (they are one), which makes bodies beautiful, is also that which constitutes the beauty of soul. Participating in and becoming Form is to become beautiful, which implies that Form not only makes things beautiful but is also itself primarily beautiful. Beauty is Form or true being: 'beautifulness is what is true being' (6. 21). The One is the source of the beauty that is intellect,

Soul is beauty through intellect. And the rest is beautiful when shaped by soul, the [beauty] in actions and in pursuits. And indeed those things such as are called bodies are made by soul and are made beautiful by it, since it is divine and as if a part of beauty, when it touches and orders them, to the extent to which they can participate. (6. 27–33)

4. The identification of beauty with Form and intellect is rapidly made in I. 6 and we must go to V. 8 for a fuller discussion. In I. 6 it leads immediately to questions concerning the ascent of the soul to the One, since the pursuit of beauty has become the pursuit of true being and its source, the One or the Good. The experience of material and immaterial beauty is intensified and superseded by the desire of the Good (ch. 7). The ascent, described in two chapters worthy of Plato (chs. 8–9), is made by a purification of the soul which renders it beautiful:

Come back into yourself and look. If you do not yet see yourself as something beautiful, just as the sculptor, to make a beautiful statue, removes this, polishes that, making this smooth and this pure . . . thus
should you remove what is superfluous and straighten what is crooked, purifying what is dark, making it shine.

(9. 7–12)

Becoming oneself beautiful enables one to approach the source of all beauty, the One.

In the last lines of I. 6 Plotinus describes the One both as primary beauty and as ‘beyond’ the primary beauty which is intelligible reality. The latter description is what we would expect to be more correct, given Plotinus’ identification of beauty with Form. In what sense can the One be itself beautiful or beauty? This issue will be examined below in connection with some chapters of VI. 7.

2. Intelligible Beauty (*Ennead V. 8 [31]*)

At the end of V. 8[31] Plotinus asks: ‘Does what has been said suffice in order to lead to a clear understanding of “the intelligible realm” [Plato, *Republic*, 517b], or is it necessary to approach this again, using another path, in this way?’ (13. 22–4). The treatise deals therefore with intelligible beauty as a way of increasing understanding of intelligible reality. The same purpose is pursued in the next part of the anti-Gnostic work to which V. 8 belongs, V. 5[32], where intelligible being is considered from the aspect of the unity of intellect and its object (above, Ch. 3 s. 3), as it had been before at the beginning of the work, III. 8 [30], where the world is shown to derive from intellect as contemplation (above Ch. 7 s. 2). These various approaches to intelligible reality thus act as correctives to a fundamental Gnostic error, as Plotinus sees it: ignorance of the true nature of intelligible being (see above, Ch. 7 s. 2).

V. 8 begins with the following suggestion: ‘Let us try to see and to say to ourselves, in as much as these things can be said, how one might contemplate the beauty of intellect and its world’ (1. 4–6). To do this Plotinus first argues (chs. 1–2) that the beauty of natural and man-made things derives from form which is itself more beautiful than they. Since it is soul (both cosmic and individual) which produces these things, he then examines (ch. 3) the beauty of form in soul and points to its origin in the higher and more beautiful Forms
that are intellect. To approach the beauty of (and that is) intellect, Plotinus explores several paths in the following chapters which serve to lead soul to pure intellection and hence to intellect.

If form makes perceptual objects beautiful (what is said on this here in V. 8. 1–2 could be added to what we can find in I. 6), why should form itself be more beautiful than these objects? Might not beauty be the perceptible expression of form which is therefore in itself not beautiful? Plotinus has various reasons for saying that form is more beautiful than the objects which participate in it. The materiality of the perceptible object is indifferent and in fact an impediment (rather than a contribution) to the beauty of the object, in so far as it limits the reception of form: ‘For [the beauty] in the skill [of the artist] did not go to the stone, but stayed, and another [beauty was produced] from it, inferior to it. Nor did this [lower beauty] remain pure in itself, nor as it wished, but [came to be] in so far as the stone yielded to skill’ (1. 19–22). Plotinus suggests that the artist has access to intelligible being and that his works are materialized (and therefore diminished) expressions of the beauty that is intellect:

But if someone denies value to the arts, because they make by imitating nature, one should say first that natural beings imitate other things. One should also know that they do not simply imitate the visible, but go beyond, to the principles which produce nature. Then they make much from themselves and add what is lacking, for they are in possession of beauty, since Pheidias did not make his [statue of] Zeus according to a perceptible [model], but conceived of Zeus such as he would be, were he to wish to appear before our eyes. (1. 32–41)

This passage is of great interest for the philosophical interpretation and evaluation of art. Plato was notorious for condemning artists as makers of images of images (sense-objects) of Forms (Republic, 597b–598c). By seeing the artist as having direct access to intelligible reality and as creative in his works, Plotinus gave art a high value and anticipated the exalted status artists would acquire much later in the Italian Renaissance. However, Plotinus' main interest here is making the point that the beauty produced by art in material objects is diminished, weakened by its materialization: ‘All that is distended
departs from itself, if it is strength, from strength, if it is heat, from heat, if in general it is power, from power, if beauty, from beauty. And the first maker must in every case be of itself superior to what is made’ (1. 27–31). It follows that if material beauty is produced by form, and materialization means weakening of beauty, then form in itself is more beautiful than the perceptual beauty that it produces (see also ch. 2).

If the form in the soul which makes both natural and artistic beauty is more beautiful than its products, it derives from intellect which, for reasons similar to those just given, must be yet more beautiful and in fact primary beauty. How is one to conceive of the immaterial beauty of intellect? Plotinus proposes taking our soul’s intellect or rather that of the divine and purifying our notion of it in order to reach some conception of what pure intellect is like: ‘as if one takes something in gold as an illustration of all gold, and if this thing is not pure, purifying it, showing by deed or word that it is not all gold, but only this part’ (3. 13–16). A series of reflections on divine intellection follows (chs. 4–8). A conception of perfect intellection emerges which is already largely familiar (see above, Ch. 3 s. 3): it is unchanging knowledge, truth identical with being, translucent self-knowledge, mutual omnipresence. Some aspects of divine intellect are stressed: it is not a discursive intellection which moves from premisses to conclusions, since it already has and knows its object (chs. 4–6); as the wisdom producing this world, it does not plot or plan its production, but the world arises as an expression of wisdom (ch. 7).

What is the bearing of all this on the question of immaterial beauty? To conceive intellect (or Form) as it is, is to conceive pure beauty. The beauty of Form is not some property of Form, but is Form itself as the unity of divine intellect and its object. Plotinus stresses the identity of beauty with Form which is also true being:

But the power that is there [in the intelligible] has only its being and only its being beautiful. For where would beauty be if deprived of being? Where would being be if deprived of being beautiful? For in being deprived of beauty, it lacks in being. Therefore being is an object of desire, because the same as beauty, and beauty is object of love, because it is being. What need
is there to seek after which is the cause of which, since it is one nature? (9. 36–42)

If there still is difficulty in conceiving of such beauty, it is due, Plotinus would argue, to our not being in a state that makes such an experience possible. We must change from being mere spectators of external material beauty to becoming beautiful in ourselves, to becoming intellect:

But only the exterior impression is recognized by those who do not see the whole, whereas in the case of those who are as it were altogether drunk and filled with nectar [see Plato, Symposium, 203b], since beauty goes through all of soul, it is not for them to become mere spectators. For there is no longer in their case something outside, that which sees being also outside, but he who sees sharply has the object of seeing within himself. (10. 32–7)

Or, as Plotinus says a few lines earlier: ‘He sees . . . beauty whole, and participates in beauty there [in the intelligible]. For it shines on all and fills those who come there, so they also become beautiful, just as men who climb lofty places are often filled with the golden red colour of the earth there, resembling the earth on which they walk’ (10. 23–9). The experience of beauty outside and in another points to and is superseded by the experience of becoming oneself this beauty through a return to one’s original self and to intellect, whose beauty one ‘sees’ as being it, as intellect ‘sees’ itself. The aesthetic experience becomes the movement in terms of which Plotinus interprets so much else in our lives, the movement of return to our inner self, to self-knowledge: ‘Since, whenever we are beautiful, it is by being possessed of ourselves, and we are ugly when we change over to another nature. And knowing ourselves we are beautiful, and ugly when we do not know ourselves’ (13. 19–22).

3. Beauty and the One (Ennead VI. 7 [38])

In I. 6 Plotinus touches on, but does not discuss in detail, the issue of the relation between beauty and the One. Is the One beautiful or beauty itself? Or is it, as the cause of intellect, ‘beyond’ or prior to
beauty? Since we refer to the One as the Good, what is the relation between beauty and the Good?

Shortly after V. 8, in V. 5 [32]. 12, Plotinus distinguishes sharply between beauty and the Good. Love of beauty is more restricted than love of the Good: desire of the Good is both conscious and unconscious, but love of beauty presupposes awareness of it (12. 9–16); the Good can satisfy all desire whereas beauty does not seem to be an ultimate and universal object of desire (12. 19–25). Beauty can even distract us away from the Good: ‘And it [the Good] is mild, well-disposed, more delicate, present to him who wishes, whereas [beauty] involves amazement and shock and pleasure mixed with pain. And indeed it pulls those who do not know away from the Good, as the loved one, being younger, [attracts] away from the father’ (12. 33–7). This subordination of beauty to the Good is consistent with Plotinus’ argument slightly earlier (in V. 8) that beauty is Form (or intellect) and consequently inferior to the Good, which is the One beyond Form.

However the distinction between beauty and the Good ought not to be pressed to the point of losing sight of the status of intellect as expression of the power of the One. This status is described later, in connection with beauty, in some chapters of VI. 7 [38]. Plotinus says there that it is the presence (the ‘light’, ‘grace’, or ‘life’) of the Good in beauty which moves us and which we desire (22. 11–18). The attractiveness of intelligible beauty derives from the light or ‘colour’ lent it by the Good. The Good, as beyond Form, is formless, infinite, and the love for it correspondingly infinite (32. 24–8). As the source of intelligible beauty it can be described as ‘beauty above beauty. For not being something, what beauty would it be? But being an object of love, it would be what generates beauty. Therefore as the power of all it is the flower of beauty, beauty maker of beauty’ (32. 29–32). A little later (33. 20) Plotinus refers to the Good as the ‘super-beautiful’. This ought to remind us that the subject of discussion is beyond knowledge and description (see above, Ch. 5). We can speak of the One or the Good as beautiful or as beauty in the sense that it is its presence, its light or ‘colour’, that generates the beauty of things. It is the light or ‘colour’ of Form that produces and shines through the beauty of well-proportioned bodies; it is the light
of the Good that produces and shines through intelligible beauty. In a manner of speaking then we can say that the source of this light is ‘beauty above beauty’.
1. The Goal of Life

Much of what has been discussed in the preceding chapters is relevant to reaching an understanding of the human condition as Plotinus sees it: deriving from divine intellect, we are souls whose nature it is, as expressions of the One, to organize and perfect material existence. Our love of the One (the Good), from which everything of value comes, may however be overlaid by infatuation with our works, with material things, which causes us to forget ourselves, to become ignorant, evil, and unhappy. Release from vice and misery comes by turning our attention back to the One and reaching it as far as possible. Before looking more closely at the way in which the One can be attained, it may be useful first to place Plotinus' views on human happiness in the broader context of Greek ethical theory.

It has often been remarked that Greek ethical theory is ‘eudaimonistic’, that is that it deals primarily with that which makes life satisfying, successful, complete, what constitutes *eudaimonia,* a term one might translate with the expression ‘well-being’ or with the (somewhat anaemic and subjective) word ‘happiness’. Given disagreement about what it is that constitutes happiness, what the human good is, ancient philosophers were chiefly concerned with determining the nature of this good. Ethical or moral principles as we think of them now, virtues and vices, were dealt with as a secondary matter since it was assumed that virtue was no more than the appropriate way in which to attain the good for man.
Plato seems at first glance to have diverging conceptions of happiness. On the one hand he follows Socrates in thinking of it as realized in social and political life: it is participating in the life of a city in which all action is based on real knowledge of ethical principles. On the other hand he sometimes suggests, particularly in the *Phaedo*, that happiness lies in escape from the body and blissful vision of the Forms in a higher existence. These two conceptions come together in the Utopia of the *Republic*: the escape from the material world and vision of the Forms are steps taken by the future leaders of the ideal city so that they may on the basis of their knowledge of the Forms (including especially the Form of the Good) govern the life of the city. Happiness is a correct functioning of man and society, of man when his desires and actions are controlled by reason, of society when the needs of citizens are managed by rulers who know and are guided by the Forms.

Aristotle's approach to the question of happiness is similar: happiness is a correct functioning of human nature and of the political structures it produces. Aristotle of course rejects Plato's Forms: there is no question of 'escape' from the body to contemplate the Forms. Virtues and the human good can be known by observing human nature as it functions well. However, in considering intellect to be a divine element in man, Aristotle finds himself saying that the greatest happiness, the highest good for man, is the life of contemplation or knowledge (*theoria*), a life characteristic of the divine (*Nicomachean Ethics*, 10. 7–8). Modern commentators on Aristotle are not agreed as to how his call to man to live the life of the gods is to be reconciled with his view of happiness as the correct functioning of man as a 'political animal' involved in society, having family, friends, and material possessions.

For the Stoics and the Epicureans the good life is also a matter of correct functioning, or functioning in accord with nature. Of course their conceptions of nature diverged. Life according to nature for the Stoics meant obeying the order imposed on the world by the immanent rational god and acting (since we have a share in divine reason) as masters of the judgements and actions that lie in our power. Emerging in a world of unstable conglomerates of atoms, Epicurean man could at most hope to preserve his nature as far as possible, protecting it from disturbance and destruction, living the sober, relatively painless life.
that he calls pleasure. This life is divine since it approximates for a while to the perfect life enjoyed (between the worlds) by the compounds of fine atoms that are the gods.

When, therefore, Plotinus identifies the human good, the goal of life, as divinization, as ‘assimilation to god’ (Plato, *Theaetetus*, 176b, quoted by Plotinus in I. 2 [19]. 1. 4 and I. 4 [46]. 16. 10–13), he is making a claim that could be made by many other ancient philosophers. He in turn could have accepted the formulation that the good for man is living in accord with nature. But the way in which he would have understood this formulation would have reflected his new and distinctive views on our nature and its relation to reality, views which might be summarized as follows.

Our nature is not that of some particular entity occupying a fixed place in the structure of reality. As individual souls we are essentially mobile. We can move from life with divine intellect through various kinds of care of the world down to a life of self-degrading enslavement to material things. This wide range in the lives we can lead is possible because, as souls, we are what we do: we can act as beasts and be bestial, we can contemplate like, and thus be, divine intellect (on this see III. 4 [15]). This mobile and Protean self is anchored in the intelligible world. Whatever kind of life we make for ourselves, we remain linked to the above:

And if it is necessary, going against what others think, to dare to say more clearly what appears to be the case, not all of soul, not even of our soul, descended, but something of it is permanently in the intelligible. But if what is in the sensible [world] dominates, or rather is dominated and in turmoil, it does not allow us to be aware of the things contemplated by the part of soul above. (IV. 8 [6]. 8. 1–6)

Plotinus' original idea that part of us remains in the intelligible (an idea generally rejected by the Platonists who came after him) suggests that we are permanently linked to a sort of transcendent consciousness which can be hidden by our present preoccupations. The return to the life of divine intellect is always available to us. It requires only that we change the focus of our lives, the level at which we are acting, making it coincide with the life of divine intellect.

The dynamic structure of our nature can be traced further back to the existence of soul as an activity and contemplation (through intellect)
of the One. Soul is not something fixed and solid. It is a life simultaneously coming from and turning to the One. We exist as movement towards the One. Our very nature is a motion of ‘assimilation to god’. To live according to our nature is then to seek to transcend ourselves, to divinize ourselves. This means living as divine intellect, which is how Plotinus describes happiness in a treatise dealing with the subject (I. 4 [46]).

It is clear that the movement of divinization cannot stop here. The One remains the ultimate goal of all aspiration, the ultimate object of desire. The movement that is our nature is completely fulfilled only in union with the One. This final felicity and the path that leads to it are described in one of Plotinus’ finest writings, VI. 9 [9].

2. The Return to the One

Plotinus often refers to the methods and problems involved in attaining union with the One. For the sake of convenience we might distinguish three stages in reaching this goal: (1) the return to one's true self as soul; (2) attaining the life of divine intellect; (3) union with the One.

1. Starting from what is likely to be the position of many of us, Plotinus seeks to remind us of what we are. Reaching this insight presupposes that we are in control of our bodily passions, a control achieved through the practice of what Plotinus calls the ‘civic’ virtues (I. 2 [19]. 1–2), that is, the virtues of wisdom, courage, moderation, and justice as defined by Plato in the Republic (4. 428b–444a). This control allows us to detach ourselves mentally from material preoccupations (I. 2. 3–6: this detachment corresponds to the purificatory virtues mentioned in the Phaedo, 69bc) so that we discover our selves as soul, a divine reality independent of body and prior to it, which makes body and gives it its goodness and beauty. We are led on the path to this self-discovery by arguments (such as those summarized above in Ch. 1) showing the constitution of the world and its origin in soul:
Therefore there must be a two-part explanation given to those who are disposed in this way, if one will turn them toward opposite things and things which are first and lead them up to the highest and one and first. What then are these [two] parts? One shows the little value of the things that soul now values—this we will do at greater length elsewhere [Plotinus does not seem to have done this in the Enneads—the other teaches and reminds soul of her origin and worth. (V. 1 [10]. 1. 22–8)

Thus Plotinus’ arguments about the distinction between soul and body, the dependence of body on soul, are not merely arguments: they are methods for bringing the soul back to itself. ‘And the ways whereby this was demonstrated were a kind of leading up’ (I. 3[20]. 1. 5–6). Soul's forgetfulness of itself in the material world is not a simple oversight on its part; it is a degradation of its life in so far as knowledge is a higher kind of life for it. To bring soul to know itself is to transform its life, to bring it to focus its life at a level close to the Good. To know is to live at a higher level.

2. The arguments lead us even further. They not only show soul what it is; they also lead it to see that the knowledge it has is derivative, that it derives from a higher form of thinking, the divine intellect which, unlike it, does not need to work through long logical processes, but possesses knowledge in a different and superior way (see above, Ch. 3). These arguments, like those bringing soul to self-discovery, are techniques of transformation of the self: the soul is put on the road to thinking in another way, that characteristic of divine intellect. It thus becomes intellect; it is what it now does.

Plotinus refers to this state of becoming divine intellect in a famous passage:

Many times, awakened to myself away from the body, becoming outside all else and within myself, seeing a wonderful and great beauty, believing myself then especially to be part of the higher realm, in act as the best life, having become one with the divine and based in it advancing to that activity, establishing myself above all other intelligible beings, then going down from this position in the divine, from intellect down to discursive reasoning, I am puzzled how I could ever, and now, descend, and how my soul has come to be in the body. (IV. 8 [6]. 1. 1–10)
Many readers (ancient and modern) have taken this text to refer to an experience of union with the One that Plotinus would have experienced a number of times. However, the expression ‘many times’ at the beginning of the passage relates, not to a number of experiences of union, but to a number of states of perplexity (‘Many times . . . I am puzzled . . . ’). Furthermore the actual experience described in this passage is that of union with intellect. It is the force of habit that brings us to assume that all experience of union in Plotinus is experience of union with the One and thus to read this passage as if it exemplified the latter.

It should be noted that if the transformation of our lives that comes with becoming intellect is facilitated by philosophical arguments, these arguments must also be left behind: they make use of logical processes and are not required in the perfect knowledge of intellect. The reader of the *Enneads* must put these arguments aside on outgrowing their use.

3. This applies even more to the last stage, union with the One. The reasoning that brings us to self-knowledge as souls and points the way to becoming intellect can play no role in the ultimate step of union with the One. Reasoning can even get in the way of reaching a form of life above reasoning. As the One is beyond all knowledge and language (see above, Ch. 5), Plotinus can say little about union with it:

Therefore ‘it cannot be said’ or ‘written’, he says [Plato, *Letter* 7, 341c], but we speak and write, sending on to it and wakening from words [or explanations] towards contemplation, as if showing the way to him who wishes to see something. For teaching extends to the road and the passage, but the vision is the work of him who has decided to see. (VI. 9 [9]. 4. 11–16)

Plotinus can only recommend purification of oneself as intellect, the removal of all obstacles or differences that might separate us from the One (VI. 9. 7; see I. 6. 9), a waiting in silence (see VI. 7 [38]. 34). To visualize what happens we can refer to the initiation ceremonies.

---

12 Compare the standard phrase ‘Many times I have wondered’, which is used as a stylistic device for beginning a book or section (as in our Plotinian passage) in, for example, Xenophon, *Memorabilia* 1. 1 or in Marcus Aurelius, *Meditations*, 12. 4.
of the Greek mystery cults (VI. 9. 11). But such comparisons are inadequate:

Therefore analogies teach, as do negations and knowledge of what comes from it [the One], and certain steps upwards. But what conveys us are purifications, virtues, and setting in order, and approaches to the intelligible, establishing ourselves there and feasting in what is there. Whoever has himself become contemplator and object contemplated, both of himself and of the others, becoming being and intellect and the ‘complete living animal’ [Plato, *Timaeus*, 31b], no longer looks outside; having become this he is near, and the next is it [the One], already shining in proximity on all the intelligible. Now leaving behind all learning, educated up and established in the beautiful, in which he is, up to this stage he thinks. But carried out by the wave, as it were, of intellect itself, lifted up high by it as it swells, so to speak, he suddenly saw, not seeing how, but the sight, filling the eyes with light, does not make him see another through itself, but the light itself was the sight seen. (VI. 7. 36. 6–21)

The union with the One raises a number of difficult questions, particularly if we wish to compare it with various types of religious mystical experience. As compared for example with the experience of Christian mystics, union with the One might be thought to entail annihilation of the self, whereas in the Christian version the distinction between creator and creature must remain, whatever the intensity of the experience of unification. If such issues merit a much more extensive discussion than can be attempted here, it might at least be noted that Plotinus himself does not think that the total union of the self with the One entails the annihilation of the self (see VI. 7. 34).

3. Philosophy and Mysticism

One can find in VI. 9 and elsewhere in Plotinus much of the vocabulary, imagery, and methods that appear later in the writings of great Christian mystics, Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, Pseudo-Dionysius, Meister Eckhardt, John of the Cross, Jacob Boehme, to name but a few. Should we then describe Plotinus as a ‘pagan mystic’? What is the importance of ‘mystical experience’ for his
philosophy? In what sense can he, in view of this experience, be called a philosopher? As these questions easily lead to ambiguity and confusion, it might be useful to approach them with the following suggestions in mind:

1. It would seem reasonable to discuss Plotinus' standing as a philosopher in relation, not to standards incorporated by a modern (albeit unwilling) academic philosopher such as Wittgenstein, but to those represented by other ancient philosophers.

2. Plotinus' use of his experience of the world and of argumentation is comparable to that common in ancient philosophy, sometimes as good and sometimes as bad.

3. He regards the analysis of experience and logical reasoning as indispensable. For him there is no religious shortcut to union with the One. We must do philosophy and must reach the goal of philosophy, true and full understanding, before union with the One becomes possible.

4. If indispensable, reasoning is not enough. It is a means, not an end in itself. It is a movement, a form of desire leading to a life beyond itself.

5. In using experience of the world and reasoning as methods for transforming our lives, Plotinus pursues a purpose characteristic of ancient philosophy. Knowledge is also put in the service of changing our lives by Socrates, Plato, the Stoics, and Epicurus. Even the Sceptics, who denied the possibility of knowledge, regarded this denial as life-transforming. And Aristotle, whose *Nicomachean Ethics* begins with man's universal desire for happiness, tries to give us there the means for attaining this goal, and in the *Metaphysics*, which begins with man's universal desire for knowledge, he sets out to sketch the highest form of knowledge the complete possession of which would represent divine felicity.

6. Plotinus speaks of union with the One so convincingly that it seems unreasonable to doubt that he himself had experience of this union. This experience is clearly a powerful force animating his writing. Can this experience be described as ‘religious’, an experience of god to which he gives philosophical
clothing in his treatises? This question requires careful treatment. The experience of the One is the culmination of a series of experiences going from that of the material world to those of self-knowledge in soul and in intellect. Experience and reasoning are not opposed. Reasoning is a form of life, of experience, which produces union with the One, and this union is expressed in turn in reasoning. As regards religion, Plotinus' attitude can be gauged from his hostility to Gnosticism and his refusal to join Amelius and Porphyry in dabbling in various cults and rituals (above, Introduction s. 1). However he was prepared, as had been Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics before him, to find in traditional (pagan) religion a popular expression of truths which he as a philosopher and follower of Plato wished to explain (for an example see II. 9. 9. 26–43).

The above points are intended to help in avoiding anachronisms, particularly the application of inappropriate modern dichotomies (‘mystical’ versus ‘rational’, ‘experience’ versus ‘thought’), and to give a sense of Plotinus' own viewpoint. As such they might provide a basis for discussion of the questions raised at the beginning of this section.

4. The Ethics of Escape and the Ethics of Giving

The subject of Plotinus' ‘mysticism’ includes a further issue that requires attention. In pursuit of union with the One Plotinus advocates a rather ascetic, otherworldly attitude: we must turn away and escape from this material world, withdrawing ourselves from any involvement with it so as to be able to lead a transcendent life, that of intellect and that of the One. His is an ethics of escape from the world (see above, s. 2). In this respect, we might conclude, Plotinus is not faithful to Plato, who is concerned with improving our present lives, elaborating for this purpose a political philosophy in the Republic and in the Laws. However, Plotinus' ethics of escape leaves no room for politics. Plotinus, W. Theiler has said, is Plato diminished, a ‘Plato without politics’.13

This is only partially true. It is true that we do not find in Plotinus, as we do in Plato and Aristotle, extensive discussion of political structures, real and ideal, as contexts in which the human good may be realized. Plotinus recalls the civic virtues of Plato's *Republic* (above, s. 2). But the attention which he gives to political questions is minimal if compared, for example, to his discussion of issues in metaphysics and psychology. However, it does not follow from this that Plotinus' attitude is purely otherworldly, having no political application. The following remarks might serve to show this more clearly.

We should keep in mind that Plotinus' works are presumably directed towards a readership for whom an ethics of escape is appropriate and desirable, readers who are unclear about themselves, about their purpose in life, about the true object of their desire. If, having read the *Enneads*, such a reader successfully reaches union with the One, then another ethics becomes relevant, what we might call an ethics of giving:

> abandoning external things [soul] must turn entirely to what is internal . . . ignoring . . . even itself, coming to be in the vision of it [the One], being with it, and having been sufficiently in company, as it were, with it, must come to tell, if it can, to another the life together there, a life perhaps such as Minos enjoyed, being said thus [Homer, *Od.* 19, 178–9] to be the 'friend of Zeus', a life he recalled making laws as images of it, inspired by the contact with the divine to legislate. Or thinking political affairs as not worthy of himself, he wishes to remain always above. (VI. 9. 7. 17–28)

The vision of the One (the Good) *may* (but need not) lead to the desire to communicate the Good and this can be done both on the political level (lawgiving in the image of the Good) and on the individual level through the example of wisdom and virtue that can be given to others (see I. 2 [19]. 6. 8–12).

Porphyry refers to Plotinus' unrealized project to found an ideal city, Platonopolis (see above, Introduction s. 1). But Porphyry's *Life* suggests that Plotinus was active almost entirely on the individual level, as a model and guide for his friends and followers. We may regard his activity of teaching and of writing as aspects of this ethics of giving. If the *Enneads* propose an ethics of escape to the reader, they are themselves the product of an ethics of giving.
We might note finally that these two ethics recall two movements which are fundamental in Plotinus, those of soul as a cosmic force which organizes and perfects things ('giving') in function of detachment from them and orientation to the One ('escape'), and those of reality in general which is constituted by an activity of 'overflowing' from the One and turning back to the One. These two movements are not normally separated; they are two aspects of the one dynamic process which produces everything. They have become separated in some souls, however. These souls', our souls', loss of orientation towards the One requires a corrective movement, escape. This escape and the fulfilment of our desire of union with the One may be accompanied by a more balanced activity, the care and improvement of our lives and of the world in the light of wisdom.
In contrast to a number of their colleagues in continental Europe, philosophers in England and North America have tended in general for most of this century to dismiss Plotinus as an irrational mystic or esoteric metaphysician, a marginal and negligible figure in the Western intellectual tradition. This attitude, which is now changing, derives in part from simple ignorance of Plotinus' works and of history, in part from a narrow view which chooses to notice only certain aspects of the past, in part from a restrictive and intolerant philosophical stance which can allow no room for anything that appears to be metaphysical. To these prejudices have been added various clichés about Plotinus, inherited wittingly or unwittingly from Christian polemic, for instance that he is a ‘pantheist’, that his god produces by necessity and not freely (see above, Ch. 6 s. 4), that this production is emanation in the literal sense. Contemporary work on Plotinus ought to make it more difficult for such misrepresentations to continue to be taken seriously. Modern research has also shown that Plotinus' philosophy is of considerable importance to the history of Western culture. It might be useful to survey briefly here some of the results of this research.

1. Elements of a History of the *Enneads* and Their Influence

It appears that Plotinus' school in Rome did not survive his death. However, Porphyry did his best to promote the works of his teacher, publishing not only the biography and edition (*Life of Plotinus* and *Enneads*) but also summaries of and commentaries on the treatises as
well as an introductory manual (the *Sentences*) largely excerpted from the *Enneads*. Porphyry's pupil Iamblichus, who founded a successful philosophical school in Syria, vigorously criticized both Porphyry and Plotinus. If he brought new ideas and a new direction to ancient philosophy, his version of Platonism still owes its philosophical foundation to Plotinus. Iamblichus inspired a school of philosophers in Athens whose most important member, Proclus (who died in 485), paid Plotinus an exceptional tribute in writing a commentary on the *Enneads* (a few fragments of this survive). Teachers trained in the Athenian school gave new impetus in turn to Neoplatonic philosophy in the city where Plotinus had once studied, Alexandria. The Athenian school was eventually silenced in 529 by what had long been a Christian imperial state, but some of its more illustrious members, after a brief exile in Persia, continued to write and may even have been able, it is now thought, to carry on the school tradition well into the Muslim era in the border town of Harran. The Alexandrian Neoplatonists, some of whom were Christians, managed to continue teaching beyond 529 for another century.

We are now reaching a better appreciation of the extraordinary vitality and diversity of the Neoplatonic schools of Syria, Athens, and Alexandria. They are the last great movement in the history of ancient philosophy. If they had sources of inspiration other than Plotinus, his coherent and compelling interpretation of Plato, his successful appropriation of Aristotelian and Stoic ideas, his achievement of a synthesis containing many far-reaching implications as well as numerous difficulties and dilemmas, all this gave them both a substantial basis of reflection and the flexibility to evolve in various directions. Through these schools Plotinus influenced the birth of philosophy in the Byzantine and Islamic worlds and in the Latin West of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The indispensable point of departure for philosophical reflection in these periods and places was access to ancient Greek philosophy. This access was provided and shaped by Neoplatonism: Plato and Aristotle were read in the form in which they had been incorporated in the curriculum of the Neoplatonic schools and as accompanied by Neoplatonic commentaries. It is only comparatively recently, in the
last century, that the effort has been undertaken to dispense with the mediation of Plotinus and his successors, to read Plato and Aristotle independently.

But let us return to the period of late antiquity in order to consider the influence exerted by Plotinus outside the philosophical schools. Philosophy represented during this period the highest level of education and most well-educated Christian theologians were familiar with the work of the dominant philosophical movement, Neoplatonism, and of its founder, Plotinus. The *Enneads* were read and quoted by leading theologians writing in Greek such as Eusebius of Caesarea, Basil the Great, and Gregory of Nyssa, and by those writing in Latin, Ambrose and Augustine. Augustine first read Plotinus as a young man in the 380s in the Latin translation made some decades earlier by a Roman professor of rhetoric, Marius Victorinus. This reading changed Augustine's life: it opened the way for his conversion to Christianity and had at first a major impact on his thought. When he became a bishop and a very powerful Church leader, he sought to restrict more and more this Plotinian influence. However the words that consoled him in his last days, so his biographer Possidius reports, were those of Plotinus (*Enn. I. 4. 7. 24–5*). Indeed much of Christian theology, as it developed in late antiquity, shows Plotinus' influence: the strong emphasis on the incorporeality of the divine and its immaterial omnipresence (see above, Ch. 2 s. 5); the stress on man's soul, man's inner self, and on return to one's self and to God through an internalizing moral and mental ascent; the explanation of evil as a lack of good, as a turning away from the good (see above, Ch. 8); the vision of all reality as coming from and returning to God. At the same time Christian writers sought to subordinate Plotinus to their religion or rejected him outright, as he did not share central doctrines of faith: the Trinity, the incarnation, crucifixion, and resurrection of Christ, the necessity of grace (see Augustine, *Confessions*, 7. 9).

Plotinus was read by many prominent intellectuals in Byzantium, the eastern half of the Roman Empire which survived up to the Turkish capture of Constantinople in 1453. The most influential of them, the philosopher and statesman Michael Psellus, made Plotinus
a fashionable author in the eleventh century. He used many excerpts from the *Enneads* and also read Proclus' commentary on the *Enneads*. Enthusiasm for pagan wisdom was politically dangerous in a state whose identity was so closely bound to the Christian religion: Psellus was careful to distance himself from his pagan sources, but some of his followers did not escape persecution. Other Byzantine scholars preferred Aristotle, on religious and philosophical grounds, and criticized Plotinus. We owe our earliest manuscript copies of the *Enneads* to the devotion of Byzantine scholars and copyists of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. On the eve of the collapse of Byzantium, another scholar and philosopher, Pletho, saw in pagan religion (Neoplatonized) a last desperate hope for his Hellenic culture, but it was Italian humanists who profited from the Greek manuscripts (including Plotinus) collected by Pletho's pupil Bessarion when he settled in Italy after the council of Florence (1438).

Further east, in the medieval Islamic world, Plotinus enjoyed the 'power of anonymity' (F. Rosenthal's phrase): he was scarcely known by name but well known by his works. Arabic paraphrases of *Enneads* IV–VI\(^{14}\) circulated in various forms: as a 'Theology of Aristotle' (used by the philosophers Al-Kindi, Al-Farabi, and Avicenna, among others); as a 'Letter of Divine Science'; and as passages cited by various authors as the work of a 'Greek old man [or sage]'. One of the two versions of the 'Theology of Aristotle' survives in Arabic texts written in Hebrew characters and there are other indications of the use of the 'Theology' by Jewish writers living in the Islamic world.

In contrast to their Byzantine and Islamic contemporaries, medieval Western thinkers had no direct knowledge of the *Enneads*. Marius Victorinus' Latin translation did not survive beyond the period of late antiquity and no other translation of Plotinus was attempted in the West before the fifteenth century. However, a good deal of Plotinus was available in the form of references, quotations, excerpts, and adaptations in the writings of Ambrose, of Augustine, and of another late antique (pagan) writer, Macrobius. Thus medieval thinkers such as Thomas Aquinas were aware of Plotinus'

identity and importance and felt in a position to discuss him, albeit at second hand. This filtered presence of Plotinus was strengthened by the popularity in the Middle Ages of two late antique Christian authors inspired by the Neoplatonic schools of Athens and Alexandria, Boethius and the mysterious Christian pupil of Proclus to whom we refer today as ‘Pseudo-Dionysius’. By reading these authors, Western medieval Platonists such as John Scotus Eriugena had indirect access to Plotinian ideas, even if they had no first-hand knowledge of the *Enneads.*

We know of the presence of copies of the *Enneads* among the Greek manuscripts collected by scholars and humanists in Italy in the first half of the fifteenth century. Like their medieval predecessors they were aware of Plotinus’ importance. But they could also quote directly from his treatises, Francesco Filelfo in 1467, Argyropoulos already in 1457. When Marsilio Ficino began work near Florence in the 1460s on his great Latin translation of Plato he read the *Enneads* (he regarded Plotinus as a Plato *redivivus*), annotating two Greek manuscripts of Plotinus and compiling excerpts and summaries. His writings of the 1460s and 1470s (*Commentary on the Symposium, Platonic Theology*) show his thorough knowledge of the *Enneads.* In 1484, on finishing his work on Plato, he turned to translating and commenting on Plotinus. He claims that the impulse to do this came from Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. But reading Plato as he did in Neoplatonic terms, he must have had the idea long before. His Latin translation of the *Enneads,* accompanied by a commentary, was printed in 1492. It was a magnificent achievement. Almost four centuries would pass before a new translation was felt to be necessary and it is still consulted by scholars today. In making Plotinus and other Neoplatonist authors available in Latin, Ficino was proposing to his contemporaries a philosophy which he felt was compatible with Christianity in a way that Aristotelianism was not: the medieval synthesis of Aristotelian philosophy and Christian faith had become increasingly more fragile as intensified study of Aristotle inspired challenges to the Christian doctrines of the beginning of the world and the survival of the human soul after death. Ficino’s Plotinus was very well received by
humanists in Italy, France, Spain, and England. In 1519 Plotinus made another (disguised) appearance, when a Latin version of the Arabic ‘Theology of Aristotle’ was published. As such it was included in a number of sixteenth-century editions of Aristotle. If its attribution to Aristotle was often doubted (for example by Martin Luther), its true Plotinian origin was not established until 1812. In 1580 the first printed edition of the Greek text of the *Enneads* was published.

The international success of Ficino’s revival of Platonic philosophy in the sixteenth century was followed in the next two centuries by a decline in which Plotinus shared. Among the factors responsible for this were the growth of secular rationalism (Ficino had linked Plotinus to Christian religion); theological rejection of the Platonizing of Christian faith; and scholarly rejection of the Neoplatonic approach to reading Plato. Plotinus found favour, however, in some quarters: his works were read and used in the seventeenth century by the Cambridge Platonists Ralph Cudworth and Henry More, and in the eighteenth century his ideas attracted the attention and admiration of Berkeley and (at the end of the century) of Goethe, Schelling, and Hegel. Hegel's colleague F. Creuzer published two treatises of Plotinus that were close to the interests of German Idealist philosophy, *Enneads* III. 8 and I. 6, and was aware of the timeliness of the new complete edition of Plotinus which he published with G. Moser in 1835. He was followed by a long and distinguished series of German scholars who edited, translated, and interpreted Plotinus. A French contemporary and admirer of Hegel, Victor Cousin, inspired a similar tradition of Neoplatonic scholarship in France, which would prepare the ground for Henri Bergson’s fruitful encounter with the *Enneads*. In nineteenth-century England Thomas Taylor’s English translations and the Hegelian movement would bring Plotinus to the attention of Wordsworth, Blake, Coleridge, and Yeats. In this atmosphere Stephan MacKenna gave up a successful career in journalism in order to devote his life—it would be a life of great hardship—to translating Plotinus into English. When his translation was published (1917–30) it was greeted as a literary masterpiece.
2. Plotinus' Presence

Plotinus' presence in Western culture extends well beyond the circle of those who read the *Enneads*. The diffusion of his ideas through such influential intermediaries as Augustine and Ficino ensured a much wider impact, affecting not only the history of philosophy, but also the history of religious thought, literature, and art. Theologians, writers, and poets have been mentioned above and the significance of Plotinus' ideas for the theory of art and of artistic activity as well as for the history of mysticism has been noted in earlier chapters (above, Ch. 9 s. 2, Ch. 10 ss. 2–3).

It is clear that different intellectual movements in different periods and places found Plotinus' ideas appealing in various ways. If we wish to survey aspects of Plotinus' philosophy that may be of particular interest in the context of modern philosophical reflection, we might begin by selecting some examples from the ideas and theories which have been discussed in earlier parts of this book. The following selection is not intended to be comprehensive: it could easily be expanded and adjusted, depending on one's particular interests and preferences.

As a first example I would mention the internalization of intelligible reality in Plotinus (see above, Ch. 1 s. 6). In thinking about the two worlds of Platonism, the sensible and the intelligible worlds, Plotinus invites us to discover intelligible being as within soul, as within us. The fundamental structures and sources of reality are to be sought in our innermost nature. Or, as Plotinus might prefer to say (standing conventional expressions on their head), the world is in soul, as soul is in intellect and intellect in the One.

Of interest in this connection is the way in which Plotinus, in approaching the two-world distinction as (at first) a soul/body distinction, formulates the difference between soul and body with great clarity and rigour (above, Ch. 1). In clarifying this difference, he also has much to say about how these two realities might relate to each other (above, Ch. 2).

Plotinus has many new things to say about an area that is little discussed in ancient philosophy, the area of human subjectivity. He
reminds us that in philosophical enquiry there is not only the object being investigated, but also the someone who is investigating. We want to understand the world so as to understand ourselves. Plotinus introduces for the first time a philosophy of the self, its multiple levels, its mobility, its roots in a permanent thought that becomes unconscious through our preoccupation with external things (above, Ch. 10). Plotinus tries to speak to our inner selves as we search for insight. His words can take on a direct, personal, informal quality which is universal in appeal: differences in sex and culture (Greek, barbarian) do not have the importance they have in Plato and Aristotle. The cosmopolitanism of the Roman Empire, the cosmic citizenship advocated by the Stoics, have become in Plotinus the universal transcendent sisterhood of souls (see IV. 3. 6. 10–14) to which we all belong.

We might add here also his interest in the limitations of thought and language (above, Ch. 5). He is acutely aware of how human rationality and its expression in language are limited with respect to some of the realities under investigation. This awareness is matched by an adventurous and entirely individual use of the Greek language that pushes at its limits, inventing new words and bending grammar with sometimes startling freedom.

In a curious way some of what Plotinus says points to the future. His metaphysics of the world—soul organizing the world—seems, on the face of it, irremediably outdated. Yet our impact on the world is now such that we are making ourselves into the organizers of nature. We are becoming Plotinian souls: we can manage things with wisdom or allow ourselves to be driven by unlimited, chaotic, and self-destructive desire. Of course Plotinus does not think that we can simply invent the wisdom on the basis of which life can be led successfully: in his view we must derive it from divine intellect. However, we are faced with such problems that we cannot avoid the necessity of developing this wisdom, a wisdom that goes beyond divisions of sex, nation, race, and culture and that relates to human nature as a whole; that does not make the mistake of substituting uniformity for unity; that is not parochial, as are the political ideals of Plato and Aristotle, but that sees humanity and all nature as a unity in diversity, an example (but not, perhaps, the ideal paradigm).
of which might be the unity in diversity of divine intellect in Plotinus.

Plotinus' intellectual attitude is also a challenge that we face. He describes the kind of philosophy that he wishes to cultivate as follows: “The form of philosophy which is sought by us . . . shows simplicity of character combined with purity of reflection, striving after dignity, not presumption, being courageous with reason and much care, precaution, and circumspection” (II. 9. 14. 37–43). Plotinus' writing comes close to displaying these qualities. He shows an intellectual rigour which is aware of its limits and does not claim a monopoly on insight, a comprehensive view of things which is open and flexible, sensitive to the dynamism of life.
Guide to Further Reading

What follows contains suggestions (by no means exhaustive) for further reading in and around Plotinus' *Enneads*. The suggestions are grouped corresponding to each of the chapters of this book, and are of three kinds:

1. references to other texts of Plotinus and of other ancient philosophers relevant to the matter discussed in the chapter;
2. references to selected studies by modern authors of this material;
3. references to themes in Plotinus related to the problems examined in the chapter.

I hope in this way to provide the reader with means for going beyond what is discussed in this book. The Bibliography given below (s. 6) gives details of publications which are indicated here only by the name of the author (and the item number in the Bibliography, if more than one work of the author is listed there).

Information on editions and translations of Plotinus can be found in the Bibliography. Excellent introductory surveys of Plotinus are provided by Armstrong (3), 195–263, and by Hadot (3). Rist (6) offers challenging discussion of a wide range of philosophical issues. Blumenthal (2) is an essential monograph on the theory of soul. The most important and thorough scholarly survey of Plotinus is Schwyzer (1). A useful systematic guide to themes in the *Enneads* can be found in R. Harder, R. Beutler, and W. Theiler, *Plotins Schriften* (Hamburg, 1956–71), vi. 103–72.

**Introduction: Plotinus' Life and Works**

Porphyry's *Life of Plotinus* can be found at the beginning of every complete edition or translation of Plotinus. Very detailed information on a number of aspects of the *Life* can be found in Brisson et al., including questions of chronology which are also discussed by Igal (1).

Some impression of the history of the Roman Empire in the third century can be obtained from the *Cambridge Ancient History*, vol. xii (in particular ch. 6), Rémondon, and de Blois. The intellectual and spiritual climate is
portrayed in Festugière and Dodds (3). Jerphagnon is a provocative study of Plotinus' political involvements.

For Plotinus' attitude to and use of Plato see Matter, Charrue, Szlezák. Dillon is a useful source of information on the Middle Platonists, many of whom are described in important articles in Dörrie. See also Donini. On Ammonius Sakkas see Schwzyzer (2), Schroeder (3). For the Aristotelian commentators see Gottschalk, Sharples, and the major work by Moraux. For Hellenistic philosophy (Stoicism, Epicureanism, Skepticism) see Long (1), an excellent introductory survey, and the very useful two-volume collection of documents in Long and Sedley which should be consulted on all aspects of Hellenistic philosophy touched on in this book (vol. i prints the documents in English translation with some explanation; vol. ii gives the Greek and Latin originals with detailed discussion and bibliography). Rudolph provides an up-to-date introduction to Gnosticism; or see the older book by Jonas (1). The Nag Hammadi texts are translated in Robinson, and compared in detail with Plotinian texts by Elsas.

Chapter 1. Soul and Body

1. For Stoic and Epicurean discussions of immortality, see Long and Sedley i. 318 (Stoicism), 66, 69–70 (Epicureanism). For the Stoic concept of soul, see Long and Sedley, i. 313–19. An Aristotelian attack on Stoic materialism can be found in Alexander of Aphrodisias, De anima, 17. 9–20. 26, a Platonic attack in Alcinous, Didaskalikos, ch. 11. See also Atticus, fragment 7, Numenius, fragment 4a. For further texts on soul, see Enneads IV. 2 [4]; IV. 9 [8]; IV. 1 [21]; VI. 1 [42]. 26–7 (on soul and body); I. 1 [53] (on soul and body with specific reference to man); and below section 3. On body see also below, on Chapter 7 (s. 3).

2. For analysis and further bibliography concerning Aristotle's theory of soul, see Nussbaum and Rorty. The Stoic concept of soul is discussed by Long (2). Plotinus' distinction between soul and body is examined in general terms by Rich (3) and Blumenthal (2), ch. 2. Van Straaten deals with the polemic with Stoicism in Ennead IV. 7 which is also assessed, as is the polemic with Aristotle, by Blumenthal (2). More generally on Plotinus' debt to Stoicism see Graeser. Emilsson (1), 145–8 compares Plotinus with Descartes.

3. Many aspects of soul as it relates to body are discussed at considerable length in Ennead IV. 3–5 [27–9]: the descent and presence of soul (both cosmic and individual) in body, the various psychic functions (in particular
memory and sense-perception). (On sight see also II. 8 [35], IV. 6 [41].) For all of this see Blumenthal (2) and, as regards perception, Emilsson (1).

Chapter 2. The Relation Between Sensible and Intelligible Reality

1. See also Enneads III. 6 [26]. 6; IV. 3 [27]. 20–3; V. 5 [32]. 9.
2. On Plotinus’ solution in VI. 4–5 see O’Meara (3) and, more recently, Corrigan. (A philosophical commentary on VI. 4–5 is being prepared by E. Emilsson and S. Strange.) O’Meara (5) discusses in more detail the question of soul’s action on body. On presence as dependence see also Arnou (2), 167–72. On the world as dependent image of the intelligible see Armstrong (10).
3. For the Stoic theory that one body can permeate another and yet stay unified (krasis di’ holou) see Plotinus, Ennead II. 7 [37]; Alexander of Aphrodisias, De mixtione. If body does not change soul, soul still experiences moral and mental changes, on which see III. 6 [26]. 1–5.

Chapter 3. Soul, Intellect, and the Forms

1. On truth see also Ennead VI. 6 [34]. 6; on intelligible reality see the detailed study in VI. 2 [43] (where Plotinus interprets the five ‘greatest kinds’ of Plato’s Sophist, 254e, as concerning the structure of the intelligible).
2. For the debate concerning the relation between intellect and the Forms in Middle Platonism and Neoplatonism see Pépin (1), Frede, and (with particular reference to Plotinus) Armstrong (2). On the ignorant maker of the world in Gnosticism see Rudolph, 67–87. For Sceptic philosophy see Long (1) and the texts in Long and Sedley; for Plotinus’ response to Scepticism see Wallis (2) and Emilsson (3). The theory of a non-discursive form of thinking is debated by Lloyd (1), Sorabji, ch. 10, and Alfino. Discursive thinking in Plotinus is discussed by Blumenthal (2), ch. 8; on the judgement of sense-data in terms of norms derived from intellect see Blumenthal (2), ch. 8, Blumenthal (5), and Emilsson (1), 134–7.
3. On the range of Forms see also Enneads V. 9 [5]. 9–14; VI. 7 [38]. 1–11; on Forms of individuals see V. 9. 12; V. 7 [18]; Rist (4), Blumenthal (1) (= Blumenthal (2), ch. 9), Armstrong (6). On the structure of the intelligible world see Hadot (1). For the place of numbers in the intelligible see Ennead VI. 6 [34] with the commentary by Bertier, Brisson, et al.
Chapter 4. Intellect and the One

1. See also *Enneads* V. 1 [10]. 5; III. 9 [13]. 9; III. 8 [30]. 8–11; V. 5 [32]. 4–5; VI. 7 [38]. 13–14, 37–42; V. 3 [49]. 10–12, 16. (Some of these texts are discussed by Bussanich.) For the highest principle as both simple and intellect in Middle Platonism see, in addition to Alcinous, Numenius, fragments 11, 15–17, 19–20.

2. For a comparison between Plotinus' One and Aristotle's god see Rist (7). The documents concerning Plato's 'oral teaching' can be found in Gaiser or Richard (Cherniss (1) argues for scepticism concerning the notion of an esoteric oral teaching). Emilsson (1), ch. 1, restates the argument from unity of VI. 9. For thinking as a form of desire see Arnou (2), ch. 2, part IV. Rist (5) and Whittaker (1), essay xi, compare Plotinus' monism with anticipations of it in earlier Platonist and Pythagorean authors. Dodds (1) and Rist (3) discuss pre-Plotinian monistic readings of Plato's *Parmenides*. For Plotinus' metaphysical interpretation of the *Parmenides* see Charrue, ch. 1.

3. On the question whether the One, although beyond intellect, might have some form of consciousness or awareness of itself see *Enneads* V. 4 [7]. 2; VI. 9 [9]. 6; III. 9 [13]. 9; VI. 7 [38]. 41; V. 3 [49]. 10, 12–13; Rist (6), ch. 4.

Chapter 5. Speaking of the One

1. For philosophical and religious texts of the period concerning divine ineffability see Festugière, vol. iv (*Le Dieu inconnu*), esp. ch. 6; Mortley (2), vol. ii, ch. 1; Alcinous *Didaskalikos*, ch. 10; Numenius, fragments 2, 7. See also *Enneads* V. 5 [32]. 6, 13; VI. 7 [38]. 38; VI. 8 [39]. 8–9, 13.

2. For further analysis see Festugière, Whittaker (1), essays IX–XIII, Mortley (1), (2), vol. ii, ch. 3, Schroeder (1), and O'Meara (6). On the One as infinite see Rist (6), 25–30.

3. On Plotinus' concept of language, see Pépin (2), O'Meara (6), Alfino.

Chapter 6. The Derivation of All Things from the One (I)

1. See also *Enneads* III. 8 [30]. 8–11; V. 5 [32]. 7–8; VI. 7 [38]. 15–16, 35; V. 3 [49]. 11. On the theory of two activities see also IV. 5 [29]. 7; II. 9 [33]. 8. On the ‘dyad’ considered as a sort of intelligible matter see II. 4 [12]. 2–5;
Chapter 7. The Derivation of All Things from the One (II)

1. On the constitution of the world see also *Enneads* III. 6 [26]. 7–19 (with particular reference to matter); IV. 3 [27]. 9–11. The critique of a calculating demiurge can also be found in IV. 4 [28]. 9–13; V. 8 [31]. 7; VI. 7 [38]. 1–3; III. 2 [47]. 1–2; and, with specific reference to Gnosticism, in II. 9 [33]. 10–12. On nature see also IV. 4 [27]. 13–14; VI. 7 [38]. 7, 11; II. 3 [52]. 9, 17–18. On matter see also II. 4 [12]. 6–16; II. 5 [25]. 4–5.

2. For the debates in the Platonic tradition concerning the demiurge of the *Timaeus*, see Brisson, Baltes. For Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, and Epicureans see Mansfeld (essay XIV). On the Gnostic demiurge see Quispel, i. 213–20, and, on Plotinus’ criticism of it, O’Meara (4). The theory of contemplative making is well presented in Deck and Santa Cruz de Prunes and its influence on modern philosophy of nature is demonstrated by Hadot (2). For discussion of the view that for Plotinus matter is not generated, see O’Brien (1), (3), (4), (5), Corrigan. On time and eternity in Plotinus see Beierwaltes’ commentary on III. 7.

3. On immanent qualities and forms in the sensible world see *Ennead* II. 6 [17]; Rist (6), ch. 8. On the sensible object see Emilsson (2). On the heavens see *Ennead* II. 2 [14]; II. 1 [40]. For critical (and quite technical) discussion of the Aristotelian and Stoic theories of categories as applied to the sensible world see VI. 1 [42] and VI. 3 [44]; Rutten, Wurm.

Chapter 8. Evil

1. See also *Enneads* II. 4 [12]. 16; III. 6 [26]. 11; IV. 3 [27]. 16; II. 9 [33]. 8–9, 12–13; VI. 7 [38]. 23, 28; I. 1 [53]. 12. On evil in Plato see Cherniss (2);
for the Middle Platonists see Numenius, fragment 52, and Armstrong (9). On evil in Gnosticism see Rudolph, 65–7.

2. On the question whether Plotinus has a coherent theory of evil see Fuller, Costello, Rist (6), ch. 9, Rist (1), (9), O'Brien (1), (2), (4). On the apostasy of soul see Baladi (1), (2); Jonas (2). For the relation between Plotinus and the Christian theologians Gregory of Nyssa and Augustine on the subject of evil see Daniélou, Rist (8). On transmigration of the soul see also Ennead III. 4[15] and Rich (1).

3. On the relation between providence, fate, and free will see (in addition to Ennead III. 2–3) III. 1 [3]; VI. 8 [39]. 1–6; Rist (6), ch. 10. Plotinus attacks astrology in III. 1 [3] and II. 3 [52].

Chapter 9. Beauty

1. On beauty see also Enneads I. 3 [20]. 1–2; V. 8 [31]. 13; II. 9 [33]. 17; III. 5 [50]. 1.

2. On Plotinus' theory of beauty see Armstrong (5), (8), Moreau, Beierwaltes (3). For the critique of the theory of symmetry see Anton (1), Horn. On the relation between beauty and the Good see Rist (6), ch. 5. For the importance of Plotinus' concept of beauty for the Middle Ages and the Renaissance see Beierwaltes (3), Panofsky, Chastel.


Chapter 10. The Return of Soul: Philosophy and Mysticism

1. On human nature see Enneads VI. 7 [38]. 4–7; II. 3 [52]. 9; I. 1 [53]. On happiness see also I. 5 [36]; I. 7 [54]. 1–2. On the mobility of the self see III. 4 [15]; VI. 7 [38]. 6. For the ethics of ascent see I. 2 [19]; III. 6 [26]. 5; II. 9 [33]. 15. On the universal desire for the Good see V. 5 [32]. 12; VI. 2 [43]. 11; III. 2 [47]. 3. On union with the One see also V. 5 [32]. 8; V. 3 [49]. 17.

2. On human nature see Armstrong (3), 223–7, Igal (2). On happiness see Rist (6), ch. 11, Himmerich, Beierwaltes (4). On the concept of the self and its mobility see Hadot (3), ch. 2, O'Daly (1). For Plotinus' mysticism see Dodds (2), Rist (6), ch. 16, Arnou (1), (2), ch. 6, Beierwaltes (2), (5), 123–54, (6). Arguments for and against Ennead IV. 8. 1 as having to do with union with the One can be found in Rist (6), 195–7, Hadot (5), 14–16, and O'Meara (1); see also Merlan (on the Aristotelian concept of union with
Epilogue: Plotinus in Western Thought

For further details and bibliography concerning the influence of Plotinus' *Enneads* see Schwyzer (1), 581–90, and O'Meara (7). On the Neoplatonic schools in general see Wallis (1), Armstrong (3), Beierwaltes (5). On Harran see I. Hadot (includes a summary of M. Tardieu's recent research). Plotinus' influence on Christian theologians and on later periods is discussed in Armstrong (7), Daniélou, Rist (8), Beierwaltes (7), 80–94, Beierwaltes (3), (4), Henry (1), (2), and in the conferences *Néoplatonisme* and *Plotino* (below, Bibliography, s. 4). On the ‘Theology of Aristotle’ see most recently Aouad. For Plotinus and German Idealism see Beierwaltes (1), 83–153, and Hadot (2). On the modern separation of Plato from Neoplatonic interpretation see Tigerstedt.
1. Editions and Translations of Plotinus


2. Bibliographies

The bibliography given here and in the following sections is not intended to be complete. Full bibliographies of more recent work on Plotinus, with helpful introductions, have been published by H. Blumenthal, ‘Plotinus in the Light of Twenty Years' Scholarship, 1951–1971’, and by K. Corrigan and P. O'Cleirigh, ‘The Course of Plotinian Scholarship from 1971 to 1986’, in W. Haase and H. Temporini (eds.), *Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt* (ANRW), II. xxxvi. 1 (Berlin, 1987), 528–623.
3. Commentaries

Some commentaries on individual Plotinian treatises are now available:


III. 5: A. Wolters, *Plotinus ‘On Eros’* (Toronto, 1984),


V. 3: W. Beierwaltes, *Selbsterkenntnis und Erfahrung der Einheit* (Frankfurt, 1991),


VI. 9: P. Meijer, *Plotinus on the Good or the One* (Amsterdam, 1992),

For other treatises it is worth consulting the introductions to each treatise to be found in E. Bréhier, *Plotin: Les Ennéades* (Paris, 1924–38), and the notes in R. Harder, R. Beutler, and W. Theiler, *Plotins Schriften* (Hamburg, 1956–71) (which offers an excellent German translation and is exceptional in arranging Plotinus' treatises in chronological order).


4. Conferences and Collections

Some of the best work on Plotinus has appeared in the papers of various conferences. Individual papers are listed below in section 6, where I refer to the conferences using the following abbreviations:

Plotino: Plotino e il Neoplatonismo in Oriente e in Occidente (Rome, 1974).

Sources: Les Sources de Plotin (Entretiens sur l’antiquité classique 5) (Geneva, 1960).

Many informative articles on Plotinus and especially on the various philosophical movements of the early centuries AD can be found in ANRW: W. Haase and H. Temporini (eds.), Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt (Berlin, 1987–90), II. XXXVI. 1, 2, 3, 4.

5. Some Middle Platonists and Aristotelians

For information on Plotinus' Middle Platonist and Aristotelian predecessors see the works, listed below in section 6, of Dillon, Whittaker (2), Donini, Gottschalk, Sharples, Moraux. I list here editions and translations of some Middle Platonist and Aristotelian texts which are mentioned in this book:


Alexander of Aphrodisias, De anima, ed. I. Bruns (Berlin, 1887).

—— De anima, Eng. trans. (to be used with caution) by A. Fotinis (Washington, DC, 1979).


6. Select Bibliography

(For abbreviations see above, section 4)


—— (2), ‘The Background of the Doctrine “That the Intelligibles are not outside the Intellect’”, *Sources*, 393–413 = Armstrong (7), study IV.


—— (6), ‘Form, Individual and Person’, *Dionysius*, 1 (1977), 49–68 = Armstrong (7), study XX.


—— (10), ‘Platonic Mirrors’, *Eranos Jahrbuch*, 55 (1986), 147–81 = Armstrong (11), study VI.


— (5), Denken des Einen (Frankfurt, 1985).
— (2), Plotinus’ Psychology (The Hague, 1971).
Bussanich, J., The One and Its Relation to Intellect in Plotinus (Leiden, 1988).
Cherniss, H. (1), The Riddle of the Early Academy (Berkeley, Calif., 1945).
— (2), ‘Tradition and Personal Achievement in the Philosophy of
Plotinus’, *Journal of Roman Studies*, 50 (1960), 1–7 =

Dodd, *The Ancient Concept of Progress and Other Essays* (Oxford, 1973), essay VIII.


—— (3), ‘Plotinus on the Objects of Thought’ (forthcoming).

Ferwerda, R., *La Signification des images et des métaphores dans la pensée de Plotin* (Groningen, 1965).


—— (1), ‘Être, vie, pensée chez Plotin et avant Plotin’, *Sources*, 107–41.


—— (6), Plotinus: The Road to Reality (Cambridge, 1967).
—— (7), ‘The One of Plotinus and the God of Aristotle’, Review of Metaphysics, 27 (1973), 75–87 = Rist (10), study IX.
—— (8), ‘Plotinus and Augustine on Evil’, Plotino, 495–508.
Schwyzer, H.-R. (1), Plotinos (Munich, 1978) =
—— (2), Ammonios Sakkas der Lehrer Plotins (Opladen, 1983).


Tigerstedt, E., *The Decline and Fall of the Neoplatonic Interpretation of Plato* (Helsinki, 1974).
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